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M  o n c j %  Examination,
O nly a  few »sets -less fhan tenotsome

For years I  have been selling rdy books at"w 
of the largest in the countiy. Beginning NQW*
On account of the failure of three large publishini

• nt'wholesale.- 
m m  I shall d<

I  operate m y own bindery; one 
ieal directly with the P U B L IC .

------------------------------  --------!e“lsrge ‘publishing houses, and m y bindery arrangements
with others, lean  offer tne following bargains at the most U N H E A k D-O  F  prices. No money
until you satisfy yourself that you.a re getting the greatest book B A  RG À IH  ever offered.

It it  a condition c f  all aertpted order«. that I  deliver prepaid, for further ex- 
amination, bocki number» o f  which are marked in the coupon, at special cleir- 
atiee price«. It U understood that no payment need be made for thirty days.

FREE Inrr i à S3*00 09 L?xc ^  ot n e t  1 Eugene. Field's Work, 
sent free of cost with each hole.

Dê Luxe Editions Order by Number Note the Prices
Reg.
Sub.
Price

Special
Clear.
Prices

No.

w o r k s  OK EUGENE FIELD. . v Vols-, Ribbed Cloth....... $3.00 F ree
ORIENTAL TALES AND ARABIAN 

MIGHTS. Privately printed in London • 
(vary rare], only a few k h , complete. i

15 Vol*., Cloth................ $150.00
225.00

$ 4 4 . ( 5
7 6 .0 0

1
t15 Vols., % Pers. Mor....................

6 Vols., Cloth........................ .... ......... $22.50
*7.00

8
4 ••}(, Vols., 34 Pers. Mor..................

FfELDlNr...................... .............. 1 6 Vols., Cloth.............................. $22.50
27.50

« 9 .7 6
1 2 .5 0

6
«...................... 1 ® vols., %  Pers. Mor.................

DEFOE . 8 Vols., Cloth................................... $30.00
36.00

$ 1 2 .5 0
1 6 .7 6

7
9........... t 8 vols., %  Pers. Mor..................

BALZAC................................................. .18 Vois., \  Pers. Mor............................... $72.00 8 3 5 .0 0 4
•12 Vola., ^  Pers. Mor........................ $48.00 * 2 2 .5 0 10

k i n g s l e v .................................... . 1 Vols., H  Pers. Mor............................... $37.50
THACKERAY.................................... $40.00 $ 1 9 .5 0 12
ELIOT........................... . 8 Vols., 3/4 Pers. Mor............................... $30.00 $ 1 5 .7 5 13

. 13 Vols., % Pers. Mor............................... $65.00 $ 2 4 .5 0 14
EMERSON............................................ . 6 Vols.. % Pers. Mor............................... S27.00 $ 1 2 .6 0 IS
GIBBON'S ROME............................. $33.00 « 1 4 .5 0 16
FLUÌ ARCH’S LIVES...................... • .5 Vols.. \  Pers. Mor............................... $22.60 $ 1 1 .6 0 17

DICKENS............................................. i 20 Vols., Cloih........... ...................
1 20 Vols., \  Pers. Mor...............................

$51.00
90.00

* 2 9 .5 0
3 7 .6 0

18
19

SHAKESPEARE............................... 2Ô Vols., Shot Silk.................................... $60.00
85.00

$ 2 7 .5 0
3 4 .5 0

20
21
22
2»

20 Vols.. \  Pers. Mor.....................

SCOTT................................................... 2« Vola.. C lo lh .......................... $75.00
110.00

$ 2 9 .5 0
3 7 .5 024 Vols.. \  Pers. Mor...............................

1 10 Vols., % Pers. Mor............................... $39.00
30.00

$ 1 9 .5 0
1 6 .0 0

”2 4 "
25.......................................( io vols.. Buckram......................................

PEPYS DIARY................................. 4 Vola., ?4 Pera. Mor......................... $27.00 $ 1 1 .5 0 2«
6 Vols.. Va Pers. Mor.......................... $27.00

22.50
$ 1 2 .5 0

0 .7 5
27
28 
29

....................  \ 6 vols.. Cloth...................
TOLSTOI.............................................. .12 Vols., Cloth. $30.00 « 1 8 .0 0

..12 Vola, Cloth.......................... $30.00 $ 1 8 .0 0 30
, CARLYLE........................................ 10 Vols , Cloth............... $25.00 $ 1 5 .0 0 31

DUMAS........................................ .10  Vola., Cloth..............
jKk. Pa UL bfc, Koiin., Kbrtra fine I>e Ltrra, j db V'OlS., BucKram..
SjsK. limited to 1000 «eta. awarded Gold medal, ) 25 Vols., Fxtra Mor....... $ 100.00 

2S0 00
$ 5 0 .0 0 33 

33;
34 
84

EUGENE SUE. Hlth ol«aa rwl.uxe, limited ( 14 Vo Is. Buckram -----------
to 1000 «U. 52 ft.ll pat. etching,. | ,  VolsT, f c M o ? ............... $42.00| $ 1 9 .7 5  

84.001 8 2 .6 0

On erders..amounting u> less than J25.0G irom 
-“'Points west o{ the Mississippi rfv«*, ten percent, 
•additional will 1^  chaTged to co\er extra hrans- 

K portation.
I  agree to pay for these books, if salisfectovy» 

* *  cash in 30 days, and $ 2  monthly thereafter, 
on each set retained, until the special clearance 
price Is paid in fujl. when the title shall pass to 

.me. I f the books do not prove entirely satisfac 
tory, 1  will noWfy you within ten days of receipt of 
books, in which ease they may be returned at the 
expense ol CLINTON T. Br a in a r j d .

my Catalog of Bargains

Isth Ahve WN * Y ir.n S  f df ess T. Bratnard. 421,
wanted in accordance witTcolilitioU^tated^boi .“ 'a

 Sinnaw' “nd date °f “s" * S r g‘‘wb,°mand
[[O ccupation................... ...........

Business Address .............................. • • • • • • ..................
i ' ;  C ity and State ..........................

Residence Address ...............  ................................
^Deliver Books a t ............................

" * n« ° n  the naine'and'.•̂ ât̂ oftMwnagazine,
• - tsssaseiis§
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2 ETERNAL PROGRESS.

Special Offer!
Eternal Progress O ne Y e a r  fo r 5 0  Cents

^  Jt, ¿t, j t

We w il l  send E te rna l Progress one whole year to  any M in is te r, Physician, Col 
lege Professor, o r Public School Teacher, w ho w il l  m a il us 50 cents before the  last day 
o f A p r il, 1907.

We are about to  begin the  pub lica tion  of an extensive educational system  fo r  the  
h igher developm ent o f the whole man— physica l, m enta l, m ora l and s p ir itu a l. We have 
som eth ing to  say th a t w ill prove o f e x tra o rd in a ry  va lue to  the  race, and we desire to 
reach the  m illions.

T ha t th is  purpose m ay be fu lf il le d , we have planned to  place E te rna l Progress in 
the  hands of every person who gives in s tru c tio n ; and we take the  p riv ile g e  to ask all 
ou r readers to  lend th e ir  assistance so th a t our plan may be ca rried  ou t on the  largest 
scale possible.

I t  is our earnest desire th a t everybody who is e n title d  to  the  above o ffe r may be 
encouraged to take advantage of i t  a t once; so k in d ly  announce th is  o ffe r both fa r  and 
wide. Our plan ce rta in ly  deserves to  be prom oted w ith  the  greatest en thusiasm .

Address all Communications to

C. D . Larson, Fourth National Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, 0 »

CLUB RATES

----- FOR-----

«  E ternal P rogress   

Four or more yearly subscriptions 
with one order, 75 cents each. New 
Subscriptions or Renewals.

Ten or more yearly subscriptions 
with one order, 60 cents each. New sub-
scriptions or Renewals.

A  Free Copy of “POISE AN D  

POWER” to everybody who 

sends in a list of four or more 

subscribers at the above rates.

W H N i T E D I
A man of Experience and Business Ability 

to purchase half interest in

E T E R N A L  PRO GRESS
and to act as Business Manager. On accouat 
ofjtlie rapid growth of Eternal Progress, the 
Editor finds it necessary to turn the entire 
business management over to some other per 
son and prefers to have such person take part 
interest in the magazine. An excellent oppor 
tunity for the right man. Eternal Progress 
has a Great Future, and whoever accepts the 
above'proposition, will make as good an in 
vestment as can be made anywhere, and se*«re 
a life'time position in a business that will he 
clean, profitable and of unbounded value to tfce 
Race.

If you are interested, write to

C. D. LARSON,
Fourth National Bank Building, Cincinnati, O
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' s t o p t h a t  p a i n
There is only one d isease-Contjeation 
There is only one cure— C ircu lation

THE LAMBERT SNYDER 
HEALTH VIBRATOR

(9000 to 15000 vibrations the minute)

N O  D R U G S  

N O  P L A S T E R S  

N O  E L E C T R IC IT Y

I N D I G E S T I O N : In cases of indigestion our vibrator forces the food j 
to digest, thereby avoiding fermentation and the forming of gas. You 
get relief at once. 5  s  j
R H E U M A T IS M ; It is caused by uric acid centralizing at one point, i 
Vibration scatters the uric acid, and by increasing the circulation, drives 
it out through the pores.
D E A F N E S S : In cases of deafness the vibrator stimulates the outer
and inner mechanism of the ear and cures in many cases. 
C IR C U L A T IO N : If your circulation is poor the vibrator -will in- 

a warm glow all over your body.
L O C O M O T O R  A T A X I A : In cases of locomotor ataxia or para- 
iLSr!. J5 Vi-braAor 1 s *ile OHl.y relief. Stimulates the nerves, and vibra-, • . . . . ,, ' , 1 utl 'Co, dim VIDId*
tion today for these ailments is recognized as the best treatment by the 
leading specialists. 3
LUNG T R O U B LE: If your lungs are weak and troublesome use 
the vibrator. Vibration on the lungs lorces the blood through the dead 
troubli; d<>CS woncierful worlc ia ail cases of consumption and lung

PA IN S OR ACHES: No matter what pains or aches you have or 
e cause<j y . congestion, the vibrator will relieve them.

NERVO US D E B IL IT Y : In cases of nervous debility our vibrator does marvelous work.
Price only $ 2 .0 0 .  prepaid on receipt o f  $ 2 .3  S

®ur new 48-page book on vibration, fully illustrated. It 
r  IA l~y Jells you what has and is being done by vibration. Our 
, . book is a plain, commonsense argument. Send for it to 

day; it costs you nothing.

We a re  the largest maker» and 
dealers o f Vibrator« in tbe World

L A M B E R T  S N Y D E R  C O .
P « P t  an A 4 1  W e s t  2 4 t h  S t . .  N e w  Y o r k .  N . Y .

The simple Mahler Appliance is the only means in 
the world by which any lady, privately, m her own 
home, can fo r e v e r  destroy any growth of Super 
fluous Hair, Moles, Warts, Rea Veins or other 
blemishes on Face, Neck or Arms, never to return. 
G u aranteed  Harm less, Painless, Sure, or 
M on ey  R efu n ded . Don’t experiment with dan 
gerous apparatus, lotions, liquids, powders, etc., 
which make the hair grow coarser than before and 

often mar the skin.

FREE TO A N Y LADY
A  large 40-page illustrated book, by 
famous expert, giving scientific facts 

about cause and cure of hair growths, 
etc., how to secure a perfect complex 
ion, superb figure, glorious head of hair 
and other beau ty  secrets, sent free. 
Simply address D . J .  31 ab ler  C o., 

924 B Mahler Park, East Providence, R. I.

Superfluous Hai i 
Destroyed forevei

T f  t  J  * I can tellJS.nowledge is rower
adverse circumstances and be prosperous. I can advise and 
help you and show you that life is worth the living. You can 
rule your destiny. Get out of the Rut. Send full name and 
kirth date with'*1.00. H A R R Y  A R C H E R ,  G e n e ra l 
D e liv e r y , B u f fa lo ,  N. Y .

F  D  F  F  CHARACTER READING 
I l \ L L by GRAPHOLOGY.
sew and wonderful method. Advice given in all matters of 
kasfcsess, love, marriage and health by a handwriting expert 
Send name and address and two one cent stamps for F R E E  
Reading from y o u r  h a n d w r it in g . P R O F ,  H U G O  
L A N » A , D e p t. F .  S O U T H P O R T , CO N N .

Engineering Courses
BY MAIL

STATIONARY ENGINEERING
Every new skyscraper opens 
up new opportunities for the 
Stationary Engineer. Let us 
give you some advice on the 
subject of Stationary Engin 
eering and send you our 200 
page book, giving a synopsis 
of theCourse. W rite  to d a y .

Electrical Engineers are not look 
ing for work. The work is looking 
for them -a t wages which leave a 
margin for enjoyment and savings. 
Write today for our free 200 page 
book describing our courses in 
Electrical Engineering.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
Any ambitious young man who 
loves to put his hand onthe throttle 
should learn the theory as well as 
the practice. There is no work so 
full of fascination, not where the 
work is steadier. Write today for 
our 200-page book describing this 
and 60 other courses.

STRUCTURAL ENGINE
Tunnels, bridges, canals, sub 
ways, (the age of sub ways 
is just beginning) —some 
body will be engineeringtheir 
construction 20 years from 
now. Why should it not be 
you? Write without delay 
for our 200 page book descri 
bing our courses. It is Free.

A m erican  School of 
Correspondence

Division No. 56. Chicago, Ills.
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Health, Strength, Vitality and Endurance

Are held In the great storehouse of Nature in abundance for every one. You can se 
cure these things by obeying her laws. You cannot obey her laws unless you know them. 
I teach these laws. My methods cannot fall.

My patients are among the most advanced and thoughtful people in the land. 
Read what they said about my teachings:

Corning, New Y o rk , February 16, 1907. 
Eugene C h ris tian , F. E.,

7 E. 41st. St., New Y ork .
My Dear S ir :— I stepped on the scales yes 

te rday, and weighed exactly  150 pounds, 
against 132 pounds three m onths ago. My 
appreciation and thanks are due w h o lly  to 
you. I could not resist the im pulse to say 
th is  much to you.

(S igned) HUGH H. K E N D A L L , Treas.
C. R. M altby Co., W holesale Grocers,

Corning. N. Y.

155 T w e lfth  S treet, Long Island C ity , 
January 31, 1907.

Eugene C hris tian , F. E.,
7 E. 41st. St., New Y ork .

Dear S ir :— I have ju s t fin ished my term  
of trea tm ent, and my fina l repo rt is th a t 
I feel com ple te ly cured, and have gained 
about eighteen pounds in w e igh t during  th is  
tim e. I t  is ra the r d iff ic u lt to believe th is  
has all been done by foods.

(S igned) John D. M arr,

Broadway, V irg in ia . January 26, 1907. 
Eugene C h ris tian , F. E.,

7 E. 41st. St., New Y ork .
Dear S ir :— In closing my course of in  

s truc tions  w ith  you I w ish to  say, I am now 
31 years o f age. The past ten years o f my 
life  has been a constant f ig h t w ith  disease. 
Every am b ition  in life  was crushed by th is  
unequal figh t. I w ent th rough every fo rm  
of medical trea tm e n t th a t I was able to 
pay fo r, w ith o u t results. I am now restored 
to  w ha t I believe w ill be pe rfect health. I 
have gained in we ight, s treng th  and general 
v ita lity ,  so much th a t my fr ien ds  say I do 
not look like  the same man. I t  is due en 
t ire ly  to  you r s k il l in laying out by da ily  
bill-o f-fare, w h ich I have fo llow ed to  the 
le tte r.

Most g ra te fu lly  yours,
(S igned) H. H. HAYS.

Tottenville, N. Y.,
February 19, 1907. 

Eugene Christian, F. E.,
7 E. 41st. St., New York.

My Dear Mr. Christian:— Enclosed please

find  m y ten th  w eek ly  report. I congra tu la te  
you upon you r success in w o rk in g  out a sys 
tem  o f com b in ing foods th a t  cannot help but 
prove a blessing to  thousands o f people. I t  
is  un fo rtuna te  th a t some w ay cannot be de 
vised so as to  b ring  yo u r w o rk  before every 
sufferer.

You are welcom e to  use my name and ad 
dress, and re fe r anybody to  me.

(S igned) ELSO E. EVANS.

89 N. Y o rk  St., W heeling, Va., 
Septem ber 10, 1906.

M rs Agnes W . H ills ,
1830 Pacific  St., B rook lyn , N. Y.

My Dear M adam :— R eply ing  yo u r inqu iry  
concern ing m y experience w ith  Mr. Eugene 
C h ris tia n ’s m ethods o f tre a tm e n t I placed 
m yse lf under h is care las t M arch. He laid 
out fo r  me a special d ie t, or, more properly 
speaking, ce rta in  com b inations o f food. I 
have lost 29 pounds in th ree  m onths, and I 
am s t i l l  reducing. I have im proved so much 
in general appearance th a t I am the sub 
jec t o f much com m ent among my friends. 
I cannot te ll in w ords the  benefit I have re 
ceived. Yours t ru ly ,

(S igned) A lice  W . Devore.
T h is  le tte r  was in answer to  an in qu iry  

m rde by M rs  H ills  o f M rs. Devore.

University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, N. M. 

Eugene Christian, F. E.,
7 E. 41st. St., New York.

My Dear S ir:— Your book "Uncooked 
Foods” is received. It  pleases me so much 
that I enclose $2.00 for two additional copies 
to give to friends.

(Signed) C. E. Hodgin.

Eugene Christian, F. E.,
7 E. 41st. St., New York.

My Dear S ir:— Some months ago I re 
ceived your book, "Uncooked Foods,” and it 
is worth its weight in gold. I would like to 
know if you have another book for sale, or 
if you contemplate w riting one. It  seems 
to me I have read of it somewhere.

Yours sincerely,
(Signed) J. G. TOPE.

The above are extracts from letters received from a few of my patrons. They 
represent the sentiment and voice of thousands of others that can be seen in my files. 
If you are suffering from any kind of stomach or intestinal trouble, nervousness, mal- 
assimilation, general weakness or anemia, w rite at once for my literature and particu 
lars concerning my system of treatment.

Send $1.00 for my book, “ Uncooked Foods.” It may give you an idea that w ill 
change many an hour of suffering into health.

Samples of my Imported Italian Protoid Nuts sent free.
EUG ENE C H R IS T IA N , Food Expert, 7 East 41st Street, New York.
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A  R A R E  O P P O R T U N I T Y  !
<£• Jt, ,**

The System of B ra in  and M ind Developm ent th a t has recently  been published in 
E terna l Propress is producing m ost exce llen t resu lts. Those who are g iv ing  the system 
jus tice , do not hesitate to declare th a t i t  is p o s itive ly  the greatest discovery of the 
age, and th a t its  app lica tion  w ou ld  revo lu tion ize  the w orld . So it  w ould, and we de 
sire to  have as m any as possible begin a t once to  revo lu tion ize  th e ir  own w orlds by 
g iv ing  th is  system  m ost thorough app lica tion .

G R E A T P O S S IB IL IT IE S

Are w ith in  reach o f every m ind, and i t  is the p riv ile ge  of every m ind to reach every 
lo fty  goal th a t is in v iew . A num ber o f subscribers who have received personal d irec 
tion  in the  app lica tion  o f th is  system are having resu lts th a t are s im p ly  rem arkable. 
And from  every source comes the  one assuring sta tem ent

IT  W ORKS P E R FE C TLY .

We rea lize th a t the re  are hundreds who desire to  secure the greatest resu lts pos 
sib le  at once, and we have arranged to  place personal d irec tion  in the hands of them  all. 
To a ll such asp iring  m inds, we make a specia l offer, good fo r  th is  m onth. We w ill give 
personal in s tru c tio n  in  the  app lica tion  o f th is  system, fo r  the  rest of th is  year, to 
every person who w i l l  send us a club of ten yea rly  subscribers to  E terna l Progress, at 
60 cents each; the  o rder to  reach us before May 1, 1S07. We w ill also send a Meta 
physica l B ra in  C hart, free  w ith  the ins tructions.

T h is  is c e rta in ly  a rare oppo rtu n ity , and there  is not a single asp iring  m ind who 
can afford to  do o therw ise but accept i t  a t once. Address a ll com m unications to

C* D, Larson, Fourth National BanklBldg-, Cincinnati, O .

Hi_Secret
Of Everything In The 

Universe Is Found In 

The Law Of Vibration.

V I B R A T I O N

* *  EX PLA IN S ALL * *

A  Thorough Study Of The 
Law Of Vibration W ill Begin 
In The May Number of “Eter 
nal Progress.”

M etaphysical 

B rain  C hart
Illustrates Where To Concentrate In 
The Brain For the Development Of 
All The Leading Faculties and Tal 
ents. Nearly a Half-a-Hundred Fac 
ulties And Combinations of Facul 
ties Represented. Also What Facul" 
ties To Develop For Greater Success 
in any Line of Work. This Chart is 
Indispensable to Everyone Who De 
sires to Increase His Ability and 
Mental Capacity. Price 50  C ents.

Send all Orders to

C. D. LARSON,
Fourth National Bank Building, 

Cincinnati, Ohio.
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General Information to Subscribers of Back Numbers of

E T E R N A L  PROGRESS _  v ^
Eternal progress

SU BSC RIPTIO N PRICE. — — ---------------— - — ■  -
S IN G LE  SUBSC RIPTIO NS, $1.00 a year;

5  m onths tr ia l,  25 cents. Payable in advance 
C LU B  RATES.

FOUR OR MORE yea rly  subscrip tions 
w ith  one order, 75 cents each; ten o r more 
yea rly  subscrip tions w ith  one order, 60 
cents each. C lub rates are good fo r  re 
newals as w e ll as new subscrip tions.

A L L  SUBSC RIPTIO NS w ill begin w ith  
the cu rre n t issue. Back numbers on hand 
w ill be advertised on th is  page, and may be 
had at 10 cents a copy.

NEW  SUBSCRIBERS w il l  receive th e ir  
f irs t  copy w ith in  tw o  weeks a fte r th e ir  o rder 
has reached th is  office.

If  you do not receive you r f irs t  copy 
w ith in  three weeks a fte r you have sent in 
your subscrip tion, w r ite  to us, g iv ing  your 
fu ll name and address, and the am ount of 
money sent. We sha ll r ig h t the m a tte r at 
once.

E T E R N A L  PROGRESS is mailed on or 
about the f irs t  of the m on th ; should you fa il 
to receive you r copy by the 10th , send us 
notice, and an extra  copy w il l  be supplied.

E T E R N A L  PROGRESS w ill be sent to 
subscribers u n til ordered discontinued, and 
a ll arrears paid. K in d ly  w atch yo u r label 
on the  w rapper, and renew as soon as you r 
subscrip tion  expires. You w ill fa vo r us 
and benefit you rse lf by so doing.

W H E N  SENDING  in yo u r renewal, a l 
ways state th a t it  Is a renewal. T h is  is 
very  im portan t.
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There are four leading essentials to 
scientific thinking. The first is to think 
in the attitude of right mental states, and 
in such states only; the second is to think 
only such thoughts as will push your 
work, and that will constantly promote 
your present purpose in life ; the third is 
to employ only those creative processes 
of mind which have a decided tendency 
to produce the larger, the better and the 
superior; and the fourth is to think only 
the truth; to fashion all thoughts accord-
ing to the most perfect mental conception 
of absolute truth.

The first three essentials have been 
fully considered in previous articles, and 
we shall now proceed with the fourth.

All truth is absolute, and the absolute 
is immeasurable; therefore, we cannot 
think absolute truth, because to think is 
to mentally measure that which we are 
thinking about.

Though we cannot mentally measure 
the absolute, still we can measure our 
mental conceptions of the absolute, and 
we can make those conceptions larger 
and larger eternally.

To form mental conceptions of the ab-
solute is to think the truth, because every 
view of the absolute must be truth, since 
the absolute is nothing but truth.

When you are looking at the light, and 
the light only, you see nothing but light; 
but how much light you see depends up-
on whether you are viewing light 
through a crack in the wall, or standing 
out in the open.

There are people who view the abso-
lute through a crack in the w all; they do 
not see much; but they see enough to be 
convinced that there is something else in

life besides limited physical things.
The glimpse of the absolute which 

they received was the truth, but the opin-
ions which they subsequently framed 
about that truth were simply man-made 
doctrines.

Great souls always view the absolute 
out in the open, and therefore obtain such 
extraordinary wisdom and power. In 
fact, this is the reason why they are 
great; and all souls can become great by 
doing likewise; by going into the univer-
sal, the cosmic, and thinking only such 
thoughts as are fashioned while view-
ing the absolute through the cosmic 
state.

However, any view of the absolute, no 
matter how limited it may be, gives truth, 
just as any view of light gives light; this 
is a principle to be constantly held in 
mind.

But to think truth, and truth only, 
mind must be in the open of universal 
consciousness, and must direct the entire 
attention upon the absolute.

Scientific thinking means the thinking 
of truth, and truth only; therefore, to be 
scientific, no thought must be created 
unless truth is the pattern.

In order to think the truth constantly, 
there are three leading principles to be 
observed and applied:

1. Every mental process should be 
based upon the truth of that with which 
the process is concerned.

2. All thinking should be patterned 
after a constantly ascending mental con-
ception of that which is.

3. Mind should face the absolute con-
stantly, and approach the absolute con-
stantly.
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In the practical application of these 
principles, discrimination must be made 
between absolute truth and relative truth.

A  relative truth is a fact that explains 
how two or more things are related to 
each other under a certain condition.

An absolute truth reveals what princi-
ples, laws, elements, forces, or things are 
in themselves.

An absolute truth is therefore un-
bounded, because the real of everything 
contains the possibility of endless en-
largement and development. When we 
look at a thing in itself we discover that 
we can learn more and more about that 
thing, never finding all that is to be found 
in the fathomless depths of its nature.

When we examine real things, we are 
face to face with absolute truth; truth 
too large to measure or comprehend. 
Consequently, an absolute truth is al-
ways a truth that grows in the conscious-
ness of an expanding mind. In fact, it 
is not possible for any mind to have a 
fixed and changeless conception of ab-
solute truth. The very moment you face 
absolute truth, your conception of the 
absolute will begin to grow and expand, 
and will never cease to grow while you 
are mentally facing the absolute.

The reason for this is very simple. 
The mind moves naturally and constantly 
towards that upon which attention is di-
rected. That is the law. Therefore, so 
long as attention is concentrated upon 
the absolute, mind will move towards the 
absolute, entering more deeply into the 
absolute, and gaining a larger and 
larger view of the absolute.

The higher we go into that which has 
no limit, the larger our conception of the 
limitless becomes; consequently, the very 
act of facing the absolute constantly, 
means perpetual growth.

If  your view of life and things in gen-
eral is no larger now than it was some-
time ago, you are not facing the abso-
lute ; you are not thinking the truth; you 
are simply reproducing in your mind the 
ideas of others, or your own pre-con- 
ceived opinions.

Such thinking, however, is not scien-
tific ; but on the contrary, is the direct 
path to sickness, sorrow and want.

In scientific thinking, all relative truths 
should be considered as relative, and as

nothing else; we should understand those 
relative truths so that we can properly 
relate ourselves to those things with 
which we come in contact on our upward 
path. But we must never stop to men-
tally face these relative truths, or look 
upon them as the goal in view.

Thousands of intelligent minds are 
looking for relative truths only, so that 
they may properly relate themselves to 
the things that appear; but mind does not 
expand unless we face the absolute; 
therefore, if we face only the relative, 
mind does not grow sufficiently to com-
prehend even the relative, and will fail 
to properly relate itse lf' to present 
spheres.

The mind that thinks only of the earth 
earthy, knows the least about the earthy. 
Likewise, the mind that attempts nothing 
but adjustment, will be unable to adjust, 
because the underlying principles and 
laws of adjustment must be understood.

This explains why so many intelligent, 
well-educated people are just as liable to 
sickness, trouble and failure as those 
who know practically nothing.

In this age of idealism, we have a 
great many people who have become so 
absorbed in the absolute that they wholly 
ignore the relative; they are always out 
of tune with present conditions, and on 
account of the perpetual discord in which 
they live, they fail to keep the mind upon 
the absolute, though they are trying ever 
so hard to do so.

The proper attitude is to relate your-
self properly to the persons, things, and 
environments that are about you now, 
but move constantly towards the higher, 
the larger, the superior— the absolute.

Make the absolute your go a l; but as 
you advance, be in tune with everything 
that you may meet on the way.

But what is the absolute, and where 
must we concentrate mind to give the 
absolute our undivided attention?

The absolute is the real of everything, 
and when we try to understand more and 
more of the real of everything, we give 
the absolute our attention

There is a difference between the real 
of a thing and the appearance of that 
thing; just as there is a difference be-
tween the light and its rays. Both are 
necessary and proper in their places, but
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we can not understand one thing by ex-
amining another. The appearance of a 
thing is not the thing itself; therefore, 
when we study the appearance it becomes 
necessary to view it as an appearance 
only, or misunderstanding and false be-
lief will follow.

To judge a thing by its appearance is 
to misjudge; we must look through the 
appearance and try to see the absolute 
within, unfolding.

The appearance is limited, temporal, 
and at times, perverted. The real is un-
bounded, eternal, and always in the true 
state of being.

We should view that which is, and 
seek to attain a higher and a higher con-
ception of the real of that which appears.

True, we can not see the whole of that 
which i s ; nor can we ever see the whole; 
but if we are viewing the real, we will 
see only truth, no matter how small it 
may be.

Imperfections, or evils, do not come 
from a limited mental conception of the 
absolute, but from a conception that 
ignores the absolute, and is patterned en-
tirely from appearance. A  mental con-
ception which is formed while mind is 
facing the absolute is always right, with-
in its sphere of action; and being right, 
can produce no wrong.

This is something that will clear up 
hundreds of confused conditions of mind.

Therefore, when the mind gives its 
attention to the absolute only, all its 
thoughts will be right, and there can be 
nothing wrong in that person’s life, be-
cause the personal man always is as 
thought is.

No matter how small a cause is, if it 
is good and right in its little sphere, it 
will produce only good and pleasing ef-
fects ; and in a life wThere all the causes 
were good, all the effects would be good.

It has been demonstrated conclusively 
that thought is the fundamental cause, 
and that when thought is right, every-
thing will be right. It has also been 
demonstrated that every thought is fash-
ioned according to some mental concep-
tion ; and that mental conceptions are of 
two kinds—those formed when we think 
of appearances and those formed when 
we think of the absolute.

Again, it has been demonstrated that 
a mental conception is the exact likeness 
of that which we think about while the 
conception is formed; and that since 
many appearances are perverted, con-
ceptions formed in their likeness will also 
be perverted, and will produce perver-
sions.

From this we would judge that the 
secret of emancipation from evil would 
be to think only of those appearances 
which are right. But how are we to
know ?

When we judge only from appear-
ances, our judgment is wrong, and we 
then and there produce another pervert-
ed appearance from our own minds. And 
what is more, when we judge only from 
appearances, we have no way of know-
ing which appearance is a perversion and 
which is not. •

Appearances that look well are often 
the deadliest enemies of human welfare.

The surface reveals nothing as to the 
right or wrong of the action; because it 
is not the surface that acts. The surface 
is only the result of action; the cause lies 
beneath.

Therefore, to form our mental con-
ceptions in the likeness of appearances 
is but to create a bundle of delusions and 
false beliefs, and to multiply indefinitely 
our mistakes and troubles. The only 
other way is to form our mental concep-
tions in the likeness of the absolute, and 
we shall see at once that this way is also 
the only safe way.

When you mentally face the absolute 
you will form mental conceptions of the 
absolute; your vision may be narrow, 
and your understanding limited, but so 
long as you are facing the absolute, it is 
the absolute that you see.

The absolute is nothing but the truth; 
therefore, the mental conceptions you 
form while thinking about the absolute, 
will be conceptions of truth, and truth 
only.

A  mental conception of truth will nat-
urally be like the truth, an exact image 
of the truth, and will consequently be 
truth. That which is exactly like truth, 
is truth.

From this brief analysis, anyone can 
understand at once that so long as we
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mentally face the absolute, we will think 
the truth, and the truth only.

To mentally face the absolute is to 
hold mind in such a position that the 
whole of attention centers directly upon 
the real—that something which is at the 
foundation of things.

Whatever we think about, it is this 
reality that should be the object in view. 
With this object in view, mind will pass 
through appearances, and will go directly 
to that which is truth, and comprehend 
as much of that truth as present mental 
capacity will permit.

Should present mental capacity be very 
limited, that will not prevent the thinking 
of truth, and truth only ; because so long 
as the absolute receives the whole of at-
tention, nothing but truth will be real-
ized in mind.

We can not think untruth while the en-
tire mind is concerned with that which is 
anything but truth.

The smallest mental kingdom may 
therefore be completely under the reign 
of truth : and where truth reigns su-
premely. only the right and the good can 
be found.

It is the belief among many that one 
can not think the truth unless he has the 
mental capacity to understand everything 
in this sphere of existence; but that be-
lief is easily refuted.

A glass house will be full of pure light, 
no matter how small it may be; like-
wise, a mind which admits pure truth 
and nothing but pure truth, will be full 
of pure'truth, no matter how small the 
understanding may be.

The problem is to admit only pure 
truth; and that problem is solved by giv-
ing the absolute the whole of attention.

When we begin to think the truth,, the 
smallness of mind will soon be a thing 
of the past; because when the whole of 
attention is given to the boundless, into 
the boundless consciousness will go, ex-
panding, and extending itself in all direc-
tions perpetually.

Consequently, to give the absolute the 
whole of attention, will not only mean 
complete emancipation, but constant as-
cension into higher and higher attain-
ments.

©mu? lExplatob
That the mind radiates certain elec-

trical energies is no longer disputed. 
Everyone who is familiar with the latest 
discoveries knows this to be true; but 
the question is whether these forces are 
of any practical use. The tendency of 
the age is to give serious attention only 
to those things which can be practically 
employed, and to ignore all others; but 
if we would give more profound thought 
to those things that seem impractical, 
we should also find their value to be very 
great in nearly every instance.

*  * *

We have come to the conclusion that 
all things are created for a purpose; to 
be used; and that the discovery of a new 
force is evidence that we are ready to 
make use of that force. Thorough 
students of life all agree that we do not

discover the higher until we are suffi-
ciently advanced to master and employ 
the higher. In other words, you do not 
meet any force, condition, opportunity or 
occasion until you are equal to it; a 
statement that seems doubtful, but is 
nevertheless true.

* * * *

Every force is the result of a definite 
rate of vibrations produced through a 
certain individual expression of the one 
primal energy; and since there is no end 
to rates of vibration, there can be no 
end to the many forces that lie beyond, 
in the ascending scale. As we ascend 
in the scale of life we shall meet these 
forces one after the other; therefore, the 
fact that we meet a new force proves 
that we have risen in the scale of life, 
and are competent to employ finer and 
mightier forces than we did before.
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In every age we have had highly de-
veloped minds that were aware of these 
finer forces that radiate from the human 
personality; but it is only of recent years 
that tangible evidence on the subject 
has been produced; and this we all must 
admit, proves conclusively that the race 
is ready to study and consciously apply 
these forces. We have used them at 
times, unconsciously; but the uncon-
scious use of anything is never satisfac-
tory, being at best, simply an indication 
of what is near at hand, if we will pre-
pare to receive it.

* * * *

The age is now ready to emeige from 
materialism, to explore the higher realms 
in the ascending scale, and learn how to 
employ in practical everyday life the 
finer elements of mind and soul. Such 
a course would, even in one generation, 
bring about almost undreamed of re-
sults in human advancement.

* * * *

One of these finer forces, the existence 
of which we have succeeded in demon-
strating tangibly, has been called the 
N-Ray, but it is only electrical radiations 
from the great human dynamo. The
mind permeates the entire personality,
and consequently radiates its energies, 
more or less, from the entire personality, 
but since the center of mental activity 
is in the brain, we naturally find the most 
powerful energies in that organ.

*  *  *  *

Electricians all know that a great deal 
of electricity not only escapes from the 
dynamo, but a great deal is also lost 
through transmission. No process has 
as yet been discovered by which all the 
electricity generated by a certain plant 
can be transmitted to a distant locality 
without great loss; but such a process 
will soon be perfected, and when it is, 
electricity can be transmitted from 
Niagara Falls to any part of North or 
South America without losing one tenth 
of a per cent. However, what is true of 
one form of electricity is also true of an-
other; a great deal of it is lost, whether 
it be generated in a mechanical dynamo, 
or in the human brain.

How to prevent this loss in both cases 
is engaging the attention of the best 
minds; consequently the solution is prac-
tically at hand. We claim, however, that 
perfect methods for preventing loss of 
electricity from the human personality 
have already been discovered; though 
methods more easily applied are liable 
to appear at any time. But, in the mean-
time, the methods we possess should be 
thoroughly employed, because the ability 
to save your power is of extraordinary 
importance. It is a well known fact that 
the average person loses from one half 
to nine-tenths of the electrical energy 
generated in his system; but what a 
power he might become if he could save 
all his energy and make practical use of 
it.

  * *
We have all discovered that some 

people have a personal atmosphere, and 
we have formed all sorts of mysterious 
conclusions about the nature of that at-
mosphere; but it is simply the radiations 
of stored up electrical energy. Remem-
ber, it is the personal electricity that you 
save, that radiates this energy; the elec-
tricity you lose causes no radiations. 
Consequently, the secret of having a 
strong, poised and harmonious atmos-
phere is to save your power; prevent the 
electrical energies of the system from 
being lost. This is important, because 
it is the powerful personalities that reach 
the high places in life. You may wholly 
ignore this subject, but if you have suc-
cess and high attainment in view, you 
can not afford to ignore it. You need 
all the power that you can accumulate, 
and the possession of a strong, steady
personality is indispensable.

* * * *
No one pays any attention to a weak 

light because its radiations are too in-
significant; but a strong light will at-
tract wide-awake attention everywhere.

* * * *
The question is frequently asked why 

both animals and humans are strongly 
repelled by certain persons, but are 
almost irresistably attracted to other per-
sons ; and the answer is that the person 
who repels, repels because he is losing his 
energies, while the one who attracts, at-
tracts because he retains his energies.
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When your forces are constantly es-
caping from your system, you have no 
atmosphere, but instead, are giving off 
scattering jets of most discordant vibra-
tions ; and as everybody is unconsciously 
repelled by discord, you can not, under 
the circumstances, hope to attract any-
body. On the other hand, when your 
forces are retained in the system, and 
held in poise, you radiate an atmosphere 
that is harmony itself; and as everybody 
is attracted to harmony, everybody will 
be drawn to you. They feel it a privilege 
to be with you ; and since they are bene-
fited so much by your association, they 
are more than pleased to do anything for 
you.

* * * *
It should be remembered in this con-

nection, that electrical radiations from 
the personality do not indicate a losing 
of power, but the saving of power. 
Many map think that to radicate energy 
is to lose energy; but radiations are not 
themselves energies; they are the har-
monious vibrations from energies, and 
can come only from energies that are 
held in poise in the system.

* * * *

Whether we believe in radiations or 
not, we know that the person who loses 
his forces is weak, and repels; while the 
person who saves his forces is strong, 
and attracts. The one course leads to 
failure; the other to success; and that 
ought to make the subject most inter-
esting even to the materialists. That 
electrical vibrations radiate from the hu-
man personality has been fully demon-
strated however; we are therefore deal-
ing with tangible facts. It has also been 
demonstrated that these radiations have 
different colors, the colors changing with 
the states of mind.

* * * *
What effect these radiations have upon 

plants and plant life is a subject of more 
than ordinary interest; and in the 
presence of certain facts in this con-
nection, we conclude that here is a field 
for extensive and most important exper-
iments. We all know that certain people 
can make almost any kind of plants 
grow, even without any care whatever; 
while others have no “ luck" with plants,

whether they give them much care or 
not. To know the reason will not only 
prove interesting, but instructive and of 
practical value.

* * * *
The radiations of the human person-

ality have definite qualities, and conse-
quently produce effects accordingly upon 
anything they come in contact with. It 
is therefore but natural that plants, es-
pecially the more sensitive, should re-
spond almost immediately to the effects 
of such radiations.

* * * *

Experiments have demonstrated that 
plants will be healthier and grow more 
rapidly when they are given abundance 
of what may be called constructive sym-
pathy. In other words, love your plants, 
and go about them with a serene, whole-
some, animating state of mind. Many 
people do this unconsciously, both with 
animals and plants, and whatever they 
care for always thrives. But when the 
law is understood, and conscious applica-
tion made, the results will multiply many 
times.

* * sic *

The man who loves his horses always 
has the healthiest and the most spirited 
horses; and the woman who loves her 
hens, always finds the most eggs. These 
are facts, whether it appears ridiculous 
or not; and what is more, they are facts 
that can be scientifically explained.

* * * *
It has been observed thousands of 

times that plants have faded and died 
under the best of “ outside” care, while 
the owner was seriously i l l ; and people 
who have “ good luck” with plants al-
ways notice that the plants never look as 
healthy while the owner feels badly. The 
same phenomena appears also in the ani-
mal world. But what is the cause? 
Simply this, that the plants and animals 
are affected by the thoughts of their 
masters.

*  *  *  *

We positively believe that the man 
who gives his garden constructive sym-
pathy, will increase the productiveness of 
that garden fully one-fourth, or more. 
Not only the laws of mind, but also the
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actual experiments prove conclusively 
that such a belief is sound. And why 
not? There is no limit to the human 
mind, neither among the tangible forces, 
nor the intangible. The power of mind 
is creative, and it can be transmitted 
anywhere; then why should we not be 
able to increase the productiveness of 
anything in nature by lending the crea-
tive powers of our minds? Experience 
proves that this is possible; and anyone 
will have the opportunity this season to 
test the law.

* * * 
Both plants and animals can be cured 

o f almost any kind of disease by the 
usual metaphysical methods of healing; 
and the more sensitive of both plants and 
animals will sicken in a home where 
mental discord holds continuous sway. 
These things prove again that the chil-
dren of nature are affected for good or 
ill by the electrical radiations from the 
human mind.

* * * *
The productiveness of anything de-

pends upon the supply of vitality or life 
force, or what is called creative energy. 
Therefore, any method through which 
this life force can be increased, will in-
crease productiveness ; and we know that 
the life-force of anything in nature can 
be increased by the constructive sym-
pathy of the human mind.

* * * *
As previously stated, this field gives 

opportunity for most extensive and most 
interesting experiments ; and whoever 
will give his genius to this subject will 
become both famous and rich. You can 
do almost anything with nature when all 
her laws are constructively employed; 
but there are metaphysical as well as 
physical laws in nature ; both demand at-
tention.

* * * *
When we understand the nature of the 

electrical vibrations that radiate from the 
human brain, the mystery of thought 
transference is no longer a mystery. We 
then find that telepathy is simply wire-
less telegraphy carried on between hu-
man instruments. In thought transfer-
ence, when consciously conducted, the 
electrical vibrations from the mind are

focalized and directed towards a certain 
definite person; though this focalization 
may take place unconsciously whenever 
we think deeply about a certain person. 
In that case we transmit thought without 
trying to do so.

*  *  *  *

Unconscious transmission may also 
take place without the focalization of the 
mental vibrations; and this is constantly 
taking place, more or less, among all 
minds that are in sympathy. Through 
this form of transmission it is not usually 
thought, however, that is transferred, but 
mental states and physical conditions. 
Sensitive people nearly always feel, phy-
sically and mentally, like the more posi-
tive people with whom they are in sym-
pathy ; and the reason is, they uncon-
sciously absorb the vibrations that radi-
ate from these personalities. Many peo-
ple are frequently made sick simply by 
entering into close sympathy with a 
friend who is sick; and the number who 
have failed in life through associating 
intimately with reckless, ambitionless 
people, is very great.

* * * *

In wireless telegraphy the two instru-
ments must be keyed to the same scale 
of vibration; and it is the same in mental 
telepathy. The two persons must, for 
the time being, be on the same mental 
plane. This is accomplished through 
sympathy. The law is that whenever 
we sympathize with a person, we enter 
the same mental plane upon which that 
person is acting at present. I f  we are 
in a negative state of mind, we will re-
ceive the vibrations radiating from that 
person; but if we are in a positive state, 
we will give to that person the thoughts 
we think at the time. Consequently, 
when we are always in a strong, well- 
poised attitude, we can sympathize with 
anybody without receiving their ills or 
discords; and what is more, we will give 
of our richer, stronger thought to those 
with whom we sympathize, thus becom-
ing helpful to an extraordinary degree.

* * * *

The souls who have rendered the 
greatest service to the race have always 
been those who were strong, and who 
sympathized with everybody. They gave
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of their superior power, but never re-
ceived weakness. They entered into 
such close touch with the world that the 
world could receive; frequently going 
down to the world; but they always 
brought down light, wisdom and power, 
never taking darkness or ills up with 
them. People in this age who wish to 
be helpful to a high degree will find it 
profitable to study these laws, and apply 
them as all great souls have done.

* * * *
Returning to the study of nature, and 

her responsiveness to the touch and 
thought of man, we find that the focali- 
zation of the mental radiations whenever 
we direct thought or constructive sym-
pathy upon individual plant life, will re-
markably increase the results. And we 
also find that we can focalize these ener-
gies with perfect ease whenever we are 
in subjective consciousness. This form 
of consciousness is being studied exten-
sively in connection with the new system 
of brain and mind development, but we 
shall find it extremely valuable in many 
other fields as well.

*  *  *  *

The close relationship existing be-
tween man and nature is again evidenced 
by the tendency of an approaching storm 
to intensify certain human ills. Though 
there are many explanations for this 
phenomena, the fact is that discord of 
any kind, if sufficiently strong, can both 
produce and intensify human ills, wheth-
er that discord comes from disturbed 
electrical conditions in the atmosphere, 
or from disturbed electrical vibrations in 
the human mind.

* * * *
The fact that rheumatic people, and 

some other people, can feel the coming 
stormy weather, leads us to inquire if 
other events do not also “ cast their 
shadows before?”  To this question an 
affirmative reply can positively be given, 
because every action sends out vibra-
tions, and all kinds of vibrations can be 
felt by someone. What is called pre-
monition, is simply the feeling of vi-
brations that are radiated and transmit-
ted by some human mind, or some nat-
ural phenomena.

It is not possible to foretell something 
that has not started; but a coming event

does send its vibrations on ahead; and 
these vibrations can be detected and in-
terpreted in a great many ways.

* * * *

This leads us into a vast field, that is 
not only intensely interesting, but most 
profitable to explore and study. We 
must, however, before wre proceed very 
far in this study, master our imagination. 
An uncontrolled imagination is the great-
est obstacle to satisfactory results in 
these finer realms of life ; and we posi-
tively believe that if all modern thinkers 
had ten years ago learned to master their 
imagination, we should have thousands 
of mental and spiritual giants in the 
world today. * * * *

The race has for some time been on 
the verge of higher things; and nearly a 
million people in this country have tried 
to enter the new realms; but they 
brought with them an uncontrolled im-
agination, and before they had taken a 
single full step, this imagination was 
running wild, creating all sorts of fanci-
ful notions, so that the mind did not 
know what was fact and what was 
fiction. The result was confusion, and 
retarded progress.

* * * *
But it is not only in certain so-called 

hidden realms that imagination needs 
watching; an uncontrolled imagination is 
an obstacle everywhere. On the other 
hand, there is nothing that it more valu-
able to progress, advancement and at-
tainment than an imagination that is well 
trained and under perfect control.

* * * *
Whatever we imagine, that we im-

press upon mind; and whatever is im-
pressed upon mind is reproduced some-
where in the system through the crea-
tive processes. Therefore, if what we 
imagine is not true, we cause false states 
and conditions to form in the system.

* * v *
The true function of imagination is to 

image, or impress upon mind the exact 
likeness of those ideas that the under-
standing has found to be true. Imagin-
ation should follow understanding; the 
understanding should follow the expan-
sion of consciousness; and conscious-
ness should expand wherever faith has 
found the seeming void to be solid rock.
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With what measure ye mete, it shall be 
be measured to you again.

He who gives much, receives much; 
but what does it mean to give? When 
we hear the word “ give/ we think of 
charity and poverty; and believing that 
the latter is inevitable, we conclude the 
former must be an exalted virtue.

But poverty is not inevitable; it is not 
a part of life’s plan; it is simply a mis-
take; therefore, charity cannot be other-
wise than a temporal remedy.

But temporal remedies, though good 
and necessary, are not virtues, because a 
virtue is eternal; a part of the endless ex- 
istance of ascending man.

He who gives in charity does not re-
ceive anything in return unless he gives 
himself. It is therefore not the giving 
of things that brings reward, but the 
giving of life.

But to give much of life, one must 
possess much of li fe ; and to possess 
much life one must live a large measure 
of life.

According to the law, life is measured 
out to us with the same measure that we 
employ in the measuring of our own ex- 
istance. In other words, you will re-
ceive only as much life as your own 
measure can hold. But it is not only 
life that is measured out to us in this 
w ay; everything that pertains to life is 
measured in the same way.

We conclude, therefore, that he re-
ceives a large measure full, who sets 
out a large measure to be filled, and to 
give of oneself is simply to offer oneself 
for enrichment.

He who gives much of himself will be 
abundantly enriched, because he places 
in life a large measure of himself, to be 
filled.

He who gives things, may lose all that 
he has given ; but he who gives himself 
loses nothing; he merely gains a larger 
and a richer self.

He who gives himself to mankind, 
gives life : and life can supply all things.

To have abundance of life is to have 
power to help yourself, and re-create 
your own world according to your high-
est thought and desire.

The gift of life is therefore the high-
est g if t ; it is also the largest gift, because 
it includes all gifts.

He who gives life does not give to 
relieve poverty, but to build strong souls; 
and when strong souls appear, poverty 
disappears of itself.

To give one’s life is to express in 
thought, word or action everything that 
one lives fo r; and how much one lives 
for depends upon how largely life is 
measured in the understanding.

Measure life largely, and life will give 
you a large measure of itself. Blend 
consciousness with the universal, and 
you will receive universal consciousness.

Think only of the boundless, and your 
thought will be limited no more.

Take a large measure of your talents; 
and the wisdom that fills the universe 
shall fill that larger measure.

Take a large measure • of mankind; 
have faith in the superior side of every 
mind, and every mind shall give to you 
as much as your measure of that mind 
can hold.

Dwell in the world of greater possi-
bilities; expect much,; work for much; 
live for much; have faith in much; and 
as much will come to you as you thought, 
lived and worked for.

Never limit anything or anyone; the 
measure of all things should be as large 
as your conscious comprehension.

Refuse to be contented with anything 
but that which is constantly enlarging 
its measure.

Live for great things, and press on; 
the greater and greater will surely be 
measured out to you.

It is the law, and cannot fail. The 
majority accomplish so little because 
they undertake so little; they never reach 
the high places because they nearly al-
ways aim at the low ones.
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Those minds that aim high for awhile, 
lose their lofty aspirations because they 
fail to reach the mountain top the first 
week or the first year.

Others again, aspire to high things, 
though at the same time they think of 
themselves as limited, insignificant, and 
even worse.

I f  we would become great, we must 
blend all thought with greatness, and 
measure ourselves with the measure that 
is large enough to contain all the great-
ness we can possibly conceive of.

He who expands consciousness, gains 
capacity; while he who takes a small 
view of everything, remains incompe-
tent.

Power, growth, ability—these do not 
come from trying to cram a small mind, 
but from expanding mind.

To expand mind, take the largest pos-
sible view of all things; live with the 
limitless, and blend all thought with Su-
preme Thought.

When the senses declare, “You can 
not do this,”  reply by saying, “ It is in 
me to do it; therefore I can.”

While the person works with the limi-
tations of the present, the mind trans-
cends those limitations and takes a larger 
measure of both life and attainment. 
And as soon as this larger measure is 
taken, the larger will begin to appear, 
until even the person is called upon to 
enter a larger work with augumented 
remuneration.

Make yourself worthy, and greater 
worth shall come to you. Take a larger 
measure of your own capacity, your own 
ability, your own worth; expect more 
of yourself; have more faith in your-
self ; and that Something that supplies 
everybody shall fill your measure.

The law is this; no matter how large 
your measure is, it will be filled.

Your measure of things is as large as 
your conscious realization of those 
things; therefore, to take a larger and 
a larger measure of anything is to ex-
pand consciousness beyond the present 
understanding of that particular thing.

Everything that we are conscious of 
is but a partial expression of something 
that is, in itself, limitless; because every-
thing in existance is limitless. There-
fore, by gaining a larger consciousness

of those partial expressions, we will be-
come conscious of a larger expression; 
and a larger expression of those things 
will appear through us.

This is all perfectly simple, and proves 
conclusively why the boundless measures 
out to each individual only as much as 
the measure of that individual can hold. 
But since there is nothing to hold con-
sciousness in bounds except our own 
limited v iew ; and since we can take a 
larger view of anything whenever we 
choose, it is our power to increase the 
measure of anything in life.

Perpetual increase and perpetual ex-
pansion of consciousness go hand in 
hand. The former is produced by the 
latter; and the latter is produced by us.

We conclude, therefore, that anyone 
can make his life as large as he wishes 
it to b e ; and can bring into his life as 
much of everything as he may desire.

The desire for growth, and the effort to 
promote growth must be constant.

The tendency of nearly every person is 
to lean back, fold arms, and suspend all 
desire for effort after every victory or 
onward step; and there would be nothing 
to say against such a tendency, if activ-
ity was resumed through some other 
channel. But this is not usually the case.

The average person tries to suspend 
all activity whenever he stops to rest; 
and thereby violates one of the greatest 
laws of life.

You can not stop liv in g ; therefore, you 
cannot stop thinking; and so as long as 
you think, some part of your being will 
act.

When you leave the field of action to 
rest, you permit that part of your being 
that does act, to act aimlessly; and aim-
less action always produces perversions, 
false states and detrimental conditions.

It is the conviction of every thorough 
student of life that aimless action is the 
fundamental cause of all the ills that 
appear in life, and aimless action is 
caused by the attempt to stop all action 
when we try to rest.

The fact that action will go on per-
petually in some part of being, proves 
that the ego should be constantly on hand 
to guide that action.
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The ego does not need any rest, be-
cause rest simply means recuperation; 
and it is those organs which receive and 
use up energy that require recuperation.

The ego does not create, does not em-
ploy energy; it simply governs the dis-
tribution and use of energy.

When we understand the real purpose 
of rest, we perceive clearly why the gov-
erning conscious ego requires no rest 
whatever; but on the other hand, does 
require ceaseless conscious action.

To prevent aimless action, the ego 
should guide action on the mental or 
spiritual planes, whenever rest demands 
suspension of activity on the physical 
plane.

It has been demonstrated conclusively 
that the body rests most perfectly when 
some constructive action takes place in 
mind or soul. It is for this reason that 
the Sabbath Day has been consecrated 
to the spiritual life.

The entire Sunday should be devoted 
to spiritual thought; if we cannot go to 
a real spiritual church, worship at home, 
or in God’s first temples.

By giving the entire Sunday to spirit-
ual thought and soul unfoldment, the 
body and mind will recuperate so per-
fectly that you can do more work and 
far better work during the coming week, 
than ever before. Not only because you 
have properly rested mind and body, but 
you have, through your spiritual devo-
tion, awakened new life, more life, and 
a number of higher, stronger powers.

The modern way of spending the Sun-
day means death to the body, death to 
the mind, death to the soul. It means 
sickness, weakness and inferiority to the 
entire man.

The principle that the body rests most 
perfectly when consciousness is actively 
at work on some higher plane is a prin-
ciple that should receive the most pro-
found attention everywhere. Every 
person should adopt some system of liv-
ing by which this principle could be 
carried out completely in every detail.

Such a system of living would pro-
long the life of the body, increase the 
power of the mind, and remarkably un-
fold the soul.

The metaphysical law under consider-
ation is based upon this principle; there-

fore, to live according to this principle, 
the law under consideration must be 
employed.

The desire for growth must be con-
structive, because no action is construc-
tive unless it is prompted by the desire 
for growth.

The effort to promote growth must 
be constant, because efforts that do not 
aim at growth are destructive, while 
suspended efforts cause aimless action.

To carry out this law, transfer your 
desire for growth from one faculty to 
another, and from one plane to another, 
as conditions may demand, but never 
suspend the desire.

When you feel that a certain faculty 
through which you have been acting 
needs recuperation, withdraw acting and 
enter another faculty, expressing through 
this faculty all the desire for growth 
that you can possibly create.

Or, when you feel that the physical 
1'lane needs recuperation, act upon the 
mental; when both mental and physical 
planes require recuperation, enter the 
spiritual, and express there your desire 
for soul-unfoldment.

Whenever you express your desire for 
growth, do something to promote that 
growth.

By these methods, consciousness will 
constantly expand; development will 
constantly be taking place in some part 
of your being; and you will be improv-
ing in some way every minute.

In addition, you will prevent all aim-
less action, all retarded grow th; and 
every part of the system will receive 
proper rest and recuperation whenever 
required.

This will mean complete emancipation, 
because all ills come from aimless action, 
retarded growth, and their consequences.

It will also mean greater achievements 
and higher attainments, because all the 
faculties will constantly improve, anti 
the entire system will be at its best al-
ways.

Every action in mind produces a chemical 
effect in the body.

Every mental action is a vibration; 
and this vibration passes through every 
atom in your body, and consequently can,
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and does modify the rate of vibrations of 
the various atoms.

A chemical change in the body is 
produced by changing the vibrations of 
the different elements in the body, be-
cause every element is what it is by vir-
tue of the rate of vibration of its atoms.

Everything in the universe is what it 
is on account of the rate of its vibrations.

Change the vibrations of ice and it 
becomes water; change the vibrations of 
water and it becomes steam.

Change the vibrations of ordinary 
earth and it becomes green grass, roses, 
trees, or waving fields of grain, depend-
ing upon the exact change that was 
made.

Nature is constantly changing the vi-
brations'of her elements, thus producing 
all sorts of forms, colors and appear-
ances.

Man is doing the same with his king-
dom—the personality. Simply by think-
ing, he can change the vibrations of 
everything in his system, and produce 
any kind of conditions desired.

This gives him a power that is prac-
tically the power of omnipotence.

It is not a power that he has to ga in ; 
he has it already and has employed it 
every minute since he began to think. 
The problem is to use the power intelli-
gently and thus secure results far super-
ior to anything he has had before.

Every unpleasant condition that man 
has felt in his body came from a false 
change in the vibrations of some of the 
elements in his body; and every pleasant 
condition came from an opposite change.

The law of vibration is so constituted 
that it permits normal changes in one 
particular mode only; that is, the law 
of gradation must be observed. I f  the 
law of gradation is not observed, the 
change will be a false one, and will pro-
duce all sorts of ills and disagreeable 
conditions.

Therefore, to apply this law intelli-
gently, it is necessary to know exactly 
what chemical change each particular 
mental action produces, and how to so 
regulate mental actions that all changes 
in vibration are graded changes.

This leads us into the very presence of 
an immense subject; a subject more in-
teresting than the most fascinating fiction

that was ever written; but an account 
of the immensity of the subject we can 
only mention the matter here, and be-
sides, our object in this connection is 
simply to give the reason why every 
mental action produces a chemical 
change in the body. Arrangements, 
however, are being made to publish all 
the facts connected with the law of vi-
bration, so that everybody may learn how 
to master this great law.

Since every element in the body is 
what it is because it vibrates at a cer-
tain rate ; since every mental action is a 
vibration; since every vibration that 
comes from an inner plane can modify 
vibrations that act upon an outer plane; 
and since vibrations are all within the 
physical plane of action, we understand 
perfectly why the law under considera-
tion is true.

It is also true, however, that two dif-
ferent states of vibration on the same 
plans may modify each other, but only 
when the one is much stronger than the 
other.

All mental vibrations are deeper in 
chemical life than the physical vibra-
tions ; therefore, the former can entirely 
change the latter, no matter how strong 
the latter may seem to be.

Some mental vibrations, however, are 
almost as near to the surface as the 
physical ones, therefore producing but 
slight changes; sometimes so slight as to 
be imperceptible.

For this reason the deeper in con-
sciousness you are, the gerater the power 
of your thought upon the physical ele-
ments.

Therefore, if we would promote 
wholesome changes in any part of the 
body, we should cultivate deeper con-
sciousness ; or what is usually called sub-
jective consciousness.

This is extremely important, because 
you can cure yourself of any physical 
disease by producing the necessary chem-
ical change in the proper physical ele-
ments.

Ibis is how medicine aims to cure: 
and it does cure whenever it can produce 
the necessary change; but usually it fails 
to do this, and is consequently too weak 
to depend upon.
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Mental vibrations coining up from a 
deeper chemical life, can in every case 
produce the necessary change in the 
elements concerned; but the problem is 
what mental vibrations to employ in or-
der to secure the desired change.

(For definite replies to this question, 
see special department “ Health For 
Everybody.” )

What we wish to bring out in this 
connection are the facts that every men-

tal action is a vibration; that it permeates 
every atom of the body; that it comes up 
from a deeper chemical life ; and that 
according to a chemical law, can modify 
and change the vibrations of physical 
elements.

To modify the vibrations of the phy-
sical elements is to produce a chemical 
change in the body; and whether this 
change will be desirable or undesirable 
depends upon the nature of the mental 
action that produced the change.

(Emtairurite Ujimlj
There is a science of speech; and who-

ever washes to promote his welfare and 
advancement, must understand this sci-
ence thoroughly and regulate his speech 
accordingly.

Every word that is spoken is a power 
in the personal life ; and that power will 
work either for or against the person, 
depending upon the nature of the word.

You can talk yourself into trouble, 
poverty or disease; and you can talk 
yourself into harmony, health and pros-
perity.

In brief, you can talk yourself into any 
condition, desirable or undesirable.

Every word is an expression, and 
every expression produces a tendency in 
some part of the system. This tendency 
may appear in the mind, in the body, 
in the chemical life, in the world of de-
sire, in the character, among the various 
faculties, or anywhere in the personality; 
and will work itself out wherever it ap-
pears.

Our expressions determine where we 
are to go, what we are to accomplish, 
and how we are to meet the conditions 
through which we may pass.

When our expressions produce ten-
dencies towards sickness and failure, in-
to these conditions we will begin to 
move; and if the tendency is very strong, 
all the creative energies in the system 
will move in the same way, facing sick-
ness and failure, taking these conditions 
for models, and actually producing these 
conditions in the system.

On the other hand, when our expres-
sions produce tendencies towards health, 
happiness, power and success, we will 
begin to move into these things, and act-
ually proceed to create them ourselves.

Every word has an inner life force, 
sometimes called the hidden power of 
the word; and it is the nature of this 
power that determines whether the ex-
pression is to be favorable or not.

This power may be constructive or de-
structive ; it may move towards the 
superior or the inferior; it may pro-
mote your purpose in life, or it may 
stand as a stone wall in the way.

This power is the strongest when it is 
felt; therefore, the words which we in-
wardly feel are the words that act as 
turning points in life.

When you feel that trouble is coming, 
and express that feeling in your speech, 
you are actually turning in your path 
and are beginning to move rapidly to-
wards that trouble. In addition, you are 
creating trouble all through your system.

We all know that the more troubled 
we feel in the midst of trouble, the more 
troublesome will the trouble become. But 
we also know that the person who re-
tains poise and self-control in the midst 
of trouble, passes through it all without 
being touched; and when it is over, is 
much wiser and stronger for the experi-
ence.

When you feel that better days are 
coming, and express that feeling in your 
speech, you turn all the powers of your
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being towards the ideal of better days, 
and these powers will begin to create 
success for you.

When you talk about success, advan-
cement, and other desirable conditions, 
express the feeling of these things in 
your words. This inner feeling de-
termines the tendencies of the creative 
powers ; therefore, when you feel success 
in your speech, you cause the creative 
powers to create qualities in yourself 
that will produce success. While if you 
express the feeling of doubt, failure, or 
loss in your words, the creative powers 
will produce inferiority, disturbance, dis-
cord, the tendency to mistakes, etc., and 
thus bring about the undesired condi-
tions you feel.

It is in this way that the thing we fear 
comes upon us. Fear is a feeling that 
feels the coming of ills or other things 
we do not want; and as we always ex-
press through our words the feelings 
that we fear, we form tendencies towards 
those things, and the creative powers 
within us will produce them.

When we feel that trouble is coming, 
it may be a premonition ; but instead of 
giving way to that feeling, thus helping 
to bring it about, we should employ con-
structive speech, and express the feeling 
of harmony, order, freedom and mastery 
in every word.

When we feel that good things are 
coming, that may also be a premonition, 
and we can speed the coming through the 
full use of deeply felt constructive 
speech.

Whether the inner life-force of a word 
will be constructive or destructive, de-
pends upon several factors, the most im-
portant of which are the tone, the mo-
tive and the idea.

The tone of every word should be har-
monious, wholesome, pleasing, and 
should convey a deep, serene life.

Words that express whines, discon-
tents, sarcasm, aggressiveness, and the 
like, are destructive ; so much so that 
no one can afford to employ them under 
any circumstances whatever.

Nothing is ever gained by complaints 
that are complaining, nor bv criticisms 
that criticize.

When things are not right, state so in 
a tone of voice that is firm and strong, 
but also kind.

The wronged customer who employs 
sweetness of tone as well as firmness of 
expression, is the one who will receive 
the first attention and the best attention; 
and nothing will be left unturned until 
the matter is set right.

The words that wound others do far 
more injury to the person who gives 
them expression. In fact, one simply 
cannot afford to do it.

Words of constructive power are al-
ways deeply felt. They are never loud 
or hammering, but serene and quiet; 
filled with the very spirit of conviction.

Never give expression to what you do 
not wish to encourage. The more you 
talk about a thing, the more you help 
it along. The walls have ears and the 
world is full of minds that will act upon 
your suggestions.

Never mention the dark side of any-
thing; it interferes with your welfare 
every time.

To tell your troubles may give you 
present relief, but it is scattering seed 
broadcast for another crop. I f  you have 
troubles, turn your back upon them, and 
begin to talk about harmony, freedom, 
attainment, success; and feel deeply the 
spirit of these new and better conditions. 
Thus you will begin to create for your-
self a new life, new opportunities, new 
environments, and a new world. Ere 
long, the moving day will come, and the 
old troubles will be no more.

Never talk unless you can say some-
thing that gives cheer, encouragement, 
information or wholesome entertainment.

To talk for the mere sake of talking is 
to throw precious energy away. No 
chatter-box will ever acquire greatness.

The motive back of every word should 
be constructive, and the life expressed in 
every word should convey the desire for 
the larger, the better, the superior. Such 
words will have building power; and are 
additions to life of extreme value.

Every word should express the truth: 
and should never convey ideas indicated 
by appearances.

What is meant by speaking the truth 
is a matter that the majority do not un-
derstand in the least; and since it is a
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very large subject, it would require pages 
to give even a brief, scientific definition. 
But we think the subject can be made 
quite clear through the use of a few 
illustrations taken from the world’s daily 
speech; and we shall consequently pro-
ceed to do so.

People who think they have to say 
something, and have nothing in particu-
lar to say, always take refuge in a brief 
description of the weather. They do not 
seem to realize that everybody already 
knows the present condition of the 
weather, and does not have to be told.

In their descriptions they usually em-
ploy such expressions as “ It is terribly 
hot,” “ It is an awful day,” “ This is hor-
rible weather,” “ This is a miserably cold 
day,”  and so on. But does that change 
the weather ? What is the use of talking 
if your words are not to be o f value in 
some way?

You may say all sorts of disagreeable 
things about the weather without chang-
ing the weather in the least; but will you 
remain unchanged? Whenever you de-
clare that something is “ horrible,”  you 
send horrible vibrations all through your 
system. These vibrations may be weak, 
but many drops, no matter how small 
they are, will finally wear away the rock.

When people talk about themselves, 
they seldom fail to give expression to a 
score of detrimental statements. Here 
are a fe w : “ I can’t stand this,”  “ I feel 
so tired,”  “ I can’t bear to think of it,” 
“ I am thoroughly disgusted,”  “ I am so 
susceptible to climatic changes,”  “ I am 
so sensitive and so easily disturbed,” 
“ I am getting weak and nervous,”  “ My 
memory is failing; you know I am get-
ting old,” “ I can’t work the way I used 
to; my strength is gradually leaving 
me,”  “ There’s no chance for me any 
more; nothing but up-hill work,”  “ I 
have passed a miserable night,”  “ This 
has been a hard d ay; nothing but trouble 
and bad luck,” “ O, you know I am hu-
man, and so very weak,”  “ There is al-
ways something wrong, no matter how 
hard you try,”  “ You know I have to be 
so very careful about what I eat; nearly 
everything disagrees with me,”  and a 
thousand other hair-raising statements.

The fact is, you can stand almost any-
thing if you forget your human weak-

ness, and array yourself in spiritual 
strength.

You do not have to get tired; work 
does not make anyone tired so long as 
he gets eight hours of sleep every night. 
It is wrong thinking that makes people 
tired. These are scientific facts.

The person who permits himself to be-
come disgusted at anything whatever, is 
simply taking himself down to the plane 
of inferiority. When you feel disgusted 
you think disgusting thoughts; and con-
sequently fill your system with “ rubbish” 
and “ trash.”

We can not afford to think disgusting 
thoughts simply because someone else is 
disgusting. We daily become like the 
thoughts we think.

We can not improve disagreeable 
things by making ourselves disagreeable. 
Two wrongs never make a right.

The proper course is to forgive the 
wrong-doer, forget the wrong, and then 
do something substantial to right the 
whole matter.

When we think kindly of the weather, 
place ourselves in harmony with nature, 
think properly and dress properly, we 
shall not be susceptible to changes in the 
atmosphere. But so long as we say that 
we are affected by changing atmospheres, 
we not only make ourselves negative and 
susceptible, but also produce undesired 
effects by our own absurd beliefs.

The man who constantly thinks he is 
easily disturbed, disturbs himself. When 
we are in harmony with everything, in-
cluding ourselves, and refuse to be other-
wise, nothing will ever disturb us.

The person who is partly nervous can 
make the matter worse by saying that 
she is nervous; because such a statement 
is a nervous statement, and is full of dis-
cord.

When we begin to feel nervous we can 
“ nip” it in the bud by remaining calm and 
employing only quiet, constructive 
speech.

By your words you will move in the 
direction indicated by the nature of the 
words; and it is just as easy to use words 
that bring calmness and poise as the 
other kind.

Modern science has demonstrated con-
clusively that there is nothing about a 
person that actually gets old; conse-
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quently, to say that you are getting old 
is to persist in speaking falsely, in spite 
of the fact that you know better; and it 
is but natural that you should reap as 
you sow.

We make the body look old by con-
stantly declaring that it is getting old; 
but we can as easily keep the body young 
by speaking the truth; the truth that na-
ture is daily renewing the entire system.

We must remember that the false ap-
pearance comes from the practice of 
judging from appearances.

To state that your strength is failing 
is to tell an ordinary, common falsehood. 
There is but one strength in the universe 
—the strength of the Supreme; that 
strength cannot fail. You may have as 
much of that strength as you desire; all 
that you have to do to get it is to live in 
perfect touch with the Supreme, and 
never think, do or say anything that will 
interfere with that unity.

The strength of the Supreme is just 
as able to fill your system now as it was 
a hundred years ag o ; therefore, there is 
no reason whatever why your power 
should ever diminish. Be true to the 
truth and your power will perpetually 
increase.

The belief that there are no opportuni-
ties for you any more comes because you 
have hidden yourself in the cave of in-
feriority. Go out into the light of worth, 
ability and competence, and you shall 
find more opportunities than you can use.

The world is ever in search of com-
petent minds; and modern knowledge 
has made it possible for anyone to de-
velop his ability. Therefore, no one will 
have to talk about “ hard luck”  and “ hard 
times” any more unless he prefers to be 
“ down.”

The more you complain about hard 
times, the harder times will become for 
you ; while if you resolve to forget that 
there is such a thing as failure,, and pro-
ceed to make your own life as you wish 
it to be, the turn in the lane will be found 
speedily.

The idea that the pathway of life is all 
up-hill work, is also a false one; and if 
we give that idea expression, we are 
simply placing huge rocks in our own 
way.

Nothing is up-hill work when we ap-
proach it properly; and there is nothing

that helps more to place us in true re-
lationship with things than true expres-
sion.

I f  the night has been unpleasant, for-
get i t ; to talk about it will only produce 
more unpleasantness in your system.

There was nothing wrong about the 
night; the unpleasantness was produced 
simply by your own abnormal appetite, 
or by some reckless, inexcusable act. 
Forgive yourself, and declare in most 
positive terms that you shall never abuse 
nature any more. Such powerful words, 
if repeated often, will turn the tendency 
of your habits, and your life will become 
natural and wholesome.

No day would be hard if we met all 
things with the conviction that we are 
equal to the occasion. Neither trouble 
nor ill-luck will come to him who lives 
properly, works properly, and talks prop-
erly.

The person who declares that there is 
something wrong is always doing some-
thing to make things wrong. When we 
have wrong on the brain, we shall make 
plenty of mistakes; so that there will al-
ways be something wrong brewing for 
us.

When wrong things come, set them 
right, and look upon the experience as 
an opportunity for you to develop greater 
mastership. Gradually, the wrongs that 
come will be so few and so insignificant 
that close observation alone can detect 
them.

When you agree with yourself all 
wholesome and properly prepared food 
will agree with you ; but you cannot ex-
pect food to agree with you so long as 
you are disagreeable; and to declare that 
this or that always disagrees with you 
is to fill your system with disagreeable 
thoughts, disturbed vibrations and con-
ditions of discord.

That nature can digest food under such 
circumstances, no sensible person can 
possibly expect.

There is nothing that injures digestion 
more than finding fault with the food.

If you do not think that you can eat 
this or that, leave it alone; leave it alone 
mentally as well as physically.

It is not enough to drop a disagreeable 
thing from your hands; you must also 
drop it from your mind.
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People frequently declare that they 
have nothing to do with “ thus or so.”  
True, they would not speak to “ thus,”  
nor shake shands with “ so ;”  neverthe-
less, they are constantly talking about 
those parties; living in the closest mental 
relations with what they claim to ignore.

Remember, you are mentally living 
with everything that you talk about; and 
there is nothing that affects us more than 
that which we take into our mental life.

It is therefore not only necessary to 
speak the truth about all things, but also 
to avoid speaking about those things that 
are unwholesome. To speak about that 
which is wrong or inferior is never

wholesome, no matter how closely we 
stand by the facts.

Facts, or what is called relative truth, 
should never receive expression unless 
they deal with that which is conducive to 
higher worth; and when circumstances 
compel us to make exceptions to this rule, 
we should avoid giving any feeling to 
what we say.

The greatest essential, however, is to 
mall all speech constructive, to search 
for the real truth that is at the founda-
tion of all life, and then give expression 
only to such words as convey the full 
significance of that truth.

The results, to say the least, will be 
extraordinary.

Styat is ïafîiütg attb
The love that is strong is not always 

lasting; and the love that is lasting is not 
always strong.

But the fact that love can live at all 
proves that it can live for an indefinite 
period. That which has existence can 
perpetuate existence; and the fact that 
love can be strong for a day, proves that 
it can be equally strong for a million 
days. That which has power can re-
produce power.

When the strong love weakens and 
dies, there is a reason; and the cause can 
be found and corrected.

We have not been in the habit, how-
ever, of searching for the causes that 
produce the various peculiarities of love; 
we have preferred to be ignorant, and 
suffer. Possibly we did not kifow that 
love had law s; and that the fires of the 
heart could be analyzed by the chemistry 
of real science. But this is the case; 
and the day is at hand when we shall 
suffer no more from ignorance in this 
respect.

A wise man refuses to be in bondage 
to anything; lie will not even be in bon-
dage to love, which is a bold step, for 
there is not one person in a thousand 
who is free in love.

There is a great difference, however, 
between being free in love, and being

free from love. The latter has lost a 
kingdom; the former has gained mastery 
over a kingdom.

The science of life reveals the fact 
that everything pertaining to life must 
be mastered by man before it can serve 
its highest purpose; and love is no ex-
ception.

But to master anything we,must un-
derstand its nature and law's; therefore, 
we must study love as wre study mathe-
matics, electricity or astronomy—a cold, 
loveless statement, seemingly; but wait.

There is nothing in life that produces 
more joy than real love; and there is 
nothing that produces more misery than 
misdirected love. But how are w'e to 
know the difference betw'een the two un-
less we understand love itself?

It ought to be worth while to learn 
how to avoid the misuse of love, when 
we could thereby escape nearly one-half 
of the sorrows and wmes of life ; and the 
fact that a strong, lasting love can treble 
the joys of any person, certainly deserves 
the most profound attention from every-
body.

In fact, wre can easily demonstrate that 
there is nothing as important nor as val-
uable as the understanding of love.

When we study love, we find that it is 
the result of unity in diversity, and that

ft
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it will last as long as there is unity in 
diversity, and that its power will increase 
with the fuller expression of diversity 
through unity.

Two persons will love each other, pro-
viding they are one in realization and 
two in expression. As long as they are 
one in realization, the love will last; and 
the love will grow stronger and stronger 
as the expression from each is more and 
more individualized.

Therefore, to perpetuate oneness in 
realization is the secret of a lasting love; 
and the perpetual development of indi-
viduality is the secret of a strong love.

These two essentials must be present 
constantly, however, or there will be no 
love. Unity in diversity must never be 
lost sight of.

Unity is the result of similarity in feel-
ing, thought and consciousness; diver-
sity is the result of individual expres-
sions that are complete opposites.

When this unity alone is present, we 
have the different degrees of friendship; 
but when this unity appears in the lives 
of two persons who are direct individual 
counterparts, we have real love.

When two persons meet and love, tjie 
problem before them is how to perpet-
uate and intensify that love; because in 
this way alone may their joys continue.

The first step to take, however, is to de-
termine whether the love be natural and 
true, or not. More than half the people 
who fall in love are made to love by the 
power of suggestion, and not by natural 
attraction.

Therefore, it is the height of wisdom 
to learn in the beginning whether the 
love be the result of natural attraction, 
or whether it is the result of subcon-
scious reactions.

Remember, you may fall desperately 
in love with someone simply because 
something he has said or done impressed 
your subconscious mind with the idea 
of affection. And here we have the real 
cause of fully one-half of all the un-
happiness and discord in married life. 
The understanding of this law will work 
a perfect revolution for good in the lives 
of millions of people; but more of this 
later. Our object here is to give the laws 
through which true love is made lasting 
and strong. In the near future, those

who wish to enter into a true love, will 
receive the information required.

There are many, however, who will 
declare that true love will always last, no 
matter what we do; but here they are 
mistaken— sadly mistaken. This doctrine 
has wrecked thousands of homes, and 
made millions of homes anything but 
abodes of peace.

True love comes from the true use of 
certain inner law s; and whenever those 
laws are violated, the love will cease to 
be true. Instead, it will become a thorn 
in the flesh.

We can not expect love to live when 
we are doing our very best to destroy it.

Too many minds seem to think that love 
is something we may handle as we please. 
I f  it is true, it will stand anything; and 
if it is not true, the sooner we find it out 
the better.

But is genuineness discovered through 
abuse ?

True love will not stand anything; it 
will stand right treatment and nothing 
else. When we fail to give it right treat-
ment, its departure will soon be taken.

As previously stated, love is the result 
of unity in diversity; therefore, if we 
would make love lasting and strong, both 
the laws of unity and the laws of diver-
sity must be properly applied.

At first sight, this may seem very diffi-
cult, but it is so simple that no one need 
make a mistake.

The first truth to remember is that you 
love your lover because she is different 
from yourself; she is in your world, but 
is living a different life in that world. 
Then have sufficient understanding to 
permit her to remain different. You love 
her because she is herself; you would not 
love her if she were not herself; there-
fore, if you would continue to love her, 
let her continue to be herself.

No greater mistake can be made than 
to try to compel those we love to become 
like ourselves; and yet it would take 
months to count the number who are 
daily making this mistake.

When love resists personal freedom 
and personal expression, it compels its 
own object of devotion to become in-
ferior ; and will consequently have leas 
to love.
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When love not only permits, but also 
encourages personal freedom and per-
sonal expression, it aids in the higher de-
velopment of its object of devotion, and 
will consequently secure something more 
and something better to love.

Love simply stands in its own light 
when trying to make its own become just 
like itself ; but promotes its own interest 
by permitting its own to remain different.

This is something that few people 
have thought of ; and when love has 
grown cold from the violation of these 
laws, they have suffered in ignorance, 
blaming everything but themselves—the 
real cause.

When we encourage others to more 
fully be themselves, there will be more 
in them for us to love; and they will 
have more to give us through their love.

We must learn to admire people, not 
because they are like us, but because 
they are themselves.

One of the greatest obstacles to hap-
piness is the crude desire to have our 
friends and relatives live in our own 
narrow groove. We forget the homely 
saying about the round pegs and thè 
square holes ; though much pain could be 
avoided if the truth in this saying was 
daily applied.

It is a well known fact in science that 
when two persons, two forces, two ele-
ments, or two anything become exactly 
alike, they cease to attract each other. 
It is therefore a most serious mistake to 
try and compel the ones we love to be 
exactly like ourselves ; and this mistake 
is responsible for one-half of the un-
happiness and discord in married life. 
Another mistake is responsible for the 
other half.

In the world of love we discover the 
curious fact that whatever we compel to 
be like ourselves, that we lose.

Another well known fact in science 
declares that no two persons, forces, or 
objects have any attraction for each 
other when they are entirely different in 
every respect ; therefore, the other ex-
treme must be just as carefully avoided.

Too much unity produces inaction, 
then death and separation ; too much di-
versity produces discord or complete 
separation through non-attraction.

Where to place the unity, and how 
much; where to place the diversity, and 
how much? These are the great prob-
lems in the world of love.

The solution, however, is found in the 
statement that love thrives the best where 
unity of life is felt and individuality en-
couraged.

Unity must exist in feeling, thought, 
and consciousness; while diversity must 
exist in the personal expression of in-
dividuality.

The unity desired is promoted through 
the living of the same life ; having the 
same purpose in life ; and thinking of life 
from the view-point of the same ideals.

The diversity desired is promoted 
through the fuller and the higher in-
dividualization of the individuality of 
each individual.

Your individuality is that which you 
are in yourself; that which makes you a 
distinct entity; and it is through the 
larger expression of your individuality 
that you become more than you are.

It is therefore most simple to under-
stand that when love permits individual-
ity, there will be more to love; and con- 
quently love will become stronger and 
stronger.

You love a woman because she is what 
she i s ; but if that “ is-ness” is doubled in 
quality, worth and expression, your love 
for her would naturally become twice as 
strong.

Again, you love a woman because she 
is in your world; on the same plane of 
life with you ; and can therefore give her 
life to you ; but if her expression of that 
life that you love, was doubled, would 
she not be twice as much to you as be-
fore? And would not you feel it a priv-
ilege to be twice as much to her ?

When we look at this subject with 
clear thought, we immediately discover 
that the crude habit of trying to make 
the ones we love become just like our-
selves, has not only prevented love from 
being lasting and strong, but has also 
prevented the higher development of the 
individual.

It is, therefore, a matter that should 
receive immediate and thorough atten-
tion.

Love is the greatest power in the 
world, and exercises a greater influence
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upon man than anything else in exist-
ence; it is therefore of the highest im-
portance that that influence he whole-
some, elevating and constructive.

Modern love must be reversed ; in-
stead of constantly interfering with in-
dividuality, it must encourage individ-
uality; and when love begins to encour-
age the larger, the fuller and the higher 
expression by individuality, we shall en-
ter a new age—the age of the superior 
race.

The usual way of expressing love has 
belittled love itself, produced one-half the 
unhappiness in the world, and has kept 
millions of minds down on the plane of 
inferiority.

The true way of expressing love will 
double the capacity and the ha_ppiness of 
the world, and will make love itself what 
it is in itself, instead of being a cheap 
and false imitation.

To express love as love should be ex-
pressed, the first essential is to issue an 
emancipation proclamation to everybody,

and especially to the one whom you hold 
most dear. Resolve that you will never 
again interfere with the original living 
and thinking of the one who is nearest 
to your heart; but that instead, you will 
do everything in your power to bring 
forth the new, the original and the su-
perior from that individual being.

The two persons who are in love 
should compromise in everything, if nec-
essary, that unity of feeling, thought and 
consciousness may be preserved and pro-
moted ; though the compromise must not 
be all one-sided. The person who gives 
away completely to another, destroys one 
individuality and perverts the other. No 
possible good can follow.

The one great purpose should be to re-
tain perfect unity of life between two 
loving souls that are expressing them-
selves. While this unity remains, love 
will remain; and so long as the two per-
sons continue to more perfectly express 
themselves, their love for each other will 
grow stronger in proportion.

Butraitttg tlir &ubrmtflrïmtfl
IV.

The fact that the subconscious mind 
contains the roof, or cause of everything 
that grows or appears in the personality; 
and the fact that all subconscious roots 
©r causes can be removed, and others es-
tablished in their places, gives extra-
ordinary power to the mind that knows 
how to impress and direct the subcon-
scious.

In brief, life and destiny are com-
pletely in the hands of him who knows 
how to use the subconscious mind; there 
is nothing in himself that he can not 
change; and there is no latent possibility 
that he can not bring forth.

Among the many things that the aver-
age person desires to change in himself, 
few demand more thorough attention 
than the habits he has ignorantly formed; 
though the fact that any habit can be 
speedily removed by properly impressing 
the subconscious, will be good news to 
everybody.

Habits come, in the first place, from 
false impressions upon the subconscious. 
Therefore, the only direct way to re-
move them is to re-impress those parts 
of the subconscious with something that 
is truly beneficial.

We are all, more or less, creatures of 
habit; therefore, we can all make prac-
tical use of this method for removing 
habits; though not all ha! its are unde-
sirable. There are a few good habits, 
but they do not remain good unless con-
stantly redirected so as to conform with 
new conditions.

The habit of giving to everybody who 
asks, is a good one so long as you live 
in a locality where all the poor are de-
serving poor; but should you move 1» a 
locality where many of the poor were 
mere “ professionals,”  you would have 
to change that habit.

Nearly a hundred other illustratfous 
could be given, but we have not the
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space.
It is therefore a good plan to gain 

such perfect control of the subconscious 
cause of your habits that you can change 
them at any time; in fact, this is abso-
lutely necessary if we would remain in 
perfect mental freedom.

*  *  *  *

A  habit is a subconscious desire; a de-
sire that has become second nature so to 
speak, and is therefore self-acting.

All subconscious desires are self-act-
ing; they act upon suggestions from 
without, or from imagination, but do 
not respond to the will. The attempt to 
break a habit by using will-force is a 
waste of time, as the will does not di-
rectly reach a subconscious desire.

The will must act upon consciousness 
and promote the creation of a new desire 
to counteract the one that has become 
a habit.

Some habits become active periodi-
cally ; proving that the subconscious 
mind can be exact as to time. Other 
habits act only when aroused by sug-
gestion. Consequently, the first essen-
tial is to determine to what class the 
habit belongs that you wish to remove.

Habits that are aroused by suggestions 
can be removed only by a subconscious 
state that neutralizes the effects of the 
suggestion.

To illustrate, we will take a case where 
the desire for liquor becomes over-pow-
ering whenever the person passes a sa-
loon, or whenever liquor is talked about 
or thought of.

To overcome such a desire, impress 
the subconscious daily with the feeling 
that all desire for liquor shall absolutely 
disappear whenever liquor is seen, heard 
of or thought of.

It is possible to make this feeling of 
repulsion so strong that you actually be-
come sick at the very smell of liquor; 
though this, however, is not necessary; 
but the fact that this can easily be done, 
proves what a power there is in the sub-
conscious mind.

The subconscious should be trained to 
stand guard, so to speak, and be ready 
with a strong desire to have nothing to 
do with intoxicants at every moment 
when there is a temptation to drink.

Habits that become active, regularly, 
at certain periods, can be removed by 
taking note of the exact time, and im-
pressing the subconscious to be on hand 
at that time with an entirely different 
desire.

Habits that misuse sex come under 
this class, as a rule, and are easily re-
moved by this method.

Knowing the time when the next ab-
normal sex-desire will most likely ap-
pear, direct the subconscious to give ex-
pression at that time to a desire for spot-
less virtue. Continue to impress the sub-
conscious in this way for many times 
every day, and when the stated period ar-
rives, you will feel such a desire for pur-
ity and virtue that you will be surprised 
at yourself.

Should vou fail the first time, proceed 
again. The majority will succeed the 
first time, while no one will have to make 
more than two or three attempts.

The fact, however, that you removed 
the abnormal sex-desire at a certain pe-
riod, does not prove that the habit is re-
moved permanently. It will be necessary 
to continue for several months impress-
ing and re-impressing the subconscious 
with the desire for real and spotless vir- 
tue.

Habits in eating, drinking, acting .liv-
ing and thinking can all be removed by 
the same process. Simply impress the 
subconscious with the new desire, and 
direct the subconscious to neutralize ab-
solutely the old desire when it comes.

* * * *

Desires in general can be removed or 
created in the same w ay ; and it is of the 
highest importance to do so, because we 
are influenced remarkably by the desires 
that we entertain.

An artificial or abnormal desire may 
lead mind into all kinds of wild actions 
and mistakes, and any suggestion that 
gains subconscious attention may become 
a desire.

You may impress your mind with the 
idea that you don’t like your work any 
m ore; and if this idea is impressed with 
deep feeling, you will soon lose all desire 
to continue in your present work. This 
means either a complete change that may 
prove detrimental, or complete failure 
where you are.
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You can school yourself to desire only 
high class pleasures, or you can impress 
your mind in such a way that you enjoy 
only the ordinary and the crude.

You can also place yourself in a con-
dition where you desire only the things 
you cannot get; thus remaining in con-
stant misery and want.

Many idealists have done this, and 
are consequently much worse off than 
they were before.

To know what to desire, and to know 
how to create the proper desires at the 
proper time—these are great attain-
ments, and are possible only through the 
right direction of the subconscious mind.

Train the subconscious to express only 
those desires that can be realized now ; 
and impress most deeply the idea that 
no desire must exist unless it is whole-
some, healthful and ascending in its at-
titude.

All desires should “ look up” for that 
which they desire to gain; and should 
always have in view the best of that 
which can be gained now.

Eternity is long; and the ideals that 
we cannot reach now can be reached 
later. The object at present is to secure 
the best that the present can give.

Those who remain empty-handed in 
the present because they cannot reach 
their ideals, are retarding their own pro-
gress, and are putting off further and 
further into the distance the day when 
their ideals will be realized.

Progress comes from accepting what 
we can get now, and using that some-
thing as a channel through which to ex-
press our powers, talents and superior 
qualities. There is no progress without 
expression ; and there is no expression 
unless we have something through which 
to express what is in us. Therefore, we 
should take the best that can be had now, 
and through full, scientific expression 
make ourselves better. When we be-
come better, we shall be able to reach 
higher ideals.

That sort of idealism that folds its 
arms and waits for its own to come, is 
off the track ; and will continue to re-
main off the track, stalled, waiting, ever 
waiting.

We must remember that we can not 
leap up into the ideal; we must ascend 
gradually. Therefore, if we desire the 
things today that can not be reached 
today by gradual ascension we are 
fostering a most detrimental desire.

But all desires have their root in the 
subconscious; consequently, we must 
learn to properly impress the subcon-
scious if we would create and retain only 
those desires that are beneficial.

* * * *

Much has been written about mental 
tendencies, and we shall not repeat; but 
it is well to know that every impression 
entering the subconscions may become a 
tendency.

It is also well to know that all the cre-
ative energies of the system follow the 
tendencies of the mind. Therefore, as 
our mental tendencies are, so are we.

Right mental tendencies are construc-
tive; wrong ones are destructive; and 
both kinds come from impressions 
formed upon the subconscious mind.

Whether you have character, or lack 
of character, depends upon the tenden-
cies of your mind.

You can create the tendency to be 
just, true, honest, kind, forgiving, sym-
pathetic, sweet-tempered, cheerful, fear-
less, faithful, persevering, industrious— 
in brief, anything that is worthy and of 
high quality. The secret is to impress 
the subconscious with the quality that 
you wish to incorporate in your mind 
and character.

By a complete system of subconscious 
training you can build up the strongest 
and most beautiful character that you 
can imagine; and in a reasonable time 
make it a permanent part of yourself.

In this connection it may be well to 
mention the modern practice of character 
reading and its detrimental effect.

The average character reader will tell 
you that you are thus or so; you believe 
it, and thus impress your subconscions 
with that idea. The result is that you 
will remain what the reader said that 
you were. Remember, the subconscious 
mind will create for you just such a 
character as you think you possess. That 
is the law, and we cannot be too careful 
as to how we use it.
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Character reading is an obstacle if we 
permit ourselves to remain what the read-
ing declared that we were ; or believe that 
we are naturally and permanently what 
the reading revealed.

The fact is that personally, we are 
nothing permanently, unless we choose 
to remain so.

We are what we are only so long as 
we choose to remain what we are; and 
we can change when we like.

Search for weak points, not to read 
yourself as being weak in this or that 
respect, but in order that you may work 
intelligently in making yourself strong 
in those places.

So long as you think of yourself as 
being a weak character, you will find it 
impossible to make yourself strong; be-
cause you will constantly impress weak-
ness upon the subconscious; and so long 
as you impress weakness upon the sub-
conscious, the subconscious will give 
you back weakness, keeping you con-
stantly in a state of weakness.

However, when you know that a weak 
point is simply the result of a false or 
imperfect subconscious state, and that 
you can re-impress the subconscious so 
as to bring forth strength, power and 
quality instead, everything changes. You 
become the master of the situation ; and 
will soon succeed in removing every 
fault, defect or flaw in your nature.

* * * *

The idea that human nature is weak is 
another idea that we cannot dispense 
with too soon. The fact is, so long as 
we impress the subconscious with the 
idea, or belief that human nature is 
weak, there will be only weakness given 
to our human nature.

We are therefore as weak or as strong 
as we choose to be, through our beliefs.

When we know that the great within 
contains unlimited powers and possibili-
ties, and that anything contained in the 
within can be brought forth by properly 
directing and impressing the subcon-
scious we shall no longer think of hu-
man nature as being naturally w eak; but 
instead, we shall realize that our human 
nature is as strong as we choose to make 
it.

When we come face to face with these 
facts, we find that there is no excuse 
whatever for the continuance of any 
weak point, defect, flaws or faults in 
any part of human nature.

No one should say, “ I lack in this, or 
in that;”  such statements will but im-
press the weakness upon the subcon-
scious more deeply than ever. When a 
lack is discovered, refuse to think of it 
as a part of your character; but instead, 
turn the whole of attention upon the op-
posite strong quality, and begin to im-
press that upon the subconscious. You 
will soon find strength and power where 
you previously found weakness and 
flaws.

* * * *

The average person has a number of 
peculiarities, some of which are serious 
obstacles to his progress and welfare; 
but he usually thinks that they are parts 
of himself, and will have to remain. By 
that belief he impresses these peculiari-
ties upon the subconscious with more 
power, and consequently becomes more 
peculiar than he ever was.

The fact is. these peculiarities are not 
permanent parts of himself, any more 
than weeds are permanent parts of the 
garden.

If a peculiarity stands in the way of 
personal advancement, it should be re-
moved; and it can be removed through 
changing the subconscious.

Our peculiarities are simply abnormal, 
or false growths in mentality, and they 
all have roots in the subconscious. There-
fore, if we wish to remove them, root and 
all, we must go to the subconscious.

To remove a peculiarity or an undesir-
able characteristic, fix clearly in mind 
what you wish to establish in its place; 
and having done this, take the mental 
image of the new quality and impress 
it deeply upon the subconscious. Con-
tinue this many times every day, and ere 
long there will be a decided change.

When the subconscious is impressed, 
no mental force, or strong will power 
should be employed. Have the idea 
clearly in mind that you wish to impress 
upon the subconscious, impressing that 
desire through deep feeling.
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The deep feeling is always necessary, 
because no idea enters the subconscious 
unless there is deep feeling in the idea.

All the thoughts we think with deep 
feeling will impress themselves upon 
the subconscious, whether we intend to 
have them do so, or not; and every 
thought impressed upon the subconscious 
will bring fruit after its kind.

Good thoughts, deeply felt, will bring 
health, happiness, power, ability, peace, 
character, harmony, and a thousand 
other desirable conditions, states and 
qualities.

Wrong thoughts, deeply felt, will 
bring discord, depression, fear, sickness, 
weakness, failure, and every other con-
dition that we do not want.

In other words, what we sow, we reap; 
•u r  thoughts are the seeds, and the sub-
conscious mind is the field.

All desires that we express through 
deep feeling will become tendencies, 
and frequently habits.

A single desire, deeply felt, will pro-
duce the tendency to express that desire 
again ; and if expressed a second time, 
the third is almost sure to follow. The 
fourth and fifth will come of themselves, 
if nothing is done to prevent them; and 
the desire becomes a habit— a self-acting 
mental process that you need not try 
to control, because will-power can not 
reach it. The only way to get rid of 
it is to remove it from the subconscious 
by impressing the subconscious with 
something better.

* * * *
It will be good news to everybody to 

learn that a sweet disposition can also be 
formed by educating the subconscious; 
and it is accomplished by daily impres- 
sing upon the subconscious your per-
fect idea of a sweet and wholesome na-
ture.

When you feel surly, or out of sorts, 
impress joy, brightness, kindness, 
amiableness, cheerfulness, loveliness, 
sweetness, and all other beautiful mental 
states that you can think of.

Do not permit an ugly thought to re- 
wiain undisturbed for a moment; coun-
teract it at once with mental sweetness.

Every time an ugly thought is replaced 
by a sweet mental state, the tendency to 
mental sweetness is made stronger; and

ere long a sweet disposition will be per-
manently established.

There are few things that are more 
beautiful than a sunny disposition; and 
there are few things that are more val-
uable, because a sunny mind is to the 
talents what a sunny day is to the flowers 
and trees.

It has been discovered that a bright, 
happy, cheerful, sweet-dispositioned 
mind develops with the greatest ease and 
the greatest rapidity. It is, therefore, 
most profitable to secure a sweet dispo-
sition ; and the subconscious mind can 
produce it, when properly called upon to 
do so.

5*c

From the ideas presented in this arti-
cle, and in the three preceding articles, 
it will be observed that the object in ed-
ucating the subconscious is two-fold: 
first, to correct every wrong, every flaw, 
every defect, and every perversion that 
may exist in the personality ; and second, 
to bring out into fuller expression the 
unlimited possibilities that exist in the 
great within.

The articles presented in this series 
have dealt almost entirely with general 
principles, and those laws that may be 
employed more or less in every case con-
nected with subconscious training; and 
those who will faithfully apply what has 
been given, will positively have remark-
able results.

But we feel that sufficient has been 
said along general lines ; and will conse-
quently turn our attention in the future 
to special lines.

The subconscious is a factor in the 
development of every talent, and in the 
expressing of every latent power in man ; 
and as we aim no deal with every 
possible method of development in this 
magazine, we shall give the subcon-
scious absolute justice.

Beginning with the next issue, E t e r  
n a l  P r o g r e s s  will publish regularly a 
great deal of valuable information 
concerning the use of the subconscious 
mind in development ; and every phase 
will be considered.

We know that a genius is asleep in 
every subconscious mind. This genius 
should be awakened ; and we shall there-
fore proceed to do so.
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Sty? Stym Eaarttiiala
The best minds have for some time 

believed that there is a science of suc-
cess; a science, which if thoroughly ap-
plied, would inevitably bring success in 
every instance; and they are not mis-
taken, for there is such a science.

To the science of success there are 
three fundamental essentials; viz, work, 
ability, faith ; and where these three are 
properly combined, failure is impossible.

How to work, how to apply ability, 
how to develop greater ability, how to 
secure faith, and how to use faith—these 
are the problems that demand solution 
from the minds that would rise in the 
scale of life.

But these solutions are not difficult to 
find; they are within easy reach of any 
mind; therefore, we can state positively 
that anyone can succeed.

It is a well known fact that competent 
men and women are in demand every-
where ; but it is not clear to the average 
person what it means to be competent; 
nor it is generally known that practical 
ability can be developed.

The world seems to think that if you 
have ability, you have it; but if you have 
no ability, you will have to get along 
without it. But let no one lose any 
time in dispensing with such ideas.

Any person can improve himself when 
he knows how ; and any one can learn. 
Though you may be wholly incompetent 
today, next year you may be able to 
fill a responsible position, and be on the 
way to a great and ever-growing suc-
cess. There is nothing to hinder the ad-
vancement of anyone, after he has re-
solved not to stand in his own way any 
more.

Success means to move forward; and 
as all forward movements depend upon 
constructive efforts, all work must be 
constructive. But work must not only be 
constructive; it must also be constructive 
to the very highest degree; and here is 
where ability becomes indispensable.

Too much of the work that is done in 
the world is mere waste of time and en-
ergy ; it is simply taking the hay-stack

from our knoll to another, without in- 
creasing the amount of hay, or adding 
to the welfare of those who do the mov- 
ing.

When we look at the amount of waste 
everywhere going on in the business 
world, we are almost shocked; though 
we do not have to look very far to find 
the cause. Lack of ability and insight 
are invariably the causes; and since the 
average person doubts both the existance 
of insight and the possibility of improve-
ment in himself, no prophet can see much 
else than waste and failure for his fu-
ture.

When we examine the lives of very 
successful men, we find that they had 
happy faculty of doing the right thing at 
the right time; and we also find that this 
happy faculty, combined with consider-
able ability and a strong desire for work,, 
was the real secret of their great suc-
cess.

But what is this happy faculty but in- 
sight; an extraordinary power of pene-
tration into the forces, circumstances and 
conditions of industrial life?

We may call it foresight, or we may 
define it as being “ long headed;” but 
whatever our definition may be, we must 
all admit that it is a superior and much- 
desired faculty.

Modern psychologists have discovered 
that this great faculty is simply faith in 
practical action; and that this faculty 
will steadily develop so long as we ex-
ercise continuous faith.

But what is faith? We are so in the 
habit of thinking of faith as a mere be-
lief in something that cannot be proven, 
that it will be necessary to employ both 
persistence and mental discipline t* 
thoroughly establish the correct view.

Faith is a mental attitude; the reach- 
ing-out attitude; the attitude that goes 
out upon the seeming void with the full 
conviction that the seeming void is solid 
rock.

Faith breaks bounds and gives to mind 
a larger field of action; ability follows 
and informs mind what to do with the 
new opportunities; and work complete*
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the circle by doing what ability declares 
ought to be done.

That these three, when properly com-
bined, should constantly conquer new 
worlds, constantly enlarge the possibili-
ties of achievement, and constantly con-
vert all spheres of action into ever-in-
creasing success, is therefore most simple 
to understand.

Work, however, must be constructive, 
ability must steadily improve, and faith 
must ever become larger and clearer.

Constructive work is never drudgery 
and never produces weariness; nor can 
such work ever do any one any harm.

No one has ever died from work, nor 
become sick from work. It is worry and 
wrong thought in general that under-
mines the system.

So long as you get eight hours of sleep 
every night, and live a temperate life, 
physically, mentally and morally, you 
can work every hour that you are"awake 
and enjoy it. This is especially true if 
you have made your work constructive.

We do not mean, however, that every-
one or anyone should steadily work six-
teen hours a day: it is not always 
necessary; but if your success depends 
upon work in the present, do not be 
afraid to continue at your work every 
hour that you are awake.

Constant, constructive, good work will 
count in every instance; and especially 
so if we put ourselves into the work.

When our work is guided by ability, 
the results of our work will have greater 
worth; and when we dwell in the at-
titude of faith, we will constantly work 
up to greater things.

The competent mind is the mind that 
is not only alive with desire for work, 
but knows how to w ork; can do things 
without being told; and is sufficiently 
original to frequently improve upon 
methods.

When we try to increase capacity and 
improve ability, we find that faith plays 
a part we did not suspect; and it is this 
phase of faith that will appeal most 
strongly to practical minds.

Modern psychology has discovered 
that the mental attitude called faith 
awakens new and mightier forces in 
mind; and also increases remarkably the

clearness of thought and the lucidity oi 
intelligence.

The mind that dwells in faith, as de-
fined by the new psychology, is con-
stantly on the verge of greater power 
and keener wisdom, and must, therefore, 
inevitably increase in capacity and im-
prove in ability.

This is a fact that has been entirely 
overlooked; but it demonstrates con-
clusively that faith is indispensable to 
him who would achieve greater and 
greater success.

When this remarkable value of faith
i.; made known, many minds will begin to 
depend almost entirely upon faith, ne-
glecting ability and w ork ; but it must 
be remembered that faith simply en-
larges mind, produces more mental ma-
terial : ability is required to properly em-
ploy that material and work is necessary 
to carry out the demand of ability.

The three must therefore combine— 
work, ability and faith ; and when these 
three arc properly combined, great suc-
cess will positively follow.

Sometimes the unfortunate happens 
that the soul may be prepared to receive 
and appreciate the greater good. In 
other words, we sometimes fail to get 
what we want because there is some-
thing better for us near at hand. For 
this reason, disappointments and regrets 
are always uncalled for.

5jC i\i *
Every evil is a question m ark: it is not 

bad ; it is but a riddle. Solve it, and you 
will find something of great value; some-
thing you never had before.

* * * *
The greatest praise, the greatest honor, 

the greatest glory that can be given to 
any soul, is this: He Lived.

 * *
When things are not to your liking, 

do not force changes; simply go up 
where you are. But should" changes 
come that seem undesirable, have no re-
grets. It is but the door opening to 
something better. You are equal to the 
new occasion; and if you really desire 
the better, this will be but another oppor-
tunity to have your dreams come true.
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The Power That Heals
There is a belief among many that 

healing is produced by some extraor-
dinary, mysterious power; a power that 
is yery difficult to obtain if one does not 
naturally possess it; but when we un-
derstand the power that heals, we shall 
find that it is like all other great things— 
very simple.

All healing is the result of mental 
change; and all the various systems of 
healing are but different methods for 
producing the same thing—mental 
change.

The mental change, however, must be 
towards higher and finer planes of 
thought, or healing will not follow.

And this is the reason why religious 
and metaphysical systems of thought 
are so very successful whenever they 
attempt to heal. The same is true of 
optimistic suggestion.

Any suggestion that can produce an 
elevating change of mind will cure in 
every instance where such a change is 
made; and this is true even though the 
system itself may not embrace a very 
complete understanding of truth.

The beneficial results that come from 
“ going away”  for your health are pro-
duced through the same law— mental

change. New scences, new associations, 
new experiences, etc., produce new im-
pressions upon mind, and these, if deep-
ly enjoyed, will change mind.

When one expects to regain his health 
by going away, the results are usually 
better, because the change of mind pro-
duced will have health in vjew, and 
whatever mind has in view, it always 
creates, to a degree.

Our thoughts are created in the like-
ness of the ideas that are uppermost in 
mind; therefore, if health is the predom-
inating purpose, health will naturally be 
instilled into every thought.

Frequently, however, a change of 
icene docs not produce a change of 
mind ; the reason being that the person, 
either lacks impressibility, or the new 
scenes lack impressiveness.

The physician who sends his patients 
away for their health, is simply giving 
them metaphysical treatment under an-
other name.

The real object is to get the patient 
away from his present state of mind, 
and anything that will accomplish this 
can produce a cure.

But it is possible to “ get away” from 
your present state of mind without tak-
ing a trip; and it is usually more con-
venient. £
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Until recently, people have depended 
upon a change of environment to pro-
duce a change of mind; but we are now 
learning to change our minds in any way 
that we like, regardless of the environ-
ments in which we may be placed.

We are beginning to become masters 
over ourselves; and will not permit outer 
worlds to control us any more.

We have discovered that we can 
change our own minds; that mental 
changes produce physical changes; and 
that we may be completely transformed 
through the renewal of our minds.

The secret of all healing and all other 
personal changes is thus revealed; and 
it is almost too simple to be true; not a 
mysterious power; not something far 
beyond our reach; but a power that we 
are using mo're or less daily; the power 
to change the mind.

Since any change in the human system 
can be produced by the proper mental 
chapge, our leading purpose in this con-
nection'will consequently be to find the 
best methods for producing such 
changes; though wwshall not have to 
search far and wide for these.

The first principle to remember is 
that every mental change must be sub-
conscious; the change must be made in 
the heart, or no change in the life will 
follow.

The thought of the heart is the 
thought created in the subconscious; and 
as the subconscious thought is the only 
thought that produces effects in the sys-
tem, we understand readily why the 
change must be subconscious— of the 
heart. _________

Every idea.-or-ijeiieUthat is impressed 
upon mind in deep feeling, will enter the 
subconscious; therefore, every effort to 
change mind should be made in deep 
feeling.

The fact that feeling plays such an im-
portant part in this respect, proves why 
impressible minds respond the most read-
ily to systems of healing based on mental 
change. It also explains why emotional 
religious systems are so very successful 
in healing whenever they attempt to do 
so.

Emotional methods, however, do not 
always produce permanent results; while 
results that come from deep metaphysic-

al systems are nearly always permanent.
The best system of healing would con-

sequently be a system wherein love and 
intellect were combined; where the emo-
tional was employed to give speedy men-
tal changes, and the metaphysical em-
ployed to establish these changes per-
manently.

In all methods of healing, the objects 
should be to find the truth, and to enter 
into the understanding of that truth with 
the deep feeling of the heart.

To produce mental changes, three dif-
ferent factors may be employed; the 
first is new impressions from without; 
the second, new ideas formed through 
the usual intellectual processes; and the 
third, new states of consciousness.

The impressions that come from with-
out can , at times, produce decided 
changes in the subconscious mind, 
though as a rule, they simply divert at-
tention so you will not think about your 
ills. This is important, because so long 
as you think deeply about your ailment, 
you impress it more deeply upon the sys-
tem, and make matters worse.

But when you stop thinking about the 
trouble, nature will have a chance to 
right the matter without being interfered 
with.

The most wholesome ideas are always 
those gained from thinking about the 
real, the absolute, the perfect; in other 
words, metaphysical thinking is the most 
wholesome thinking, providing it is truly 
metaphysical and not speculative.

All metaphysical thinking will be true 
and wholesome that is based upon the 
truvfr that Titan is created in the image 
and likeness of God.

A change in consciousness is produced 
in various ways, such as sudden good 
news, music, inspiring words, heard or 
read, inner experiences, growth in soul- 
life, and in brief, anything that touches 
the inner life.

When the attention of mind is centered 
upon health while the change of con-
sciousness takes place, the mental change 
that follows will have healing power.

A change in consciousness is always 
the most decided change, and should, 
therefore, be sought in preference to any 
other.

1  he principal reason is because such a
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change affects directly the vibrations of 
the mental forces; and these, in turn 
affect the chemical life of the system.

A  chemical change in the system is al-
ways required before health can be re-
stored ; and it is upon this principle that 
medicines aim to work; but it has been 
thoroughly demonstrated that the sub-
conscious forces of mind can produce a 
chemical change in the body with far 
greater certainty as well as rapidity, than 
any drug taken into the system. And 
what is more, the change will be cor-
rect ; too often medicines produce the 
wrong chemical change, thus making 
matters worse.

Frequently medicines produce no 
chemical change in the system what-
ever, and there is no cure unless the pa-
tient has sufficient faith in the medicine. 
In that case the change is produced by 
faith; and faith can produce any change 
in the system that is possible under 
natural law. O f all states of mind, faith 
is the deepest, the largest, the most pen-
etrating, and the most powerful.

Why Faith Never Fails
Since mental change is the real secret 

of healing; and since this change must 
be to wards the higher, finer or inner na-
ture of life, the greatest results in heal-
ing would naturally come from that 
mental process that never moves in any 
other way than towards the ideal; and 
this is faith.

Faith is that state of mind that always 
goes up into the higher and the more 
perfect. In brief, it is not faith unless 
there is mental ascension into the abso-
lute.

Faith is the normal, upward, mental 
change; and there is no upward mental 
change without faith, because that men-
tal process is faith.

For this reason, faith can never fail, 
because faith is an upward mental 
change; and every upward mental 
change will unfailingly produce a change 
for the better in the body.

When we have faith in anything, we 
elevate mind. No matter what it is we 
have faith in, the mere matter of having 
faith will elevate mind.

The elevation of mind is the renewal 
of mind; and when we renew our minds, 
we are always transformd.

Every subconscious action of mind is 
a cause; and when mind it taken up into 
a new and more perfect state, all these 
causes will become different causes. 
They will consequently produce different 
effects, and better effects.

When mind is taken up, the entire 
system is taken up, and is taken out 
into the freedom of the more perfect.

The same process brings mind into 
right states; and right mental states are 
always healing. A  good cause will al-
ways produce a good effect.

All wholesome impressions formed up-
on the subconscious (the heart) will pro-
duce a wholesome (healthful) effect up-
on the system; and all ascending, enlarg-
ing and perfecting states of mind do, if 
deeply felt, produce wholesome impres-
sions upon the subconscious.

This proves again that faith can never 
fail, because faith is always ascending, 
always enlarging, always perfecting, and 
is always deeply felt. “ As your faith 
is, so shall it be unto thee,”  is a strong 
statement, but we know it to be abso-
lutely true when we discover that faith 
awakens the inner life.

The powers of the inner life are high-
er and stronger than the ones that act 
in the without, and can, therefore, ac-
complish more; but they can not only ac-
complish more, they can accomplish any-
thing, because they are unlimited.

Again we realize that faith can never 
fail, because is failure possible while un-
limited powers are at hand?

Faith does positively awaken and 
bring forth a greater and greater supply 
of unlimited powers; therefore, when 
you have faith, nothing shall be impos-
sible unto you.

We stated that the ascending change 
of mind was the secret of healing, and 
that there are many ways to bring about 
temporary mental changes that are em-
ancipating; but our object must be to 
find the best way to produce such 
changes; and we find the best way in 
faith.

How to secure faith and how to em-
ploy faith will therefore become great 
questions.
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Faith comes from having faith in all 
things and at all times. There is noth-
ing that develops so rapidly through use 
as faith; and the reason i« because the 
attitude of faith is towards the larger, 
the higher and the superior. To have 
faith and to exercise faith is to press on, 
directly into greater things. It is, there-
fore, self-accumulative and self-develop-
ing, and demonstrates most thoroughly 
that to him who hath, shall be given.

“ I have the faith,” and “ I have faith 
in faith;”  these should be the constant 
thoughts or affirmations of mind; and 
they should de deeply felt.

Whenever you think of faith, or try 
to exercise faith, turn mind upon the 
great within—the boundless; and feel 
your consciousness entering into this 
seeming void with the assurance that it 
is all solid rock.

After faith has become quite well de-
veloped, you will know with an interior 
perception that whatever realm your con-
sciousness may penetrate, only the real 
and the substantial will be found. You 
then realize that you can “ go out” any-
where, and always be on “ solid ground.”

In the application of the laws of heal-
ing, the value of such a realization is 
simply unbounded; because healing de-
pends directly upon realizing the reality 
of the real.

In disease, the system is in confusion; 
therefore, when mind can change into 
harmony by entering into the under-
standing of that which ever is real, right, 
perfect, absolutely good, healing must 
positively take place.

While in the consciousness of absolute 
harmony, we can know no confusion; 
and we can not be aware of disease while 
in a state where all is well.

The great secret of healing is, there-
fore, to change mind from a state of 
darkness, confusion, disorder, and false 
action, into a state where the absolute 
good is realized to be real, omnipresent 
and eternal. It is leaving the storm- 
tossed billows of perverted life and land-
ing safely upon the solid rock of truth.

It matters not where you may be upon 
this angry sea; faith will guide you safe-
ly, surely and speedily to the harbor of 
perfect peace.

To depend absolutely upon faith is of 
the highest importance, because faith 
cannot fail. We may fail; but faith, 
never. And the reason why we fail is 
because we do not take advantage of the 
higher wisdom, the superior insight, and 
the mightier powers that are given to us 
through faith.

We must remember here that faith is 
not blind belief. Belief may be blind, but 
faith sees everything. Faith is constant-
ly ascending into more and more light, 
because faith is the mind going up into 
the light.

To say that you take things on faith 
really means that a superior insight has 
informed you that those things should 
be taken; that it will be very profitable 
in some way for you to do so.

When you are trying to heal yourself, 
or others, this taking of things oa faith 
will prove to be the one perfect path to 
remarkable results; because what does 
faith say? “ All things are possible:” and 
after making this statement, faith 
awakens the mighty powers from with-
in, thereby giving mind the capacity to 
do the very thing that faith declared 
could be done.

Faith knows that in the great within 
there is health in abundance; that the 
real man is well, and that there is abun-
dant power at hand to bring this health 
into supreme evidence in every part of 
being.

Faith not only knows this, but also 
acts according to its conviction. The 
result is that what we took on faith, we 
received through faith ; and we found it 
to be very substantial, profoundly real, 
and absolutely good.

What we receive through faith is al-
ways good, because faith is the eternal 
ascension of mind into the absolutely 
good. , . ,,

Faith may also be defined as the nnnd s 
ascension into absolute truth. There-
fore, the more faith we have, the more 
of truth we shall understand; And it is 
the understanding of truth that brings 
complete emancipation.

Statements of Truth
Few things are more important in 

healing than the proper use of afiirma-
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tions, or what is usually termed state-
ments of truth ; and the reason for their 
great importance is found in the study 
of the subconscious.

The subconscious is the garden of the 
mind, and will promote the growth of 
any kind of seed, be it good or otherwise.

Every thought that we think in deep 
feeling is a seed sown in the subcon-
scious, and will, without fail, produce 
fruit after its kind.

This being true, we cannot begin too 
soon to train the mind to think only the 
truth ; and to frequently affirm state-
ments of truth is the simplest, most direct 
and efficient method for training the 
mind in this respect. It should therefore 
receive thorough attention, and should 
be made a permanent part of life.

Occasionally we meet people who de-
clare that they have outgrown affirma-
tions ; but they might as well say that 
they have outlived life. When we look 
at the faces of such advanced (?) people 
we discover at once that the subconscious 
is well supplied with weeds.

Affirmations should be used daily ; but 
we should not permit them to become 
mere mechanical repetitions of words. 
Every statement of truth should be deep-
ly felt to be true ; and should be affirmed 
as absolute truth.

When we employ an affirmation as 
a mere suggestion, its greatest power is 
lost; because it is the conviction that a 
statement of truth is truth which causes 
a thought of truth to be impressed upon 
the mind. The more deeply we feel 
that the affirmation is truth, the more 
firmly we establish the thought of truth. 
When we impress the subconscious with 
truth, the subconscious will respond with 
mental states that are created in the like-
ness of truth. The result will be the 
expression of true conditions in the en-
tire system.

Another matter of importance is to 
express the statement of truth in the 
present tense. “ It is now”  should be the 
soul of every affirmation; and this soul 
should be felt ; deeply felt.

When you say “ I am going to get it,” 
you impress the subconscious with the 
idea that it is to be the future, but does 
not exist in the present. The result is 
that the subconscious w’ill respond with

the “ is to be, but is not now” condition.
You impressed the subconscious with 

the idea that thus or so did not exist in the 
present; therefore the subconscious will 
have to respond with “ nothing for the 
present,”  but a promise for the future.

When you think or affirm that you are 
now sick, but hope to get well, you im-
press the subconscious with the idea that 
you are now sick, and the subconscious 
will give you back sickness now. This 
fact will be a new thought to many, and 
it is a thought of extreme importance.

Whatever we impress upon the sub-
conscious that we are now, that the sub-
conscious will create for us now.

When we make the statement, “ I am 
well,”  we impress the subconscious with 
the idea that we have health now, and 
the subconscious will give us health now.

Many minds, however, do not like to 
say that they are well when they really 
feel sick ; but this seeming contradiction 
disappears when you know that the real 
man is well, and that you are the real 
man.

When you impress the subconscious 
with the truth about the real man, the 
subconscious will give the personal man 
qualities that are precisely like those of 
the real man.

When you impress the subconscious 
with your opinions about the personal 
man, you are sowing inferior seeds, 
many of which may be the most obnox-
ious weeds; and the subconscious will 
give you back the fruits of personal im-
perfection, ills, troubles, weakness, and 
the like. This is what a great many 
people do, and therefore never succeed 
in making the person any freer nor better 
than it is.

On the other hand, when you impress 
the subconscious with the truth about the 
real man, you are sowing superior seeds 
in the garden of life, and new fruits will 
appear in the personal m an; the fruits 
of health, harmony, peace, freedom, 
power, purity, righteousness, love, wis-
dom, joy, spirituality, and scores of 
others that are in the likeness of the 
Perfect Man.

What ever you sow in the subconscious 
will bear fruit without fail; therefore, 
it is absolutely necessary to sow good 
seed only; and to impress upon the sub-
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conscious the truth about the real man 
is to sow good seed. This is done by 
affirming absolute truth in the present 
tense.

Since the real man is w ell; and since 
you are the real man, you would simply 
be speaking the truth about yourself 
when you say, “ I am well.”  At the same 
time you would impress health upon the 
subconscious, and the subconscious 
would respond by expressing health into 
every part of the person.

Mind Pictures

Every idea, condition or quality that 
we picture upon mind, will to a degree, 
be reproduced in the person; and we 
steadily grow into the likeness of the 
mental pictures we form of ourselves.

It is therefore absolutely necessary to 
picture ourselves as always well ; to men-
tally see the entire system as it is in the 
true and perfect state.

To beginners, this may seem valueless, 
but when we learn that the creative 
powers of mind employ the pictures of 
the mind as the models, we conclude that 
nothing can be of greater value than 
ideal and scientific mind picturing-.

Mind picturing is a function'of the 
imagination, and is therefore a process 
without any limitations.

It is not something that we have to ac-
quire, because we are constantly pictur-
ing this or that upon mind. Whenever 
we think of ourselves, we picture our-
selves in mind; and as the thought is, 
so is the picture.

^  hen symptoms of disease are felt 
we usually begin to picture ourselves as 
sick. We say to ourselves, “ I feel that I 
will be sick, and then begin to picture 
sick-bed scenes, bottles, nurses, doctors 
and even coffins. Many of these pictures 
will impress themselves deeply, thus 
keeping the mind in constant fear; and 
what we fear, usually comes—part of 
the way, at least. When you see yourself 
getting sick, you place a picture of ill- 
health before the creative forces of mind, 
and these forces will create conditions 
just like that picture. You therefore 
make yourself sick whenever you men-
tally see yourself getting sick.

On the other hand, if you will persist 
in seeing yourself well, even in the midst 
of threatening symptoms you will make 
yourself w ell; because when hold-
ing the picture of perfect health be-
fore the creative forces of mind, these 
forces will create conditions of health; 
and these conditions, if constantly cre-
ated, will become strong enough to over-
come the treatening symptoms.

Should you already be in ill-health, 
scientific mind picturing can overcome 
i t ; though in that case it is necessary to 
absolutely forget the physical condition 
that you are in.

This, many may think impossible, es-
pecially if there is a great deal of pain; 
but perseverence here, as everywhere, 
will win.

The fact is, the creative forces of the 
system are constantly creating; and what 
they create at each moment is in the 
likeness of the mental pictures that pre-
dominate at the tim e; therefore, if you 
permit your mind to dwell upon your 
ailment, you create more ailing condi-
tions, and it will be difficult for nature or 
the treatments you take, to make you 
well. But when you mentally dwell upon 
the picture of perfect health, you create 
conditions of health, thus assisting na-
ture in removing the malady.

We can, therefore, readily see that our 
own creative forces will either work for 
us or against us, depending upon what 
pictures we hold in mind; and since it 
is just as easy to picture health, harmony, 
power and purity as to picture undesir-
able conditions, there is no reason what-
ever why these forces should not always 
work for us.

It is not only in metaphysical healing, 
however, that mind picturing can be em-
ployed ; it can also be used to great ad-
vantage in character building, develop-
ment of talents, and the reconstruction 
of mind or body.

The field of mind picturing is conse-
quently unlimited, and since imagination 
is the great metaphysical artist, its power 
will be immense when constructively em-
ployed.

The imagination should be trained to 
picture only the ideal, the beautiful, the 
good, the true, the wholesome, the pure, 
the strong, the advancing, and all other
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states, conditions or qualities that have 
real worth.

In the average mind, however, the im-
agination works in a helter-skelter fash-
ion, picturing anything that may enter 
the mind through the senses; and the re-
sult is that he loses today what he gained 
yesterday. Sometimes the good reigns; 
sometimes the perverse. He is in the 
hands of his own mixed creation, not 
knowing what may befall him next.

But when the imagination is trained 
to be constructive only, and is permitted 
to picture only those things that are 
larger, higher and better, we become the 
masters of our own destinies, because 
we always create what is constantly pic-
tured upon mind.

Such training of the imagination 
should begin at once; we should never 
wait till the evil hour appears; he who 
prepares himself beforehand is always 
ready when difficult places are met, and 
never fails to come out victorious.

The best recipe for perpetual health 
that any one could possibly formulate, 
would be to obey the laws of nature and 
picture perfect health in mind.

When you mentally see yourself as al-
ways well, you will always remain well, 
unless you should seriously violate the 
laws of life.

Likewise, so long as you mentally see 
yourself advancing, you positively will 
advance, providing you make good use 
of the powers you now possess.

Scientific mind picturing is therefore 
a great art, and everybody will find its 
use most profitable.

Practical Helps
Before beginning a metaphysical treat-

ment, place yourself in a state of per-
fect peace; and the more deeply this 
peace is felt, the better. The deep, silent 
forces are the most powerful, therefore, 
we should not begin this important work 
without placing ourselves in the deep 
soul-calm.

*  *  *  *

Simply being quiet is a powerful treat-
ment in itself, and there are a great many 
ailments that require nothing else. The 
daily practice of being perfectly still in 
mind and body, while the silent soul-

forces are given free expression through 
every part of the system, is one of the 
best preservers of health that can be 
found. Ten or fifteen minutes of this 
practice two or three times a day, will, 
under common sense living, keep any 
person in perpetual health.

* * * *

Never begin a treatment without rec-
ognizing the presence of higher power. 
We are all living in a great sea of limit-
less powers, and we may consciously 
draw upon these powers whenever we 
recognize them sufficiently to feel their 
presence. The more power we possess, 
the more we can accomplish. There-
fore, it is very unwise to proceed with a 
small amount when we can, through the 
proper conscious effort, appropriate a 
great deal more.

*  *  *  *

To secure health or preserve health, it 
is absolutely necessary to be in harmony 
with everything. Discord breeds sick-
ness and trouble every time. Be in har-
mony with your work, even though you 
have to blind yourself to certain things 
that are not as they ought to be. You 
simply cannot afford to be out of har-
mony ; if means sickness or failure; pos-
sibly both. Be in harmony with the peo-
ple who are about you, even though you 
have to let them all have their way about 
some things. Go their way every time if it 
means “ peace in the f a m i l y a n d  if you 
are living an ideal life at the same time, 
you will soon go so high in the scale 
that everybody concerned will recognize 
your superiority and ask for your lead-
ership.

* * * *

In many instances, disease is simply 
the result of adverse conditions in the 
system; and the mere presence of har-
mony will properly re-adjust those con-
ditions, this removing both the disease 
and its cause. It is safe to say that fully 
one fourth of the ordinary ailments 
would disappear if perfect mental har-
mony was restored.

* * * *

In this connection we must not permit 
ourselves to develop any fear of discord. 
The fear of discord is worse than the
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discord; and the fear of fear is worse 
than the fear. Therefore, ignore them 
all.

* * * *
We all know that grief can change the 

color of the hair; and we also know 
that a change of color means a chemical 
change; which in turn means that a 
state of mind can produce a chemical 
change in the body. But are we sure 
that grief produces no other chemical 
change than the one that affects the color 
of the air ? Experiments prove that grief 
changes the very nature of the vital 
forces, making the positive negative, and 
the negative nothing. Nothing wastes 
power like g r ie f; and there is nothing 
that produces as much disease as lack of 
energy. But why should we grieve? 
Grief comes simply from a misunder-
standing of things; therefore it is ab-
normal—totally wrong. Permit no tears 
at any time, nor under any circumstances. 
There is a better way to show your love. 

* * * *

Regrets, and other depressing states 
must also be ruled out; they produce 
nothing but ills. If we fail today we 
shall succeed tomorrow, providing we 
look upon the failure as an opportunity, 
and count it all joy.

* * * *

When we understand life, we will al-
ways be happy, no matter what comes. 
We shall then realize that all things are 
working together for greater good, and 
that unpleasant experiences come simply 
to shake us out of the ruts. The best 
of us will get into grooves at times, and 
feel it our religious duty to stay there; 
but man was not made .for grooves; 
neither were grooves made for man.

{>! • V  ̂  ̂ Jfc! Jt
Whether we are dealing with our own 

ills, or those of others, it is necessary to 
pay as little attention as possible to the 
appearance of things. No matter how 
serious things may look from the stand-
point of the person, the fact remains 
that the real man is w ell; and the perfect 
health of the real man can be brought 
out into the personal man if we will con-
tinue to be conscious of the real man 
only. What we become conscious of, 
that we will express; and we can become

fully conscious of anything by giving 
that something our undivided attention.

* * * *
The habit of magnifying a symptom 

with the mind should never be permitted, 
because the most insignificant trouble 
may in this way become intense and 
even over-powering. The mind gives 
life to whatever is deeply thought about; 
and whatever mind magnifies in imagina-
tion, will grow and develop. For this 
reason, when threatening symptoms ap-
pear, we should think as little of them 
as possible; should look upon them as 
mere nothings that are rapidly passing 
away.

* * * *
The fact that we give life to whatever 

we think about, reveals a law that can 
be used to great advantage in building 
ourselves up, physically or mentally ; and 
that everything in mind or body develops 
when magnified in imagination is another 
great law that has immense possibilities. 
We have, however, as a rule, employed it 
solely to our disadvantage. We have 
magnified our fears, while our faith has 
been pictured upon the smallest possible 
scale. This process, however, must be 
reversed. It is our faith in the good that 
must be enlarged, while our fears of ills 
and troubles should be made as small and 
as insignificant as nothingness itself.

* * * *
There is a current belief among many 

that when you know a little about meta-
physics, you can do as you please; vio-
late all the laws of life, and no harm can 
come. But there is no greater fallacy 
than this ; and no greater obstacle to free-
dom and growth. We seek the truth 
in order that we may know how to live 
in harmony with all the laws of life, be-
cause from such living alone can we se-
cure emancipation and perpetual ascen-
sion into the greater and greater good.

* * * *
When you violate the laws of life, 

you will reap the consequences, no matter 
how learned you may be in any or all 
of the higher wisdoms.

* * * *
You may rise above the laws of man, 

and as you advance into a higher plane, 
you cease to be under the laws of the 
plane below ; but the new sphere of action

>
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has its own laws ; and these laws must be 
lived or there will be pain and bondage 
as before. We never get away from 
laws; and after all, to know truth is to 
know how to use these laws.

* * * *
The belief that laws are heartless task-

masters is without foundation ; because a 
law is simply a path that leads to great 
things. Therefore, to follow a law is to 
ascend; to pass from the lesser to the 
greater.

* * * *

Every law is so constituted that when 
we move forward there is freedom and 
increase ; but when we go the other way, 
there is bondage and failure. The great 
secret of life is, therefore, to follow all 
the laws of life, and move forward eter-
nally.

* * * *

One of the greatest essentials in meta-
physical healing is to depend absolutely 
upon the power of the spirit. Not that 
material means do not have their place 
and value for some people ; but the power 
of the spirit is infinitely greater than 
that of all tangible things; therefore, it 
is folly for us to fritter away time with 
the small, when we are prepared to re-
ceive the very large. Let those who are 
unable to understand the spiritual, have 
the material for the present ; but let those 
who can understand the spiritual go to 
the spiritual for all things, and at all 
times.

* * * *
To give part of your attention to

limited things, and part to the bound-
less, will hardly work. A t any rate, the 
results will be insignificant in compari-
son with what can be gained by de-
pending upon the spirit only.

* * * *
The reason why a large number of

aspiring souls fail to reach the heights, is 
simply this ; they give too much thought 
to things, thereby limiting consciousness 
according to the measure of things. So 
long as we depend upon small things, 
we will remain small; but when we look 
to the Supreme, we become larger and 
larger in proportion to our understand-
ing of the Supreme.

Our capacity is no larger than our 
consciousness; and consciousness is only 
as large as our understanding of that 
upon which we depend. Therefore, the 
sooner we can learn to depend absolutely 
upon the Supreme, the better. This is 
especially true in healing. Resolve to 
gain your power, your freedom, your 
health, your peace, your wisdom, your 
everything from the infinite source; and 
do not change your mind for a moment. 
Whatever comes, or no, live in perfect 
faith that the Infinite can not fail any-
one, therefore will not fail you; and you 
shall have the joy to witness another 
great victory.

=1= * * *
Where faith in the spirit is absolute, 

failure is impossible; it is the trembling 
faith that fails; it is the anxious mind 
that falls down; and the material thought 
that obstructs the way to complete eman-
cipation.

* * * *
On the other hand, when good judge-

ment declares that this or that patient 
requires physical remedies, we should 
never hesitate to let them have what they 
need. Nevertheless, the great truth that 
Spirit is sufficient, should be impressed so 
deeply in the heart of every being that 
nothing can cause them to forget it for 
a moment.

* * * *
When a person trains himself to de-

pend absolutely upon spiritual means, he 
steadily enters more deeply into spiritual 
life, and consequently gains possession of 
higher, spiritual powers; and to possess 
such powers is to possess the greatest 
remedy in the world. Experience has 
demonstrated in thousands of cases that 
when the spiritualizing process begins in 
the system, disease simply must take its 
departure. No disease can exist where 
the spiritual forces are acting with full 
expression; because such forces bring 
health, strength, wholeness, and vigor 
wherever they go. I f  we would be 
on the safest side, the best side, and the 
truest side, we should dispense with 
things and depend upon the spirit only.

The Gift of Healing
There never was a time when meta-

physical and spiritual systems of healing
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received as much attention as at present; 
consequently, there are now more people 
longing to possess the gift of healing 
than ever before, flow  to develop the 
power to heal is a leading question with 
thousands, and a satisfactory answer will 
be more than welcome.

When we examine closely the mental 
and spiritual development of those who 
have done remarkable work in healing, 
we find three distinct qualities predomin-
ating in them all. The first is a certain 
brain development; the second is spirit-
ual consciousness; and the third is faith.

That a certain special brain develop-
ment should be necessary in this gift, 
which is decidedly a spiritual gift, may 
not seem clear to m any; but we must 
remember that the brain is the instru-
ment of all the faculties and talents, and 
it would not be possible for any talent to 
express itself unless the brain was so 
developed that that particular talent 
could find full and free expression.

That a high, spiritual gift should be 
able to fully express itself through a 
clumsy, crude, undeveloped brain is ab-
surdly impossible; but this is what the 
majority have expected.

The brain requires high development 
if it is to serve as a perfect instrument, 
whether the talents be intellectual, meta-
physical or spiritual; therefore, we can 
not give too much attention to proper 
brain development.

To make the brain a perfect instru-
ment for the gift of healing, develop the 
entire upper half, especially those regions 
marked “ Love,” “ Individuality,”  Interior 
Understanding," “ Emotion” and “ Intui-
tion” (insight). Full directions for de-
veloping these parts are given in the 
January (1907) issue of Eternal Pro-
gress.

These parts of the brain should receive 
attention for twenty or thirty minutes 
three or four times every day. Concen-
trate first on the region of love for five 
minutes; then five minutes on individual-
ity, and so on until the last named, in-
tuition, is reached.

To be in subjective consciousness dur-
ing this process of concentration is ab-
solutely necessary; and the more spirit-
ual one can feel at the time, the better.

Spiritual consciousness, the second es-
sential to the gift of healing, is the con-
sciousness, or realization of the real, the 
absolute, the perfection of pure spirit.

That such a consciousness should be 
necessary in healing, is very evident; 
because it is the consciousness of the 
perfect, the knowing of absolute truth 
that heals.

To awaken the consciousness of the 
spirit in another is to set him free from 
all the adverse conditions of the flesh; 
but we can not awaken in others what 
has been awakened in ourselves.

To develop spiritual consciousness, 
turn all the tendencies of mind towards 
the divinity of the soul-life. Live per-
petually in the peace that passeth under-
standing ; be in touch with the universal, 
and think only of the real, the perfect 
and the divine that is within all things.

The third essential to the gift of heal-
ing is faith, pure, spiritual faith; the 
faith that transcends the seeming, and 
goes out into the limitless realms of ab-
solute, divine life.

Why such a faith is required in heal-
ing has been stated many times before; 
we shall therefore not repeat at present; 
but we wish to say that there is nothing 
that equals faith. Faith must be sought 
first. Even with faith alone we can do 
remarkable things in healing; but when 
we can unite the other essentials with 
faith, we have everything that is 
necessary to give the gift of healing the 
highest and fullest expression.

Who ever will develop these three es-
sentials, will find this gift coming; but 
those who are already partially gifted 
may expect most remarkable results after 
a few months development along the 
lines indicated.

A great many people do not know 
what to do in life, and they cannot now 
decide. These people need not be idle, 
however; while they are waiting for the 
right vocation to appear, let them Live; 
and after they have begun to Live, they 
will soon know what other things to do. 

* * * *

Make living a fine art. This is some-
thing we all can do.
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S P E C IA L N O TIC E .— The School of Gen 

ius is a perm anent departm ent in E T E R  
N A L  PROGRESS, and w il l  be devoted to  
the study of the  p rinc ip le s , laws, and m eth 
ods th rough  w h ich  a ll the  facu lties , ta le n ts  
and powers in man m ay be developed to  the 
highest possible degree. General in s tru c  
tions on a ll these sub jects w i l l  appear every 
m onth ; and the resu lts  o f extensive experi 
ments in the  psychology o f genius, now go 
ing on, w i l l  be published reg u la rly . A spec 
ial fea tu re  w il l  be the  personal d irec tion  of 
subscribers in the  app lica tion  o f these p rin  
c ip les in th e ir  own in d iv id u a l cases. A ny 
subscriber whose subscrip tion  is paid up 
fo r  the  yea r is e n title d  to  the p r iv ile g e  of 
personal d irec tio n  th rough  th is  departm ent, 
and may a t any tim e  w r ite  fo r  In fo rm a tion  
as he may requ ire  in the  developm ent of the 
ta len ts  he has decided upon. Subscribers

who have not secured the resu lts  expected,- 
o r who do not know  w ha t facu lties  the y  
should develop in o rder to  succeed in  th e ir 
line  o f w o rk , o r who have not gained tho 
fac ts  needed in th e ir  own cases through 
the reading of E T E R N A L  PROGRESS, or 
who have any puzzling questions w hatever 
upon the sub ject of developm ent, should 
w r ite  to  th is  departm ent, and the exact In 
fo rm a tio n  they are in search of w il l be pub 
lished in an ea rly  issue. T h is  p riv ilege  w ill 
enable everybody to use co rre c tly  the sys 
tem  o f developm ent tau gh t in E T E R N A L  
PROGRESS; and whoever uses th is  system 
co rre c tly , w i l l  pos itive ly  have results, and 
rem arkab le  resu lts.

Address a ll com m unications to
C. D. LARSON,

F ourth  N ational Bank Bidg..
C inc inna ti, 0 .

The Finer Forces
We must get away from materialism 

in all its phases. It is the finer elements 
of being, the finer forces of life which 
alone can supply the essentials to super-
ior attainments and high worth.

We must also get away from that 
phase of idealism that ignores the phy-
sical side of existance.

When the materialist is told to develop 
the brain, he gives his attention'to the 
physical structure only, failing to call 
into action those finer forces which alone 
have creative and constructive power. 
The result is, he uses up energy trying to 
concentrate, but does not succeed in the 
least.

When the finer forces are called into 
action, there is practically no effort re-
quired in concentration for development; 
in fact, so long as the finer forces are 
alive in consciousness, development will 
take place of itself wherever our atten-
tion may be directed.

To enter the field of the finer forces is 
therefore the first step to be taken, no 
matter what we may wish to attain; but 
we must get away from all sorts of

materialism before this can be accom-
plished.

By materialism we mean the act of 
thinking towards the surface; living 
solely in the senses and desiring only 
things that can satisfy the physical sen-
sation. Not that physical sensations 
should be ignored; everything is good 
in its place; but the physical sensations 
are not the only things that we should 
seek to satisfy.

Nor should we “ look down” upon the 
senses. They are indispensable in their 
w orld; but there are also other worlds in 
which to live.

The proper course to pursue is to give 
justice to every part of being, but not 
to confine ourselves to any one part or 
any one group of parts. Life is im-
mense, and it is our privilege to live as 
"much of it as we can become conscious 
of.

The materialist does not expand con-
sciousness ; he lives in a groove; and 
whoever does live in a groove is a 
materialist.

It is by expanding consciousness in 
every direction that we gain conscious-
ness of the finer forces, because these.
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forces act within the depths of thought 
and life.

What we become conscious of, that we 
express; therefore, by expanding con-
sciousness into the finer realms of life we 
cause the expression of those powerful 
creative forces; and wherever our at-
tention may be centered at the time, 
there those forces will accumulate.

All that is necessary to promote de-
velopment anywhere is to cause the finer 
creative forces to accumulate in that 
place; because since these forces are 
naturally creative, wherever they accu-
mulate creation will take place.

A  number of readers of this depart-
ment have asked how to direct the finer 
forces. These forces do not require any 
special direction; they go wherever at-
tention is directed.

After we have entered the field of the 
finer forces, all that is necessary is to 
concentrate upon those places where we 
wish development to take place, and the 
finer forces will accumulate at once in 
that place. These forces will go where- 
ever your thought is. Whenever you are 
in the field of the finer forces, you can 
make your hand “ red hot” by simplv 
thinking about your hand. You can 
charge any part of body or brain with 
powerful creative forces in the same way. 
As previously stated, we enter the field 
of the finer forces more and more by 
expanding consciousness in every direc-
tion.

A  constant desire to attain the realiza-
tion of the finer elements and forces of 
all things will establish a mental ten-
dency towards the field of the finer 
forces: and when this tendency is es-
tablished consciousness will expand 
steadily, and even rapidly, without your 
making any further effort in that direc-
tion.

After the field of the finer forces has 
been reached, most remarkable results in 
development will positively follow.

The Literary Genius.
What faculties are required by the 

writer depends in the main upon what 
one desires to write; though there are a 
few faculties that all writers have in

common; these are expression, construc-
tion and a fine intellect.

I f  one desires to write upon metaphy-
sical subjects, interior understanding 
should be developed in addition to the 
three just mentioned.

To write well upon scientific and prac-
tical subjects, a thorough development 
of application is required, because this 
gives one the ability to take principles 
and laws and bring them down to the 
practical world. It also gives system, 
method and the faculty of turning the 
abstract into actual use.

To become a good writer of fiction, 
the faculties of expression, intellect, in-
tuition, emotion, imagination and origin-
ality are required; and if universal con-
sciousness is added to this, so much the 
better.

In this connection we wish to state 
that there is a new field in fiction for 
some one who will develop the power 
to take possession. In fact, there are 
three or four new felds for this kind of 
literature, and the possibilities in each 
are certainly very great.

Ordinary fiction pictures life as it is 
lived by human nature in its weakness. 
It is true to life as it is lived by those 
who do not know how to live.

People read such fiction partly to pass 
time, partly to be entertained, and partly 
out of a morbid desire to mentally de-
vour what is not wholesome. That any 
good can come from such reading is 
not possible; and to be just to ourselves, 
we can not afford to do what does not 
bring good in some way.

Then we have fiction that is out of 
the ordinary, superior, real literature, 
and is valuable for the richness of its 
language. Considerable is gained from 
the reading of such fiction, but it does 
not teach the secret of life.

Possibly many will contend that it is 
not the purpose of fiction to teach any-
thing ; but if not. what then is the pur-
pose of fiction? That which does not 
add to life has no place in l i fe; and it is 
not possible to add to life without giving 
enlightment in some way.

However, it matters not what the gen-
eral view may be on this subject; the fact 
remains that there is nothing that could
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teach the secrets of life more thoroughly 
than fiction.

The new field in fiction is to picture life 
as it is lived by people who know how to 
live. Such fiction could be made far 
more interesting and fascinating than 
anything that has ever appeared in print 
before.

The time is ripe for such fiction; and 
it will mean fame and fortune to the one 
who can produce it.

To develop literary genius the first 
essential is to develop those faculties of 
the brain and mind that are required. 
These we have mentioned above, and 
full instructions as to their development 
will be found in the (1907) January and 
February issues of Eternal Progress.

The second essential is to educate the 
subconscious along literary lines. This 
is extremely important, because it is in 
the subconscious that we find real genius.

Among all the great truths that have 
been discovered, one of the greatest is 
unquestionably this, that the subcon-
scious is capable of doing anything that 
it is called upon to do.

In the subconscious we find the limit-
less state of every faculty, talent or 
power; and we can steadily bring into 
expression more and more of this capac- 
tiy that knows no bounds.

The real secret of becoming a genius 
is to awaken and properly train the sub-
conscious mind; though we must not for-
get that the objective mind and the phy-
sical brain must be cultivated in such 
a way that the subconscious genius may 
find full and free expression.

The power of the subconscious, how-
ever, is marvelous, and it is this power 
that must receive the greatest attention 
if superior atainment is our goal. To 
bring out the literary genius that is latent 
in the subconscious, is not a matter of a 
few weeks; but those who have con-
siderable literary ability already will in 
a few weeks realize a remarkable im-
provement from the application of the 
methods we shall here present. And if 
they will continue the application of 
these principles indefinitely, perpetual 
advancement will naturally be the result.

Those who are not talented along liter-
ary lines, but desire to develop such 
talents, can through these methods make

their desires come true if they will per-
severe for a year or more.

In this connection it must be remem-
bered that the subconscious contains all 
the talents; and it is our privilege to 
choose which one we desire to express.

I f  that talent is already - expressing it-
self to a degree, it will take less time to 
develop genius; but if time, perseverence 
and the right effort are combined, any 
talent desired can be developed into 
genius whether we at present have ability 
in that direction or not.

The first step is to gain a clear mental 
conception of what you desire to de-
velop; and this desire should be full and 
strong at all times.

The subconscious will never respond 
to divided attentions, nor to half-hearted 
desires.

When the desired purpose has been 
clearly pictured in mind, the next es-
sential is to impress this desire with deep 
feeling upon every thought.

Every thought which has deep feeling, 
enters the subconscious, and carries into 
the subconscious the desire with which it 
was impressed. As previously stated, 
the subconscious must be impressed in 
the present tense; therefore, do not de-
sire to become a genius, but desire to 
bring forth the genius that already ex-
ists in the depth of your mind. Never 
impress the subconscious with the idea 
that you hope to become “ this”  or “ that;”  
but live in the strong, deep thought that 
you are those things now. And it is true; 
because a genius is asleep in the subcon-
scious of eveiy mind; and the subcon-
scious is a part of you. It belongs to 
you; therefore, you possess now all that 
is in the subconscious now.

Live in the conviction that you are a 
literary genius now; know that it is 
true; and stamp that conviction upon 
every thought.

I f  necessary, use affirmations to estab-
lish that conviction; and it is always well 
to use affirmations, providing we deeply 
feel the truth that is contained in all 
such statements.

These affirmations may be made at 
any time, but they should without fail 
be impressed upon the subconscious 
every night before you go to sleep.

A
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Take thirty or twenty minutes every 
night before going to sleep, after you 
have retired, and impress these state-
ments upon the subconscious. Go to 
sleep with the conviction upon your 
mind that you are a literary genius.

Statements like these may be em-
ployed : “ I am a literary g e n i u s “ I 
am a brilliant writer;”  “ I  am a strong, 
clear, lucid writer;”  “ My literary ability 
is unbounded;” “ I  am complete master 
of the richness of language;”  “ I have 
at my command innumerable ideas;” “ I 
arn original in thought and in expres-
sion;” “ Well constructed expressions are 
ready to flow through my mind like a 
mighty torrent;” “ I am alive with my 
subject, and can give it the fullest, the 
fieest and the most perfect expression.”

Many other statements of a similar 
nature can be formulated, and may be 
combined in various ways; though it is 
not well to employ too many. The ob-
ject is to carry into the depths of the 
subconscious the idea that genius is alive 
within you; and that this genius is now 
ready to express itself in rare literary 
ability.

While affirming these statements the 
mind may be concentrated upon the sub-
conscious side of the brain, especially 
those parts of the brain that are em-
ployed in literary work.

Expect results now, but persevere 'until 
results do come, and never permit your-
self to become discouraged in the least, 
even though you have to work for 
months before response takes place.

By perseverence, results will come, 
and when they do come you will have 
something rich and rare.

How The Subconscious Responds
The conscious mind should be strong, 

firm and highly active while impressing 
the subconscious; but should become ab-
solutely quiet and receptive while ex-
pecting a response from the subcon-
scious.

Harmony, serenity and poise are there-
fore indispensable states of mind during 
periods of subconscious training.

Another great essential is the right 
use of the will, because the will in the

average mind is so constituted that sub-
conscious expressions are constantly in-
terfered with.

While the subconscious is being im-
pressed, the will should act firmly and 
directly upon the consciousness that is 
felt in the subconscious; but as soon as 
the act of impressing the subconscious 
is finished, for the time, the will should 
be placed in almost complete abeyance.

It is not the purpose of the will to 
control the outer person, nor anything 
that may take place in the outer person; 
therefore, all attempts at such uses of 
the will produce perverse action.

The outer life should be a free and 
full expression from the subconscious; 
in fact, that is the only natural relation-
ship between the tw o ; and whatever we 
wish to have expressed in the outer life 
should first be impressed upon the sub-
conscious.

The true function of the will is to 
act upon subconscious consciousness and 
impress upon the cause realm what is 
desired as effects.

After these impressions are made, the 
will should withdraw and give the sub-
conscious full freedom to respond.

The hand that places the seed in the 
ground does not constantly pull on the 
stem to make it grow faster; the soil 
alone can attend to that. Things do not 
grow by being pulled at from without; 
they grow by being pushed from within.

After an impression is made in the 
subconscious, the expression will come of 
itself; and no assistance from the will is 
required. But the response from the 
subconscious will not come until the im-
pression is actually established.

Perseverence is therefore an indispen-
sable quality in this work. Tbeye are 
many who become discouraged because 
results do not come at once, and conse-
quently give up; but these should re-
member that results will positively come 
just as soon as the impression is actually 
established in the subconscious, and not 
before. For this reason it is necessary 
to continue to impress the subconscious 
until results do come.

The law is that everything you impress 
the subconscious to do, that the sub-
conscious will do; and the law cannot 
fail.
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When the subconscious fails to act, 
you may know that the impression was 
either not sufficiently deep to establish 
itself, or too much objective commotion 
interfered with the subconscious re-
sponse.

The latter is more frequently the cause 
of failure than the former. The average 
person is so in the habit of living in dis-
cord, excitement and confusion, that the 
inner life forces have no opportunity to 
express themselves. We must remember 
that the subconscious can not express 
itself unless the outer mind is in poise. 
That is another law to be well considered.

When the subconscious is expected to 
respond to the impressions made, the 
objective mind must give way to the 
power from within. One must forget 
the outer self, so to speak; and the more 
completely this is done, the more 
thoroughly will the subconscious re-
spond.

To learn to hold the objective in per-
fect abeyance while the real genius from 
within is to act through some faculty or 
talent is, therefore, of extraordinary 
value; and it is a high art indeed, when 
attained.

To illustrate more fully what is meant 
we will suppose that you have for several 
days impressed the subconscious with the 
idea that you are to do a certain diffi-
cult work with absolute perfection when 
the time of action comes. We will sup-
pose that the time of action has just 
arrived. Ordinarily, you would be over-
anxious to do your best and would most 
certainly have more or less fear lest you 
fail. Your mind would be somewhat 
disturbed, or possibly very much dis-
turbed ; and you would naturally get 
your determination pitched up to a high 
key. Putting all these things together; 
what kind of a mind would you have?

There would be neither peace, poise 
nor harmony in such a mind; and it 
would be impossible for the subconscious 
to respond. All the impressions that you 
had made upon the subconscious would 
be for naught; because at the time of 
action the confusion of the objective 
spoils everything.

On the other hand, if you will remain 
perfectly calm ; hold yourself in com-
plete poise, and lay aside the will so that

the outer person gives way entirely to the 
subconscious, the subconscious will be 
able to do the very thing that you im-
pressed it to do. The results will be 
remarkable, and you will do far better 
than ever before, because you permitted 
the superior side of your mind to act.

We understand, therefore, that to 
simply impress the subconscious is not 
sufficient. When the subconscious is to 
respond, the entire outer person must be 
in a state of harmony and must willingly 
give right of way to the genius from 
within.

Have no fear to give the power from 
within the fullest expression, because 
since this power comes from a superior 
part of your mind, the expression, with 
all its results, will be far better than 
anything that the mere outer person can 
do.

In this connection it is well to re-
member that the subconscious mind will 
never express anything else than that 
which you have impressed upon the with-
in. Though we must not forget that 
every thought we think with deep feeling 
will enter the subconscious, and bring 
back into the person fruits of its kind.

Therefore, no thoughts, ideas, desires, 
or purposes should be deeply felt in mind 
unless they are thoroughly good. So 
long as we impress upon the subcon-
scious only those things that are desir-
able, we can with full faith give the sub-
conscious absolute right of way. Noth-
ing but the very best will follow.

What is more, if we wish to bring 
forth the genius from within, we simply 
must give the subconscious full right of 
way, and must never permit the will to 
resist subconscious action at any time.

Awaken the genius within by impres-
sing genius upon the subconscious; then 
give this genius freedom to act; and it 
will act.

The Born Genius
It is genarally supposed that the genius 

must be born, and that it is not possible 
to develop genius at any time after birth; 
but a great many of the old views are 
being shattered in these days, and the 
one concerning genius is one of them.
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When we learn what genius actually 
is, we shall realize at once that it is 
not necessary to be born a genius, but 
that rare talent can be developed at any 
time.

When we examine the born genius we 
find two predominating characteristics, 
the combined action of which produces 
the extraordinary ability in evidence.

The first of these is a natural concen-
tration of mental life and energy upon 
one faculty, or a single group of facul-
ties; and the second is an exceptionally 
large subconscious field of action.

The born genius is therefore a genius 
because the within is awakened to a very 
great extent; and all the power goes into 
one place.

But the same causes produce the same 
effects everywhere; therefore, we must 
conclude that any one may become a 
benius by supplying his mind with these 
two essentials.

We have now discovered how to create 
a larger subconscious field of action; and 
we also know how to direct all the ener-
gies of the system into one part of the 
mind and consciousness. There is con-
sequently nothing to prevent anyone 
from developing genius if he will but 
persevere in the application of these prin-
ciples.

What the born genius does uncon-
sciously, we must learn to do conscious-
ly ; and since the mind that has conscious 
control of elements, tendencies and 
forces is actually master of these things, 
while the one who acts unconsciously is 
usually mastered by his tendencies, we 
realize what a great advantage it is to 
develop your talents yourself.

In the born genius the creative forces 
are constantly being transmuted into 
mental force by a natural tendency; but 
he has no control of this process. Should 
he desire to employ his creative forces 
in another direction, he could not pos-
sibly do so because the process is un-

conscious; he does not control it him-
self.

The mind, however, that has con-
sciously acquired the art of transmuta-
tion, can turn creative energies into any 
channel at any time, and thus escape the 
eccentricities, the peculiarities and the 
one-sidedness of the born genius.

The born genius, in too many cases, 
cannot work unless he is in the mood; 
but if he was master of his fe ce s  and 
mental tendencies he could place lumself 
in the mood at any time.

When you do not feel like wo ’ ing 
there is something wrong with ur 
mental or physical conditions, or tx h. 
You are not in a normal state, becai, : 
the personality that is in a normal stai 
has a constant and a strong desire to do 
something.

To learn what the matter is when you 
are not in the mood, is generally not dif-
ficult. As a rule it is simply an undesir-
able reaction from too much concentra-
tion in one direction. Therefore, the 
remedy is to take hold of the circulation 
of the system and all the various ener-
gies, and re-distribute them through the 
entire personality.

For a few moments concentrate your 
attention upon the various parts of the 
body and brain, a minute or two in each 
place, so as to get the forces into action. 
When you feel that the energies are be-
ing aroused from their stupor and are 
beginning to move, you can concentrate 
attention upon that part of the brain 
that you are to employ in the work before 
you ; and in ten or twenty minutes you 
will be thoroughly in the mood.

When a person gains complete control 
of his faculties and powers he can pre-
vent all kinds of undesirable re-actions, 
and will consequently be in the right 
mood at all times; and when he chooses 
he can create moods to order.

It is therefore simple to understand 
that the mind that develops genius can 
accomplish far more than the born gen-
ius ; because the latter has no real con-
trol of his talent, and can not use it 
as much as he likes, nor whenever he 
likes. The former, however, can do this.

In this connection, it must not be for-
gotten that the born genius can develop 
himself further, and gain complete con-
trol of his rare talents through the ap-
plication of the principles that underlie 
development and mastery.

Having found what produces genius 
in the born genius, and knowing that the 
same causes can be formed in any mind, 
there is only one course to pursue, and 
that is to proceed at once to form those
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causes, and never cease until results are 
attained.

Work is required; but who objects to 
work when work will bring him to where 
he desires to be?

The only work we object to is the 
work that does not promote advance-
ment; but such is not actually work; it 
is rather a mis-application of energy. 
Constructive work will always promote 
advancement, no matter where the ap-
plication is made. But we have said so 
much upon this subject recently that we 
shall not repeat.

What we wish to impress upon every 
mind is th is: no one will have to pass 
through life with an ordinary mind 
simply because he was not born a genius. 
The causes which produces rare ability 
in the born genius can be formed in any 
mind; therefore, any mind can develop 
genius at any time. It is only a matter 
of knowing how, and keeping at it until 
it is done.

Constructive Imagination
The imaging faculty of mind, usually 

spoken of as the power of imagination, 
contains hidden possibilities so extensive 
and so remarkable that no one can af- 
l rd to ignore and ridicule this faculty 
am. more. The term “ imagination”  has 
beer the scape-goat for nearly all our 
illusions and wild fancies, and has re-
ceived more ridicule than any ten other 
facultiv 3 combined. This, however, 
must bt discontinued, because in the 
power ot imagination we have a servant 
that is both willing and competent to 
do almost anything we may wish to have 
done.

That imagination is responsible for a 
great many false ideas, we admit; but 
the fault does not lie in the imaging 
faculty itself, but in the way it is used.

There is an imagination that misleads, 
confuses and destroys; and there is an 
imagination that is constructive in the 
highest degree.

Imagination is not a master; it is one 
of the servants of the mind; it must be 
led, directed and controlled. Let imagin-
ation go unguided and the mind is filled 
with all kinds of illusions. Thus is con-
fused the whole process of thinking.

From confused thinking comes wrong 
thinking; and from wrong thinking 
comes sin, sickness and failure.

A  misused imagination can lead us 
from perfect health to the grave; from 
spotless virtue to life imprisonment; and 
from great success to abject poverty.

But on the other hand, a constructive 
imagination can lead us from the worst 
disease to the best of health; from sin 
and crime to an impregnable Character; 
and from hopeless poverty to perpetual 
increase.

Of course, those who smile whenever 
they hear the term imagination, will also 
smile when they read the above; but the 
ridicule of him who knows not, does not 
change the truth.

Since imagination can do so much 
mischief, it must have a great deal of 
power; and having power, what is 
there to prevent that power from being 
used for good? A  power that destroys 
can also build up. A  power that con-
fuses can also harmonize. We think of 
imagination as something useless or as 
something to be avoided because we have 
not learned to use constructively its re-
markable powers.

But we should not blame this faculty 
for its mistakes, nor look down upon 
it with ridicule. Such an attitude of 
mind will prevent us from gaining pos-
session of the great possibilities that this 
faculty contains. That which we look 
down upon will remain inferior; and 
here we have the principal reason why 
imagination is so mixed and confused 
in the average mind.

Place this faculty where it belongs as 
one of the greatest of faculties; recognize 
its great constructive power, and then 
properly direct its actions, and we shall 
find its value unlimited.

Imagination may be defined as the 
power of consciousness to impress the 
mind; or to bring before the mental 
vision any desired picture or idea, or 
group of ideas. We may add here that 
it is not possible to imagine what does 
not exist. You may imagine things that 
you have not seen, but these strange im-
aginations will be combinations of things 
that you have seen.

Consequently, imagination has the 
power to combine many things that are
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known, into something that is entirely 
new; and in this field its value is im-
mense. But it also has the power of 
discovery ; being able to go beyond the 
known and bring before mental vision 
what eye hath never seen before. This 
is too often called fancy ; and sometimes 
it is; but there are thousands of new 
things that imagination has brought be-
fore the mind that would have proven 
themselves to be realities of the highest 
value had not reason put them away with 
the thought that is was but fancy. The 
fact that" the revelations of imagination 
are so frequently being mistreated in this 
way, proves how necessary it is to have 
more knowledge on the true use of this 
faculty.

When we fancy something to be true 
that is not true, we impress upon mind 
an idea that will ere long become suffi-
ciently strong to interfere with the 
healthy operations of thought. There-
fore, it is of the highest importance to 
have the imaging faculty trained so that 
it deals solely with substantial facts. And 
since the field of substantial facts is so 
immense, it is sufficiently large for the 
most comprehensive imagination we may 
now possess. What is more, we can en-
large the field of substantial facts only 
by working in that field.

When we permit ourselves to fancy 
things, we get away from the world of 
facts ; and are gaining neither informa-
tion nor mental expansion. You may 
build up a fanciful world through the 
misuse of imagination, and think that 
you have discovered a new sphere of ex-
istance ; and may ever found a philosophy 
or a religion upon what you have “ dis-
covered." This has been done more 
than once. Tt is therefore not strange 
that we should be a trifle afraid of im-
agination.

The fact that a mental impression may- 
become so strong as to entirely over-
power consciousness, must not be over-
looked. You may impress a false idea 
upon mind with such force that you actu-
ally come to beleive that the idea is 
true. This is being done every day. 
Ideas that are impressed and constantly 
re-impressed finally secure a permanent 
place in mind, and consciousness is led 
to believe they are true.

Whatever is fixed in mind, that con-
sciousness believes to be tru e; this we 
must remember. How easy it is, there-
fore, to make yourself believe almost 
anything; to school your mind to think 
that almost any absurd notion is true.

There is a reason why all the pecu-
liar ideas in the world have some one 
who believes they are true. Any system 
of belief can get followers, providing 
there is something in that system that 
will work upon the imagination; because 
whatever is taken up by' the imagination 
will be impressed upon m ind; and when 
the impression is well established in mind, 
it commands respect because it is so 
strong. It rules over consciousness be-
cause it has secured a firm place in 
mind; and you accept it as the real 
truth.

A person may fancy that a certain food 
is injurious to his system; and may even 
become seriously ill if that food is taken. 
In that case the injury does not come 
from the food, but from the destructive 
thought forces that were creative under 
the misdirection of that fancy. We now 
know that the thoughts created at any 
time have a power similar to the pre-
dominating mental idea at that time. 
Therefore, if you eat something with the 
idea that it will hurt you, the thought 
forces created at the time will have the 
same injurious power that you believe 
that food to possess. This is very clear 
to all metaphysicians, and has been 
demonstrated frequently by actual exper-
iments.

The reason why a mere fancy may ex-
ercise such a power for ill is thus evi-
dent : but the same process when re-
versed will have the opposite effect.

We will suppose that you are training 
your faculty for music, but have not the 
objective results that you feel you would 
like to have. You decide to bring the 
constructive power of imagination to 
your aid. We will take for granted that 
your imagination is very fine and that 
your mind is easily impressed by what 
you imagine to be true; how would you 
proceed ?

Tn the first place, you would know that 
what one can do, others can d o ; and that 
every person has just as remarkable 
talents hidden within as was ever posses-
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sed by the greatest genius that ever lived. 
This is a demonstrated psychological 
fact. Potentially we are all equal; there-
fore, we can all become as great as the 
greatest by bringing forth what is hidden 
within us.

Knowing this fact, you employ your im-
agination to find the larger and more ex-
cellent musical talent that is hidden in 
your mind. You imagine your faculty of 
music to be more remarkable than that 
of any one who has ever lived; and hav-
ing an impressible mind, this idea soon 
becomes established.

Whenever you go to play, the thought 
forces created at the time will have the 
same power of music in them that you 
imagine yourself to possess: that is, these 
thought forces will have the nature of 
the predominating idea in mind at the 
time. The predominating idea is that 
you are a musical genius; you have im-
pressed that upon mind to such an extent 
that you feel it to be true. Since the 
thoughts created while you are perform-
ing are just like the idea, that you are a 
musical genius, these forces will have 
within them the power to produce the 
music of genius. Your mind will be 
filled with the power of a musical genius, 
and if you forget yourself at the time, 
you will perform only as a genius could 
perform. It will be stated, however, that 
that is only an artificial talent built up at 
the time by a psychological process; it 
is not oneself. True, but if this process 
is continued, your own musical talent 
will become stronger and stronger, so 
that you can perform naturally and at 
any time with the same remarkable abil-
ity. Remember, by giving these highly 
endowed musical forces to your mind 
every day, these forces that are patterned 
after the idea that you are a musical 
genius, you are developing your faculty 
for music; you are feeding your musical 
talent with genius-producing elements, 
and you are daily becoming more and 
more of a genius thereby. You are daily 
growing more and more like your ideal; 
and there is nothing that is difficult to 
believe about that. No, we all believe 
this: we all know it to be true; but we 
all do not know why more people do not 
have the results. This is simple. In the 
first place, the mind must be easily im-

pressed, and must be guarded from un-
desirable and inferior impressions. Sec- 
only, the imagination must be used for 
constructing the ideal only, and not for 
imagining all sorts of things for pastime. 
Third, you must wholly forget the in-
ferior se lf; you must not think of your 
present limitations, but live constantly 
in the consciousness of the superior self 
—that genius within that your imagina-
tion has placed before your mental, 
vision. Fourth, you must daily try to do 
in the objective what the ideal picture 
indicates that you can do. The ideal 
must be made real through the constant 
practice of what you inwardly believe 
that you can do. These are the essen-
tials ; but how many, even among the 
gifted, do these things?

Talented people are constantly saying 
that they do not amount to much. O f 
course they do not mean it. It is sup-
posed to be polite to say so ; but they say 
it so often that it gradually becomes a 
fixed impression, and that impression 
pours forth into mind inferior substan-
ces, until the talent itself begins to 
dwindle into inferiority. What a mis-
take ; all caused by the misuse of that 
marvelous imaging faculty.

To guard the mind so that no impres-
sions are permitted to form that lead in 
any way towards inferiority is of the 
highest importance. We should never 
imagine anything else but that which we 
wish to have come true; and we should 
wish only those things to come true that 
make for better things and greater things 
to everybody concerned.

Imagination should be used only to 
construct your ideal. Use the imaging 
faculty only for the purpose of picturing 
in consciousness your own superior abil-
ity, your own higher attainment, and the 
most perfect side of physical health, 
mental lucidity, moral purity and spirit-
ual power.

Do not pass time by imagining this, 
that and the other; this is one of the 
greatest wrongs against mind. When 
you are not thinking of your own super-
iority which you are trying to develop, 
keep the imaging faculty quiet; give it 
a rest. Don’t imagine anything about 
other people; your imagination is of use 
for your own mind alone. I f  all sorts of
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impressions and ideas and directions 
about this person or that thing enters 
your mind, say n o ; refuse at once; it is 
just as easy to keep undesirable impres-
sions out of the mind as it is to refuse 
unwholesome food. Imagination can 
work properly only when it has a few 
high ideals before it, and is trained to 
construct these ideals and these only.

What do you wish your body to look 
like? Imagine it to be so, and continue 
that imagining until the body becomes in 
health, strength and appearance what 
you imagined it to be.

What do you wish your character to 
be? Image upon mind the most per-
fect character you can possibly imagine, 
and keep that image before you constant-
ly. What talents do you wish to develop 
and what do you expect them to achieve ? 
Imagine yourself in full possession of 
these talents, and image the day when the 
remarkable achievements shall appear.

What do you wish to become? What 
do you wish to achieve? Use your im-
agination only in imaging these higher 
attainments and greater achievements 
and say nothing about it to any one. 
Keep the ideals of your imagination too 
sacred to speak o f ; hold it as high as 
yotir imagination can go, but deal only 
with those things that work for growth.

Eliminate all useless and trivial fancy. 
Shun all kinds of superficial fancy as you 
would strong drink; and permit no pic-
ture to impress your mind but a picture 
of yourself as- a superior being. Do 
this for a year, and you will have as well 
balanced a mind, as clear a mind, and 
as healthful a mind as there is anywhere. 
All unwholesome mental states will have 
disappeared, and you will be stronger 
and more able in every way than you 
ever were before. Then continue as 
you have begun, without cessation, and 
you shall find that ere long your imagin-
ation will become a most valued servant 
in anything that you may wish to do.

In music, in art, in poetry, in litera-
ture, in invention, in mechanics, in arch-
itecture, and even in everyday busi-
ness, imagination is indispensable; and 
if healthful and well trained, will double 
and treble the success of its possessor.

Since the advent of modern metaphy-
sics and the new psychology, a great

many laws and methods for develop-
ment are being brought forth ; but these 
are of little value so long as imagina-
tion runs wild. Therefore, one of the 
first essentials is to train the imaging 
faculty to become constructive and con-
structive only. A s a constructive power, 
imagination is absolutely unlimited; and 
whoever will train and direct this faculty 
according to the new psychology will 
positively become a genius.

The demand of the age is “ freedom;” 
and it is well, because no person ought 
to remain in bondage to anything for a 
moment. But the modern methods for 
attaining freedom do not produce results. 
They may seem to emancipate tempor-
arily, but the temporary emancipation is 
but a delusion, and is followed by a con-
dition of still greater bondage. The 
modern method, as everyone knows, is 
to break loose and run away from the 
things we do not like. But did a change 
in effects ever produce a change of 
cause? If  you are in bondage, there is 
something wrong with yourself: do not 
waste time meddling with environments 
or persons, trying to re-adjust this or 
that in the external world. Find out 
what is wrong with yourself; search 
for the remedy; and when found, apply 
it with all the pow-er of mind and soul.

What you realize in the within, that 
you will realize in the without. When 
you realize that everything is right with 
yourself, you will find that all external 
bondage has mysteriously disappeared.

* * * *

When you believe that all are honest 
and sincere, and always mean what they 
say and do, you may once in a long 
while be deceived and find yourself very 
much mistaken; but it is better to expect 
the right from everybody and be mis-
taken occasionally, than to live continu-
ally in that disease-producing belief that 
you are liable to be deceived by every 
person you meet.

*  *  *  *

Expect every change to lead you to 
better things, and it will. As your faith 
is, so shall it be.
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SepIttH tn (fircattmta
Where is the subconscious mind? 

Where is the center of consciousness that 
governs the vocal organs; and how can 
this center be individualized?— M. M., 
Dayton, O.

Mind is a force, and acts upon the 
entire nervous system. As all forces 
move in circles, mind action may be 
described as a sea of innumerable circles.

The conscious mind is the surface ac-
tion of all these circles. The subcon-
scious is all action that lies beneath and 
within the circumference of these circles.

Since the mind occupies the entire 
personality, we can simplify the subject 
by stating that the subconscious fills the 
entire personality, and permeates the en-
tire personality like water permeates a 
sponge.

The subconscious is an inner mental 
world, and is fouud in the within of 
every fibre of one's being.

To impress the subconscious directly, 
attention should be centered upon the 
within of that part of the brain or the 
body where the faculty or organ under 
consideration functions.

Should you desire to educate the sub-
conscious to express through you a dif-
ferent quality of voice, impress the qual-
ity desired by concentrating upon that 
finer mental life that permeates the vocal 
organs.

Should you desire to secure subcon-
scious assistance in building up more 
brain matter in the tips of your fingers, 
so that your ability as a musical perfor-
mer would be increased, impress the 
finer subconscious mind-life that per-
meates the tips of your fingers, and call 
for the expression of more mind in your 
fingers.

In this way you will go directly to the 
fundamental cause, and secure results 
in the exact place where you wrant them.

The center of consciousness that gov-
erns the vocal organs is not to be found 
in any particular locality, though con-
sciousness will individualize itself where- 
ever expression takes place. You can 
promote this individualization by enter-
ing a perfect state of harmony while con-

centrating for subconscious expression 
through the vocal organs or voice.

* * * *

How is one to begin in bringing about 
consecutive, constructive thinking?—E.
L. H., Chicago.

The first essential is to determine what 
you wish to become, and accomplish. 
There must be a definite purpose in life.

Having decided upon this purpose, 
think about this purpose constantly; that 
is, keep this purpose uppermost in mind. 
This wall produce orderly, concentrated 
thought, and prevent confused thought 
and the scattering of forces.

The second essential is to learn what 
principles and laws you will have to 
apply in order to promote your purpose; 
then follow the lines of these princi-
ples and laws in all your thinking.

This reduces all thinking to a system; 
and systematic thought is both consecu-
tive and constructive.

What principles and laws to employ in 
the promotion of your particular purpose 
can be easily ascertained through the 
study of modern metaphysics.

* * * *

What is the difference between spirit, 
soul, being, ego, life? What is it in 
man that never dies?—T. M. D., Seneca, 
Tils.

There is but one substance in the uni-
verse. To this practicaliv all clear think-
ers now' agree; and this one substance we 
call spirit. All the different manifesta-
tions or expressions of substance are 
simply the one substance,— spirit—in 
various grades of vibration. Even or-
dinary clay is spirit, though of course, 
in slow vibrations.

The soul is the eternal man, the divine 
self, or the higher self, and is composed 
of spirit in its unmanifested state. There-
fore, the soul in itself is changeless, but 
is eternally unfolding that which it is. 
The soul is created in the image and 
likeness of God, and has therefore the 
perfect qualities of divinity, and the un-
limited possibilities of the Supreme.
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Being may refer to the soul, or it may 
also refer to the personal man. Any-
thing that exists is a being; though in 
modern metaphysics the term being 
means the same as the soul; it is the 
perfect man.

The ego is the “ I Am,” the central 
principle of the soul. The soul is com-
posed of three principles, the I Am, or 
ego, the divine mind (the Christ within,) 
and the spiritual form. These three, 
though distinct, are inseparable, and eter-
nally one.

The term “ life” cannot be defined. 
We can feel life ; we can be conscious of 
life ; and we can, to a certain extent know 
life ; but we cannot define life.

Everything that has life, is life ; there-
fore, nothing dies. The term “ death” is 
but an expression of unenlightenment. 
When we call a person dead because he 
has entered another sphere of existance, 
we are not speaking the truth; because 
to enter another sphere means to enter 
more life.

The phenomena we call death is simply 
the soul passing from one state to an-
other. This causes the body to dissolve; 
though the particles of the body do not 
die; they are taken up again and used 
by nature elsewhere.

Everything in manifested nature can 
be dissolved and used again in other 
ways; but the soul is not a manifesta-
tion; therefore it cannot be dissolved. 
The soul is above the forces of dissolu-
tion and is master over the laws of 
change; for this reason it remains 
changeless—eternally the image of the 
Supreme.

When we think of the soul we should 
think of it as being the real self. We 
should never say, “ I have a soul,”  be-
cause we can possess only that which is 
distinct from ourselves. We speak the 
truth only when we declare, “ I am a 
s o u l “ I am eternal;” “ I am the image 
of God.”

* * * *

Is it possible to retain perfect health 
while leading an intellectual, sedentary 
life? How can one best use the laws of 
development when engaged in physical, 
almost mechanical work?—L. S., Colum-
bus, O.

Perfect health can be retained by any-
one no matter what he is doing, pro-
viding he lives in harmony with the laws 
of life. For an answer to your second 
question, read Eternal Progress for 
October, 1906, “ The Real Purpose of 
Work.”

* * * *

Can you give a remedy for an im-
pediment of speech?— A. F. F., Detroit, 
Mich.

Every defect in the system comes from 
one of two causes; either a me-
chanical injury, or an adverse subcon-
scious state. When the trouble comes 
from a mechanical (physical) injury, it 
is usually best to apply a mechanical 
remedy, if such can be secured. I f  not, 
the subconscious mind may be appealed 
to, though considerable time may be re-
quired to produce a cure by this latter 
method.

When the subconscious is the cause of 
the trouble, a speedy cure can be obtained 
by properly impressing the subconscious.

That you. may understand the sub-
conscious thoroughly, we would advise 
you to study carefully the series of ar-
ticles on “ Educating the Subconscious” 
now being presented in this magazine. 
When a clear conception is formed of 
the subject, begin to impress the sub-
conscious for perfect speech. The sub-
conscious can express perfect speech 
through you, and will do so just as soon 
as you have established the idea of per-
fect speech in the subconscious. The 
impressions should be made before going 
to sleep, and may be made in the form 
of affirmations. Take about twenty min-
utes every night after you have retired, 
and impress upon the subconscious the 
conviction that perfect speech exists for 
you now.

Do not permit yourself to feel that you 
are going to get it, but know that you 
possess all perfect qualities now. The 
subconscious is unlimited, and contains 
the perfect essence of every attribute, 
quality or power possessed by the whole 
man.

The impressions should be made in 
deep feeling, and with perfect faith. 
Study also the series on the “ Mastery of
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Self” which appeared in Eternal Pro-
gress from October ’06 to February '07, 
inclusive. This will give you the cor-
rect use of the will, which is extremely 
important in giving impressions to the 
subconscious.

Continue to impress the subconscious 
for perfect speech every night and dur-
ing the day when you can, until you have 
results. You may expect results after 
a few weeks.

* * * *

I have read somewhere that when we 
increase the circulation in the brain, con-
gestion may take place unless the process 
is accompanied by some muscular exer-
cise. Is this correct? I f  not, why have 
some scientists come to that conclusion? 
— E. G. P., St. Louis.

There are scientists and scientists ; and 
the world is full of conclusions that have 
only mistakes as their foundation. The 
fact is th is: there is no upbuilding pos-
sible in any part of the system unless 
nourishment is supplied to that part; 
and the circulation is the medium 
through which nourishment is carried 
to the various parts of the system. 
Therefore, if we would increase the up-
building process in any part of the sys-
tem, we must increase the flow of the 
circulation to that part. This is simple 
enough for anyone to understand; but 
the problem is to do it correctly.

No matter how good our intentions 
are, if we do not apply the laws properly 
we shall have undesirable results, and the 
law of concentration is no exception.

Anger, excitement, intensity and force-
ful action will produce congestion in the 
brain because the blood is rushed to the 
brain in some “ helter-skelter,”  “ fits and 
starts”  fashion by such actions. But we 
must bear in mind the great fact that no 
matter how strong the circulation may 
be in any part of brain or body, no con-
gestion can possibly take place so long 
as the flow1 of the circulation is smooth 
and even.

Since the increased flow of the circu-
lation that is produced by concentration 
is alzvays smooth and even, nothing but 
the best results in development and 
growth can take place from such action.

When we speak of concentration, we

mean, of course, real concentration, and 
not some mechanical attempts at forc-
ing attention here or there. Real con-
centration is absolutely devoid of any 
intensity or forcefulness, and produces 
only the most delightful sensations.

The idea that muscular exercise must 
be accompanied with an increase of cir-
culation to the brain is the rankest ab-
surdity, and must be the conclusion of 
some person who knows nothing aside 
from ordinary flesh and bones.

 *  *  *

Can a man be physically strong with- 
out eating meat?— F. S., Chicago.

What to eat and what not to eat is 
for each person to decide in his own 
case; but the belief that meat is necessary 
to strength is erroneous. The average 
person would be much stronger, as well 
as purer, physically, mentally and mor-
ally, if he never tasted the flesh of ani-
mals. There are few people, however, 
who can as yet properly prepare a meal 
without meat; consequently, a great 
many will for some time continue to be 
dependent upon a carnivorous diet. It 
will be a great day for the world, how-
ever. when flesh-eating is at an end.

*  *  *  *

Will you inform me hozv to overcome 
bashfulness, or the desire to never leant 
to be conspicuous in a social zvayf I am 
perfectly at case when entertaining an 
audience, but in a social way I do not 
seem to have anything to say that is of 
interest to those around me.— F. L., Chi-
cago.

Read the article on “ Embarassment,” 
in the December, 1906 issue of E t e r n a l  
P r o g r e s s ;  and in addition, impress the 
subconscious to change your desire with 
respect to social relations.

There are a number of “great minds 
that feel perfectly at home before an au-
dience, but feel reserved, and even out of 
place in a social gathering. The reason 
why is almost impossible to find out 
without analyzing the mental make-up 
of the individual.

However, if you desire to take active 
part in social gatherings, and make your-
self interesting at such times; develop
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more personal sympathy and impress the 
social quality upon the subconscious. 
You can entirely change your personal 
qualities in this way.

* * * *

I am able to give a great deal of in-
formation to people through the use of 
some psychic power which is very active 
in me. Is this a talent that can be de-
veloped for some real use?—A. E. M., 
Newark, O.

It is the sixth sense; and there are a 
great many people who have it more or 
less in activity; but there are very few 
who employ it correctly. To use this 
power in giving “ readings” to the curi-
ous is not right by any means; and will 
in every case lead to something detri-
mental. A  “ reading” usually deals with 
the past, present and future of a person; 
but since the past is gone; since the fu-
ture is yet to be created, there is nothing 
of practical value that can come from a 
reading. There is a great deal of harm, 
that can come from such practice. To 
tell a person’s fortune makes him a fatal-
ist ; he is made to believe in the fortune 
and not in himself; he will be made to 
feel that he is in the hands of fate, in-
stead of fate being absolutely in his 
hands. Fortune-telling in all its phases, 
genuine or fradulant, makes weaklings 
and puppets out of everybody who de-
pends upon it.

Your life is your own. You become 
what you wish to become, and you can 
determine your own destiny; but you can 
not do this by meddling with the psychi-
cal. Mastery of self and destiny can 
come only through the perfect under-
standing and the thorough application of 
laws and principles of life. The sixth 
sense can be employed to great advantage 
in more fully discerning these inner se-
crets of life.

Never use the sixth sense in trying to 
“ read” the life of another. You may 
get some facts, but you will enter into 
sympathy with all kinds of disturbed 
psychical forces, and you will open your 
mind to all kinds of thoughts and illu-
sions.

The average mind is full of confusion 
and delusions, and you do not want to

get into them. You may not feel any ill 
effects as far as you have gone, but you 
are on dangerous ground. You have 
nothing to lose and much to gain by get-
ting out of that practice and belief at 
once.

The sixth sense should be employed in 
gaining a deeper insight into the princi-
ples, laws and conditions of your own 
being and your own world; and here it 
can be employed to the greatest advan- 
tage.

The majority of the most successful 
men and women in the world have the 
sixth sense highly developed ; it is this 
sense that enables them to do the right 
thing at the right time.

*  *  *  *

On page 15, of January, (1907) issue, 
the time one should dwell on the part to 
be impressed is not given, while there 
follows a caution not to dwell too long. 
Please explain what is meant by "too 
long.’ ’—J. C. B., Kansas City.

While we are consciously acting upon 
a faculty we use up the energy that is 
stored up in that faculty ; therefore, 
when all of that energy is used up, we 
should let that faculty rest and be re-
filled. How long it takes to use up the 
energy contained in a faculty depends 
upon how much there was in the first 
place, and whether that faculty was used 
uninterruptedly. In most mental actions 
you employ several faculties, but they do 
not all act at once; they change about a 
great deal.

When the energy in a faculty is used 
up you can feel it. The time varies from 
two to twelve hours. When you feel 
that a faculty is exhausted before your 
special work is done, take five minutes 
for transmuting all the energy in your 
system, and then direct it into the fac-
ulty you need. You can go to work 
again and continue for hours before more 
rest is required.

A  wrong mental state will mis-direct 
every process of thinking that you may 
place in action while that state continues. 
It is therefore impossible to secure the 
results we desire so long as such mental 
states are permitted.
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look Smews
“ U n c o o k e d  F o o d s a n d  H o w  t o  U s e  

T h e m ;“  A  treatise on how to get 
the highest form of animal energy 
from food. B y Mr. and Mrs. Eu-
gene Christian. Cloth; 246 pages, 
$1.00. The Health-Culture Co., 15 1 
W. 23d St., New York City.

One of the greatest questions of this 
age is the food question; and that we are 
rapidly passing out of the old habits in 
eating is evident; but as yet it is only a 
small minority that is coming down to 
fundamental principles. Therefore, any 
work that can present the real facts on 
this great subject, in such a way that 
the public can understand, should have 
the largest possible circulation. Among 
such works we class “ Uncooked Foods,” 
and firmly believe that every household 
possessing the book will be benefitted to 
a hundred times its purchase price.

“ T h e  N o -B r e a k f a s t  P l a n  a n d  t h e  
F a s t i n g -C u r e ; ”  B y  Edward Hook-
er Dewey, M. D. Cloth, 207 pages, 
$1.00. The Health-Culture Co., 15 1 
23d St., New York.

The no-breakfast plan is now becom-
ing more and more popular among peo-
ple who have other purposes in life be-
sides pampering the body; and those who 
have had actual experience with fasting 
know that as a curative agent it has few 
equals. Personally, we believe that al-
most anything can be cured by fasting, 
providing it is done properly. There-
fore, when easier methods fail, try fast-
ing; but read some good work on the 
subject first. Dr. Dewey’s book is very 
strongly recommended for this purpose, 
as well as for sound information on Na-
ture-cure in general.

“ O w l  H o o t s ;  W a y s  t o  b e  W i s e  a n d  
Ot h e r w i s e ; ”  By Lucia B. Griffin. 
Price 50 cents. The Souvenir Pub. 
Co., Albia, la.

A quaint gift book, well worth the 
price and more. Recipes for “ happi-
ness” “ winning out,”  “ preserving a hus-
band," “ preserving love,”  “ being a mul- 
ti-millionnaire,”  and many others are too 
good to pass unnoticed. The humor is

wholesome and the advice is sound.

“ B e h o l d  t h e  C h r i s t  i n  E v e r y  O n e ; ”  
B y  Celestia Root Lang. Paper, 128 
pages. Price 50 cents. “ The Di-
vine L ife ,”  4109 Vincennes Ave., 
Chicago, Bis.

There are two kinds of literature; the 
“ inspired” and the “ putting together of 
words.” Nine-tenths of what is written 
is almost entirely of the latter; almost 
entirely, but not completely, because in-
spired statements appear here and there 
through everything that is expressed in 
written language.

In the best literature, especially poetry, 
inspired statements appear on every 
page, and not infrequently in every par-
agraph or stanza. It is for this reason 
that such literature is immortal.

The average reader does not know 
what makes such literature immortal; 
but he instinctively feels that there is 
something in it that cannot die. The 
souls, however, that have been in the 
cosmic state know what this something 
is, and they can tell the difference in 
every instance between the statements 
the are inspired and those that are simply 
“ man talking.”

To such souls it is a rich feast to 
read what comes from inspired realms; 
though it is not every day that such a 
feast is placed before them.

The average writer does not pay 
enough attention to the cosmic; does not 
permit his mind to be illumined with real 
light, but depends too much upon the 
phrasings of mere intellect. Consequent-
ly, most of what he writes is simply 
words put to gether.

Occasionally, however, a mind trans-
cends the “ book-making factory” and 
permits Eternal Truth to have free ex-
pression ; and we are very glad to state 
that the author of “ Behold the Christ” 
is one of these.

“ A p p l e s  o f  Go l d ,”  or the Gospel of 
Health; By Alice M. Long. Cloth, 
1 17  pages. Price, $1.05 postpaid.
M. A. Long Pub. House, 6 15 E. 
43d St., Chicago, Ills.
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All thinkers of this age have come to 
the conclusion that it is not right to be 
sick. Health should be universal, and 
perpetual, and there must be way to 
make it so. With this conviction, they 
have gont out, or rather within to find 
this way, and they have not searched in 
vain. The way to perfect and perpetual 
health has certainly been found, and no 
one need now be sick any more if he 
will faithfully follow the new way.

This is good news, indeed; a gospel 
of great joy ; and it should be preached 
from every house top.

Never form plans while discouraged. 
You are in mental darkness, and cannot 
see how to proceed. First lift yourself 
up above the gloom; then you will know 
what course to pursue.

* * * *

The awakened soul will never make 
mistakes unless he follows the advice 
of others. Moral—depend upon the
light of your own soul.

* * * *

When you think that you can do a 
certain thing, you cause all your mental 
energy to flow into that faculty that is 
required to carry out your purpose. This 
will build up that faculty, and enable 
you to actually do what you thought you 
could.
i * * * *

Be good and kind to everybody, and 
the world will be very kind to you. There 
may be occasional exceptions for a 
while; but when they come, pass them 
by, and they will never come again.

* * * *

Large souls do not need to be “ en-
couraged.” They know what they can 
do; and they also know that they are 
going to do it.

* * * *

To think right, one must think ac-
cording to principles, and not as he 
pleases.

* * * *

All great things come from within. 
The wisdom that knows, the insight that 
leads, the knowledge of how to act and

where to go, the ability to do, the power 
to create and become, the spirit of 
growth, and the source of all supply— 
all these things come from the great
within; and faith is the path to that won-
derful realm. That is the reason why 
faith can do all things.

* * * *
Do not follow suggestion. Under-

stand principles; then live, think, act
and speak accordingly.

*  *  *  *

Never add fuel to a fire that is al-
ready too hot. (The wise will under-
stand.)

* * * *
While you are dreaming of the future,

Live in the Now.
* * * *

The man who likes what he is doing 
now will soon find something to do that
he likes better.

* * * *
No one can rise in the scale unless he

thoroughly loves his present work.
* * * *

When you are trying to make every-
thing come right, you will find that all 
things work together for good, and 
nothing is done in vain.

NEW THOUGHT PHILOSOPHY

S o m e  N e w  F e a tu re s  of T h is  U p -B u i ld in g
S c ie n c e  E xp la ined  by Dr. C. A. M a n n .

From the large number of books writ-
ten on the New Thought Philosophy 
that most important science to all who 
wish to better themselves, one would 
naturally infer that every detail of this 
fascinating subject had been treated 
thoroughly; and yet, as the ardent seeker 
for real knowledge goes carefully over 
this literature, he is disappointed. Like 
a child who expects to catch a bird, but 
finds it has placed its hands on an empty- 
nest, he gropes for the real substance 
of the matter, but the end in view is 
never reached.

In reading a book that is very prom-
ising at the start, that holds out great 
possibilities of knowledge, whose author 
professes to show you the way to both 
temporal and spiritual power, whose
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pages are supposed to unlock all the 
secrets of Self-Mastery and Right 
Living, there is nothing so unpleasant as 
to find in the last pages that the long- 
looked for secrets are withheld.

I have been thinking for a long time 
of putting these facts before the readers 
of “ Eternal Progress,’’ of giving them 
the benefit of my experience in the search 
for knowledge, for, like many others, I 
have wondered if there were a reason 
-for keeping the earnest seeker after truth 
in ignorance, or whether the average 
writer on this great subject was not him-
self in possession of the facts.

There is a Sacred Promise to all who 
wish to learn, that they shall possess the 
promised power, the greatest of all 
powers, that of successful living and as 
yet so far as the ordinary mind can see 
few possess it. There are however, 
some great masters who are able and 
willing to imitate those prepared to find 
the truth. In the past few years a great 
deal has been said on the wonders per-
formed by the students of the rudimen-
tary science known as Hypnotism, Per-
sonal Magnetism, Healing and the like. 
Hindoo farkirs have been looked upon 
as supernatural beings, and yet the things 
which they do and which surprise us so 
much are childish when compared with 
the possibilities of the higher knowledge 
of the Hidden Forces. Once this knowl-
edge is acquired, we have at our com-
mand the most vital energy, the most 
magnetic power, to attract and to com-
pel, to make ourselves masters, to con-
quer fate ; in short, to have at our com-
mand the wildest elements known to 
mankind. That these things are possible 
is obvious, for we have the direct prom-
ise. “ And greater things shall ye do as 
I go to the Father.”  Believing that all 
the readers of this magazine are earnest 
seekers after the truth, I want to call 
their attention to a book of infinite wis- 
-dom which recently came to my attention. 
It is called “ Self-Development and the 
Hidden Forces,” and is published by the 
Central School of Psychology, 229 Build-
ing, Rochester, N .Y . As I am acquainted 
with the superintendent of the school, I 
have arranged so that any reader of 
“ Eternal Progress” can obtain a copy 
e f this book, free of all charge, provided

they mention the fact that they read this 
article in this publication.

The teachings found in this concise 
work will enlarge one’s horizon and 
prove beyond any possible doubt that 
they who seek shall find. I f  you are 
waiting for opportunity to knock at your 
door, wait no longer for it is here. If 
you are hoping to gain everlasting fame, 
health, supremacy and the subtle power 
that made the ancient mystics invinci-
ble, I advise you to write for this book 
at once. If you follow its teachings it 
will do you infinite good. It will put 
you beyond the pale of failure, and will 
enable you to make life what you wish. 
I f  you wish a copy, a letter addressed to 
the Central School of Psychology, 229 
Building, Rochester, N. Y ., will bring it 
to you without charge.

Do Not'Fail To Read “Poise 
and Power,” A  New Book By 
C. D. Larson. See Advertise 
ment on Anotherj Page.

J, Bradley Jeffery,
fifcetapb\>0ician

York

!!! H i :  IS  C O M E  !!!
“ OPEN-S E-SAME” booklet free for investiga 
tion of the subject; drop us a line before you 
forget i t ! Address, M a i l  Or d e r  D e p a r t -
m e n t , 29 Hill Street, San Francisco, Cal.

T H E  T W O  FOR $ 1 . 5 0

Every Business Man Should Read 
the BU SINESS PHILOSOPHER, 
A  Monthly Magazine Devoted to 
the Science of Business. Price $1.00 
a year. You can secure The BUSI-
N ESS PHILOSOPHER One Year, 
and E T E R N A L  PROGRESS One 
Year for $1.50. New Subscriptions 
or Renewals.

Send your order to C. D. L a r s o n  
Fourth National Bank Bldg., Cin-
cinnati, O.
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If You Desire To

A D V E R T I S E

Your proposition in magazines, 

newspapers, etc., consult me 

for lists and rates. Publicity 

Booklet FRE E.

Rudolph G u e n t h e r , '™ "

“  It Cannot Fail to do G ood”

Mountains Removed
By W illia m  Porter Tow nsend.

A  new book on Self-Culture and Self- 
Mastering ; Physical Perfection ; Enjoy-
able Health ; Strong Nerves and W ill; 
Hearn to Control Yourself ; Unfoldment 
of the True Man. By Mail, 30 cents. 
Order now.

W IL L I A M  P O R T E R  T O W N S E N D , P ublisher. 

D ept. C. French tow n, N . J .

A Silent Thought Success Circle
I want everyone to know that I can heal them. I want'to 

show you the virtue and healing potency my treatment con-
tains. so will give two week's treatment free to all who will 
send plainly stamped and addressed envelope. I also have 
a mechanical device that will help to draw away the blues, 
cure poverty, diseases, and bad habits, also a key to concen-
tration and for developing all your higher powers. Address 
_  _ IDA WELSH,
E-P  Bellville, 111.

YOUR F U TU R E ?
A S T R O L O G IC A L  H O R O S C O P E S .

Delineations and Forecasts, showing “ W h a t  To Do,* ’ 
“ W hen To D o I t ,”  and “ H ow  To D o It ,”  by C aptain  
Geo. W . W alron d . 1512 Glencairn St., Denver, Colo., or 
Box 201. Are always accurate and reliable. Over 40 years* 
study and practice. T w elve Years in D enver.

T E R M S  AN D T E S T IM O N IA L S  FR E E .
M OST R K L IA B L E  F O R E C A S T E R  in A M E R IC A

SUCCESS-MAGNETISM.
Personal C u ltu re  B o o k s, [b y  F ra n k ’  Ch&nniag 

¡H a d d o ck , T h . D.

Any man who will put into reasonable daily use the direct 
ive practical instruction of “ P ow er of WUJ” and 
“ P ow er for S u ccess,”  will infallibly realize actual vaines 
in personal growth and financial betterment. These manuals 
are absoluely genuine and wonderfully practical, containing 
57 chapters (all directive, noce mere essays), more than 800 
pages, and about 1,000 specific Instructions of down-en-tte- 
ground importance. And they are endorsed by business 
and professional people. "I  would not take $100.00 for ray 
copies.” says one. Price $12.00 on plan—cash, examination, 
return and refund of money. Full description on application. 
Address P erso n al C u ltu re P o w e r-B o o k  Com pany, 
A u b a r n d a le , M ass.

Rejoice Always or Happiness Isf or Yon
By Frank S, and Marion B. Van Eps.

This book shows how to be happy in this life, even though 
one may not be, or may be in ideal circumstances.

Efficiency without anxiety, is the keynote of the book.
Price, one dollar, ($1.00),¡by mail.
Published at 14 4  W e s t  1 23rd  St., N e w  Y ork  City

A Million People
In This Country are Waiting 
For The Very Instructions 
That Are Being Published in

ETERNAL

To Bring This Great Maga-
zine Into The Hands Of A ll 
These People, We Need Rep-
resentatives In Every Com-
munity. Liberal Commission 
Given.

U / A  N T E n  ® y a  £ raJuated nurse, thirty-five years 
If fl ll I L U of aKe' a position May 1, as companion 

to man or woman Intending to travel or 
spend summer in the country. Experienced In mind training 
and physical culture. Capable of taking charge of trips, small 
country place or acting as secretary. Fond of work and 
reading. Enjoys life. Best possible references. Address 
A. E. A. care ETERNAL P RO G RESS, Fourth National Bank 
Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

"HUMBUG MEMORY SCHOOLS EXPOSED”
W  a n d  a d d r e s s  o n  d e ve l o pme n t  o f  t h e

Me mo r y
To introduce a series of valuable 

educational works, the above 
will be sent to all applicants 

JAMES P. DOWNS, 14 Park Place, New York

For Particulars Write to

C. D. LAR SON,
Fourth Nat’l Bank Bldg. Cincinnati, Ohio.

O N E  CASE FREE.
I will heal one case in each neighborhood, no matter what 
the disease or how serious, free of charge. A healed case 
is my best advertisement. Address, with stamped envelope. 
Editor,

“ OCCU LT TRU TH S E E K E R ”
D e p t . L. L a w r e n c e , K a n
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PATENT APPLIED FOR

PLAY FROCKS
F OR  L I T T L E  B O Y S  ANI) G I R L S

With Bunning’s Tri-Suit Play Frocks mothers need not worry about costly 
garments being soiled or torn—-children don't constantly hear, “ Don’t do that, 
you’ll spoil your dress.”  The little ones play and romp to their hearts’ content,— 
THEIR NERVES AND YOUR OWN W ILL BE THE BETTER FOR IT.

SOMETHING ABSOLUTELY NEW 
ADAPTED FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Stylish enough for ordinary wear; useful for travel; for the country; 
at the sea shore; in the nursery; for romping indoors or out; bath 
ing; a hasty throw-over in the morning while getting papa and the 
older children off your hands. AN ALL AROUND GARMENT.

There’s nothing else like it — Three garments in one piece
WAIST. DRAWERS and SKIRT COMBINED

MADE IN AN ASSORTMENT OF COLORS WITH CONTRASTING TRIMMINGS

S i z e s  f o r  2,  4  a n d  6 - y e a r  o l d s
W I T H  S H O R T , M E D I U M , O R  I O S 8  S L E E V E S  A S  D E S I R E D

Plain, 5 0 c .;  Edged, 7 5 c .; Box Plaited, $1
G E T  O N E  T O D A Y .  I P  Y O U R  D E A L E R  D O N ’ T K E E P  T H E M  W E  W I L L  S E N D ,  

P O S T P A I D ,  O N  R E C E I P T  O F  A M O U N T  A N D  S I Z E  (S T A T E  C O L O R S  P R E F E R R E D ) .

THE BUNNY COMPANY
Room 4 0 0  89  LINCOLN ST., BOSTON, MASS.

There is nothing about Bunning’s Tri-Suit Play Frocks to hurt the child even in the most 
strenuous play. They are made of materials that are just right, in practically dirt-proof 
colors, and they more than cut the youngsters’ laundry bill in half. A boon alike to mother 
and child — dainty, neat and elegant, without the common, objectionable looks and 
features found in ordinary romping clothes, Bunning’s Tri-Suit Flay Frocks for little 
boys and girls are health - generating life - insurers that no child should be without.

A
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i M O D E L S  I
OUT-WEAR

THREE
ORDINARY

KINDS

For comfortable, satisfactory wear 
there is nothing so good as Bull Dog 
Suspenders, that ¿ive with every 
m o v e .  H ave more rubber, better 
p a r ts  an d  g r e a t e r  s e r v ic e  than  
a n y  o t h e r  s u s p e n d e r  m a d e .

T R Y  A P A I R .  M O N E Y  
CHEERFULLY REFUNDED 
IF NOT SA T ISF A C TO R Y

Made for man and youth 
in regular or extra lengths, 
l ig h t ,  h e a v y  or e x t r a  
h e a v y ,  a s  d e s i r e d .

SO CENTS AT ALL DEALERS, 
OR B Y  MAIL, POSTPAID

Dept. 802 8 7  Lincoln St.
B O S T O N ,  M A S S ,

Our useful Bull Do^ Suspender 
Comb and Case mailed for ioc. 
postage. Instructive booklet, ‘ 4 Style, 
or How to Dress Correctly,”  sent free 
to those who mention this magazine. 
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Grçflulife 3L £

Gives man a commading appearance
NULIFE dispels sick, nauseating 

and tired feeling, arising from congested lungs, 
due to round shoulders and sunken chest 

which causes improper breathing. This stoop-
ed position forces the entire weight of the body 
on the abdomen which properly should be sup-
ported by the spine and hips.

NULIFE instantly corrects and prevents all 
ailments due to these improper causes, and in-
spires you with vigor and permanent good 
health.
PROF. CHAS. MUNTER, Dept. 44

"Nulife" Compels Deep Breathing
Straightens round shoulders and creates a per-
fect figure for man, woman and child. Expands 
the chest from 2 to 6 inches and increases your 
height proportionately.

NULIFE formeriy sold through vocal and phy-
sical instructors and physicians at $5.00 and 
$10.00, now sent direct to you at $2.00 prepaid. 
(State tight chest measure and mention whether 
male or female when ordering.)

Makes children stand, sit and grow erect.
Gives a woman a graceful figure 

with or without corset
NULIFE is made of washable linen and is self 

lacing. You simply fasten the belt around the 
waist and NULIFE does the rest.

10 D A YS TR IA L FR EE
Send for NULIFE today and wear It ten days at 

my risk. Money cheerfully refunded if, after ten 
days' trial you are willing to part with it.

23 West 45th Street, NEW YORK

$7
Value

for
$1

Y O U  FEEL S A F I  W H E N  W R IT IN C  A C H E Q U E  W IT H

BLAIR'S FOUNTAIN PENCIL FOR WRITING RULING 
AND MANIFOLDING WITH A YEARS SUPPLY 

CARTRIDGE OF CHEQUE PROTECTING'INK'fREtv
i WRITING INSTRUMENT'

IN THE WORLD i

Total
Value

$7
A ro u n d  t h e  W o rld  h u t  N e v e r  O ut o f  I n k .  I n v a lu a b le  fo r  S te n o g r a p h y .

Saves Cost of Check Punch $5 Value of Year’s Ink Supply......... $1 Cost of Pencil —  $1
Holder needs to be filled with water only, to produce the best ink. No leads. Point never breaks or needs sharpening. Will 

last for years. Soon saves its cost. Prices, plain, $1; chased, $1.25; chased and gold mounted $ 1 . New Ink-Making Cartridges 
In green, blue, violet or black copying or red ruling, 10c; by mail, 12c. Insured mail 8c. extra. Ordinary ink may also be used 

B L A I R ’b F O U N T  * I N  P E N  C O M  'A N Y .  6 J o h n  S t ., S u it e  2 1 2 ,  N o w  Y o r k . O et A g e n c y .

1157 North Clark Street.
Instruction Monday’s and Thursday’s, 

at i o  and n  a . m . Healing daily.
Mrs. Parmelee in Charge.

Mental Science Healing
P rese n t o r A b se n t T re atm en t b y  
R . K o h au a. C orrespon d en ce in 
E n g lish  an d  G erm an . --------

2603 Hermitage Av., Ravenswood, Chicago.

Spiritual Healing
A b s e n t  T r e a t m e n t s  

f o r  a l l  I l l s .

Emma E. Bent, < 204 Lincoln Ave.
'  C in c in n a t i ,  O h io

WANTED! The names and addresses
of all the Thinkers you 

know. Kindly send as large a list as you can to 
Eternal Progress.

KRAM ER’S $5
Book Reduced to

"" - S i . 2»; 
While They Last

The price of “ Kramer’s Book 
of Trade Secrets”  has been re-
duced from $5 to $1.25 while they 
last. Order at once while you 
can get the book. “ It’s ”  a spring 
tonic for any business. Did *‘go”  
into every state and Canada 
since April, 1906. “ It”  makes 
business “ go”  and brings in the

“ $$ $ ”  to you. Endorsed by all manufacturers.
T h e re  Is Only K ra m e r's  Book.

“ Kramer’s Book of Trade Secrets”  was written by Adolph 
Kramer, an analytical chemist, assisted by other experts. 
Mr. Kramer was educated in Germany’s most noted technical 
schools and was for over 80 years connected with large man-
ufacturing concerns in Germany and the U. S . It is the most 
complete thing ever written on flavoring extracts, giving 
formulas that have never been puolished, costing from 30c. 
per gallon and wholesaling for $3.50 per gallon up. It con-
tains hundreds of other formulas which never have appear-
ed in print, where the cost has ranged for each formula to 
sets of formulas, from $6.00 to $100.00. Every person who 
is out of employment can make more out of this fbook 
than a person in ordinary business can make on a capital of 
$10,(XX).

“ K ra m e r on Ice C re a m ,"  is a booklet which 
has just been issued, telling how to make a prime Ice Cream 
for 20c a gallon, absolutely pure and will pass in any food- 
law state, besides giving a number of other formulas and in-
formation. Can’t tell all about it here. Regular price, $2.60 
now $1.00 or both books for $2.00. Act quick.

SIOUX PUBLISHING CO.,
Dept. B. Sutherland, Iowa
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The Modern Church
Preach The Gospel—Heal the Sick 

------ T H E  — -«=<•

New Thought Temple
McMillan St. and Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, O .

Regular Service Every Sunday Morning 
at 11. Sunday School, Every Sunday 
Morning at 10. Healing Service Every 
Tuesday Afternoon at 2:30. Free Circula 
ting Library Open Every Day. The Public 
Invited.

Personal Healing Daily From 10 to 4. 
Absent Healing to Any Part of the World. 
Everybody Iuvited to W rite for Help. 
Those Who Can May Recompense Acccrd- 
ing to the Benefit Received. A Large Band 
of Helpers Engaged in This Work. Pre 
pared to handle thousands of Cases.

Address All Communicatt ns to T h e  Ne w  
Th o u g h t  Te m p l e , McMillan St. & Gilbert 
Ave., f  inc nnati. 6 .

Circle of Divine Ministry
29 West 20th St., New York City.

Tenth Year.
Daily noon meetings ; Thursday evening meetings ; Public 
meetings Sunday afternoon at 4 p. m. C lass instruction ; 
aoence library. Rooms open daily for reading and medita-
tion from 10 to 8.

; ‘TH E SCIENCE Q U A R TER LY7’
F rom  the C olorado College o f D iv in e  Science, 

730 East J7th A v e ., D enver, C ol.

Daily Studies and Sunday Service
*10 0  per Year, Foreign, $1.10 : Single Copy, 80 Cents. 

Sample Mailed on Applicaiion.

Mrs. Marguerite Phillips
Metaphysician

S P IR IT U A L  D IR E C T IO N , H E A L IN G  
and Teaching.

S18 N. Sheldon Street, CHARLOTTE, MICH

Your Faults,Virtues, Talents, Opportunities and how to use 
them described in my Great Book,

The Influence of the Zodiac 
Upon Human Life.

Descriptive Leaflet Sent Free. PRICE $1.00

E L E A N O R  K IR K
286 West 75 St., New York City, N. Y-

PR O G R ESS.

¿Mineral (Absorption
T i iE  O N LY  N A T U R A L  M E T H O D  OF CURE 

T he  W o r ld ’ s  C o m in g  T re a tm e n t 

G re a te r C u ra tiv e  P o w e r T han  A ll D rugs and 

H e d ic ine s . A c t io n  is Im m ed ia te . 

P o s it iv e  and Radical.

Results are Modern Miracles. Diseases Con-
sidered Incurable Can Now be Cured 

When Medicines Fail.
Mineral Absorbents are adapted to reach every organ of 

the human body. An external application which searches 
out, draws to the surface and absorbs all the irritating pois-
ons which cause disease, This powerful Absorbent is abso-
lutely drugless, harmless and painless.

“They Who Inherit The Earth.’1

A Perfect Revelation to Every Reader. Sent FREE to Read-
ers of ETERNAL PRO GRESS.

Send Name of Invalid Friends.

Toxo-Absorbent Company
94 State St, RO CH ESTER, N. Y.

SC IE N C E  OF BEING
C la s s e s  fo r S y s te m a t ic  S tu d y  

C hurch  S e rv ic e  S u n d a y  M ornings.
Assembly Room. Fine Arts Building,

CHICAGO. ILL.

$ 4 ,0 0 0  FOR $ 2 ,0 0 0
I N  5  Y E A R S - S K C U K E l ) .

I con tro l 150 acres o f m inera l land In 
Benton Co., A rk ., between a health resort 
and com m ercia l tow n w ith  tw o  ra ilroads 
(4|/2 m iles apa rt) and ly ing  jo in in g  the com 
m erc ia l tow n . .A m  so sure th a t a very 
sm all sum o f m oney w il l  develop m inera l in 
paying quan tities . I make th is  proposition ; 
F o r $2,000 I agree to  re tu rn  $4,000 w ith in  
5 years (before 5 years i f  m inera l is sooner 
com m e rc ia lly  developed) and to  secure the 
money advanced I w i l l  de live r a bond fo r 
a deed to  20 acres o f th is  land, the same to 
be w ith in  1 m ile  of the present center of 
the tow n. T h is  means th a t i f  the $4,000 is 
not paid a t the  end o f 5 years, then I w ill 
execute and de live r a deed to  20 acres of 
the land— and it 's  fam ous the w o rld  over fo r  
f r u i t  grow ing. I t  is now w o rth  $100 an acre, 
and is grow ing more va luable . One person 
may take a ll o f th is  o ffe r; no sum less than 
$50 accepted; no th ing accepted a fte r  the 
aggregate reaches $2,000.

W ill furnish good and ample references. 
To those who are striving for eternal pro 
gress exclusively. E. B. H A R R IN G TO N , 
3908 East 16th St., Kansas City, Mo.



$200,000,000 FOR A LEASE OF LIFE.

NtmEST T0 NAT<irE 
THE

ENSIGN
r emedies

Ŵ ouOfilÇALFOoW

A nd rew  Carnegie offers the fabulous sum of tw o hundred m il 
lion do lla rs  fo r  a lease of life  o f ten years. But A ndrew  w ill 
keep his money and when he fa lls  rea lly  il l ,  he w ill die. The 
reason is th a t A nd rew  w ill depend upon his doctors, and his 
doctors know  no th ing  about cu ra tive  trea tm ent, so when they 
have suppressed enough diseases so th a t th e ir  cum ula tive 
power overbalances the organism , A ndrew  m ust settle  the 
score w ith  his life . W hen th a t tim e  a rrives, the doctors w ill 
t re a t his feve r w ith  some drug, w h ich  w il l  put a drag on his 

heart, and when the fe ve r is gone, they  w il l  use heart s tim u lan ts  in a vain e ffo rt to re 
pa ir the in ju ry . Then the y  w i l l  commence issu ing bu lle tins , and the undertaker w ill 
be r ig h t along w ith  the  crape wagon.

How foclish it all isl God made the human body out of and through the activities of certain substances, and it lives 
through them. When there is need of repair, instead of replacing that which is worn out with new material of the same 
kind, foolish man attempts to patch with substances which are never used in making a body, and have no place in it; 
which are inimical and destructive to it. It is idiotic!

But man has been dosed and doped so long that he thinks he cannot live unless he has good, strong, villainous dope. 
He does not reason at all. He thinks that something offensive to his taste, to his smell, and every sense he has which is 
really working in the .necessary thing If the dope gags him, all the better: if it throws his :
stomach out of order, constipates him and plays havoc with his heart, his liver, his spleen, 
and wrecks him generally, all the more evidence that he is “ doing something." .And he 
certainly is!

If Andrew Carnegie, or any other man, will use rational, sensible methods for the preserv-
ation of health, and throw drugs to the dogs, he can add ten years to his lease of life, and 
save money. This is an advertisement for the Ensign Remedies, and it deals exclusively 
with truths and facts, and the wise will profit by it. Let us tell you some thing you do not 
know. They are in our literature, We have a booklet on General Diseases: one on Private 
Diseases: one on Women’s Diseases; one on Varicose yeins, Varicocele, and one on the 
Heart. Any or all free to you. Good, sensible reading, without a “ scare" in it- Ju st what 
you need. Then we have some leaflets, reprints of magazine articles by W. S- Ensign, which 
will interest and instruct. If you are looking for health, right this way We have the gen-
uine article

ENSIGN R E M E D IE S  CO M PANY, 
Canadian O ffice: W indsor, Ont. D epartm ent K.,

W. S. ENSIGN, Phys. Ch. 
B attle  Creek, Mich.

‘BLAIRS NOSAK SELF FILLING PAT'O TH E HOL DER I S FI LLED BYTHE 
S U C TI O N  OF TH I S  PEN CAP.

Be Careful
When buying Fountain Pens or you 
will get old muzzle loaders.The kind 
you open and squirt ink in to fill. 

Get the Pen that fills by the suction of the Pen Cap without opening. There is only one. It is Blair s Nosak Self-Filling. All 
ethers have a decaying Rubber S a c k  or inside mechanism. B lair's Nosak holds 7<> drop<s of ink. Others hold only 15 to -5. 
It has'the Ink Safe-Guard which prevents ink leaking on the finger part. The Split-feed insures a steady flow of ink. The 
Adjustable Clap Clip prevents rolling or loss of the pen. Prices: No. 1 Gold Pen, 2, $ 2 . 5 0 ; $il; 4, $4:.), $o Insured mail 
•c  extra. Muzzle-loaders at half foregoing prices to close out. E s t a b l i s h e d  1 8 8 5 .  Iu v e n to rg  a n a  M a k e rs^

B L A I R ’S F O U N T A IN  P E N  CO ., 6 J oh n  Street, New  Y o rk . Suite 212 G et A gen cy ,

80c. Worth O f Good Literature D ru g less Healing'
F o r  2 3  C e n t s .

"Let There be Light" I 0c.; Purity’s Great 
est Foe," 5c.; "Bronze Book" 10c.; "Doctors 
and their Medicines," 10c.; "Right of the Child 
to be W ell Bom," 10c.; "Heredity," 5c.; "Pri 
vate Letter," 5c.; "Dianism," 25c.; Total, 80c. 
for 2 5 c .

The N a t io n a l Purity  A sso c ia t io n ,
81 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111,
Mention this paper when you order, and * -opy of “ Purity  

Journal”  will be included

B y P sych ic  M e tho ds
We C u re  P e o p le  suffering from 

all kinds of diseases, and correct bad 
habits in young and old, by T h e r a -
p e u t ic  S u g g e st io n  alone and with-
out medicines ; and when they cannot 
come for personal treatment we reach 
and cure them at their homes in any 
part of the world all by purely Psychic 
Methods—M e n ta l T e le p a th y . No 
matter what your ailment, how seri-
ous your case, or what you may have 
done before, T re a tm e n t  bj' T h e r -

a p e u t ic  S u g g e st io n  is different 
from all others, and it may be a certain cure for you, for our 
methods frequently succeed after ail others have failed. 
Booklets fully explaining T h e r a p e u t ic  S u g g e stio n  and 
the P s y c h ic  M e th o d s  we employ, Se n t F r e e  to every-
body. All afflicted people should read these Booklets. Send 
for them now. You will enjoy reading them. Address,

GEO. C. PITZER, M. D.



“P O ISE  A N D  P O W E R ”
A  N E W  B O O K

B y  C. CD. L A R SO N .

T h is  book has been w r itte n  to  supply w h a t is unquestionab ly  one o f the greatest 
dem ands of the age .

The Demand For More Power jfi
N early everybody is in search o f m ore power, because he knows th a t more power 

is required i f  he is to  a tta in  and achieve w h a t he has in m ind.

T o  Prevent Failure <£
More power is demanded, because it  is a w e ll known fa c t th a t the  la rge r share of 

fa ilu re s  come th rough  a lack o f capacity , w h ich  means a lack o f power. Science is 
dem onstra ting  da ily  th a t fu l ly  one-half o f the  o rd in a ry  diseases come fro m  a lack of 
v ita l energy In the system.

Perfect Health
Can be made perpetual, i f  the  system  is co n s ta n tly  kep t b r im -fu ll o f energy. T h is  is not 
theory, b u t the v e rd ic t o f a sound, conserva tive  science; and personal experiencs w ill 
dem onstrate the s ta tem ent to  be absolute ly  true . You never get s ick  so long as your 
system is fu l l  of v ita l energy.

The Secret
Is to  keep the system fu l l  o f energy a t a ll tim es. B u t how Is th is  done? W e a ll know, 
th a t an enormous am ount o f energy is being generated in the  hum an system  every hour; 
bu t i t  is

*£ A  Startling Fact <£
T h a t nearly  n ine-tenths o f th is  energy is wasted and lost in the  average person. W hat 
m ig h t we not become and w h a t m ig h t we not accom plish i f  a ll th is  energy could be 
saved and em ployed con s tru c tive ly?

The Cause
Of th is  te r r if ic  loss is a lack  o f Poise. A tta in  pe rfe c t Poise, and a ll loss o f energy w ill 
be prevented— absolute ly  prevented.

^  Read “ Poise and Power“  ^
And you w ill learn how to  a tta in  P oise; also how to  use the  g rea t increase o f power th a t 
w ill come through Poise.. The in s tru c tio n s  are so c lear th a t a ll can understand them ; 
and since the book w ill be wanted a t once by everybody, we have had i t  published at 
a popu lar price.

BOUND IN CLOTH, 50 C EN TS.
Send a ll orders to

C. D. LARSON, Fourth  N ational Bank B ld $. CINCINNATI 0


